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Abstract 
 
This dissertation presents a case study of a rural transnational community.  It is 
influenced by ethnographic tradition through its use of a participant-observer perspective.  The 
focus is upon the lived experience of the members of the transnational community.  Their stories 
were collected through field notes, photographs, interviews, and surveys conducted in 
Obscuridad, Veracruz, Mexico and Springfield, Minnesota, U.S.A. and presented as a scholarly 
narrative.  I found that transnational communities are emerging around the world.  They are a 
distinct migration paradigm that doesn’t follow a classic assimilation cycle.  The host community 
and its public schools in particular, must come to know the story specific to the transnational 
community before progress will be made on common goals such as an achievement gap.  
Ultimately, it is the values that are shared among all residents that will facilitate transformation 
within the community and its schools.  This study contributes to the research on the phenomenon 
of transnational communities through several unique strategies.  There is currently a lack of 
literature available on rural to rural transnational communities.  My dissertation further 
distinguishes itself by collecting data through primary sources at both sites of the transnational 
community in the participant’s language of choice. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 While an undergraduate student in 1985, I enrolled in a genealogy course to fulfill a 
history graduation requirement.  Although I had lived in a society of tightly woven extended 
families, this was the first time that I had actually interviewed elders to record their stories.  The 
names, dates, and photos were intriguing to me.   
 The year 2000 marked the 100th anniversary of my paternal great grandfather’s passage 
from Bohemia through Ellis Island and on to Minnesota.  My aunt participated in a family 
genealogy project to map ancestry back as far as it could be traced.  The finished product was 
very helpful for me in comprehending the journey that one strand of my lineage had undertaken.  
For the first time, I truly grasped the concept that in America everybody comes from somewhere 
else.   
 Despite my interest in both of these projects, it wasn’t until approximately five years ago 
that I stumbled upon the story that my father and his older brother grew up speaking Czech as 
their primary language.  My father was one year younger than his eldest brother and his parents 
quickly attempted to expose him to more English before he suffered the same experience as his 
sibling when he began school the following autumn.  My paternal grandparents both preferred to 
speak Czech rather than English.  That preference was obvious during the extensive time that I 
spent on their farm while growing up.  They were both members of the first generation born in 
the United States and had received a minimum number of years of education in schools run by 
Roman Catholic parishes. 
 My paternal grandparents grew up in Grass County, Minnesota in an era when they 
almost exclusively spoke Czech, their home language.  They worked communally with their 
relatives and neighbors who shared the same culture similar to the symbolic communities 
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described by Hunter (1974).  For a generation they were dependent upon social/cultural capital 
and resourcefulness to survive.  At a time when immigrant cultures began to assimilate in Grass 
County, my father’s familial generation learned English as students in a public school. 
 My father’s generation transitioned to communication in a bilingual mode.  They spoke 
Czech at home and English outside of their social network as the county citizens found common 
threads to other cultures through faith and education.  The rural Catholic parish was a 
combination of Czech and Irish immigrants.  The one room country schoolteacher was Irish.  
The community blended together in the pattern typical of westward expansion of poor, 
agriculturally based European, Catholic immigrants (Ellis, 1969).  Parochial schools united 
Catholics and protected them from elements of discrimination from the dominant Protestant 
culture. 
 These Catholic communities developed a mobility chain; a virtual ladder that families 
could climb in an effort to make each successive generation’s outlook improve.  The movement 
up each rung of the ladder required sacrifice, effort, and persistence, but America provided the 
opportunity.  For example, my generation was the first to have a significant number of family 
members attend college.  For my children and their cousins, it is expected that they will all earn 
college degrees and have professional employment opportunities.  Those expectations will 
probably be fulfilled; however it will occur within a new paradigm that is not so linear for all. 
Issue Examined 
 This case study examined how one contemporary American community interfaced with 
its only substantial minority population.  In particular, this paper focused on how the dominant 
culture, local public school system and Catholic parish participated in the evolution of a 
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transnational community of Mexican migrants.  It seeks out theory to describe the phenomenon 
of a changing immigration model in Grass County. 
At the turn of the 21st century, the mobility chain for immigrants has devolved into a 
maze-like structure.  This is particularly true for people who migrate from Mexico to the United 
States (U.S.).  One contributing factor for these migrants is a journey that is not necessarily 
intended to follow the historical one-way immigration model.  For the majority of Mexican 
migrants, the process holds the traditional challenges of a language barrier, poverty, limited job 
skills, and discrimination.  In this postmodern era, additional obstacles such as legal 
documentation status, national security, and a struggling world economy have added to the 
chaos. 
 The disorder of the contemporary migration maze is evident in communities both large 
and small, including Springfield, Minnesota.  The school systems, government services, and job 
markets are impacted to varying degrees by this shift.  The new migration model is a subject for 
which a growing body of literature is developing.  One of the most studied migratory populations 
is that of Mexican residents who have crossed the U.S. border illegally and sought social/cultural 
capital and anonymity in large cities or moved to rural areas with large employers in the 
agricultural industry.  
 Transnational communities are relatively new phenomena that have emerged in the 
postmodern era.  By definition these are migrant populations living in a country other than their 
country of origin, but with strong ties to their home country (Tsakiri, 2005).  The concept is not 
new; however globalization and advancement in technology have changed the way the 
interaction takes place.  Instant and inexpensive communication access is transforming the 
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chaotic postmodern migration maze by supporting the potentially stable structure of 
transnationalism. 
Transnationalism is not exclusive to Mexican migrants.  In fact, the University of Oxford 
has had an international research program on transnational communities since 1997.   My 
literature review suggested that there has been considerable scholarly research accumulated on 
urban transnational communities in the U.S.  There is much less written on rural transnational 
communities.  Although there is some research on rural to rural transnational communities in 
general, it largely ignores the distinction between rural communities with large agriculturally 
based employers and those that feature a diverse network of smaller, less conspicuous 
employers.  This study concerns the latter.  
 The dominant culture at most rural U.S. host sites comes from European ancestry several 
generations removed from the immigration journey.  The established community members may 
be able to relate to historic migration patterns, but they struggle with the new paradigm of 
transnationalism.  Their commerce, schools, churches, law enforcement and other institutions 
can all benefit from a better understanding of rural transnational communities. 
Impetus of This Study 
My goal was to complete a case study featuring one rural, transnational community and 
how it operates.  Although the findings of this study are most specific to the two case sites, they 
are valuable to some extent for application to any combination of host and sending countries.    
Specifically, this study examined the transnational phenomenon in the rural community that had 
the greatest percentage increase in Latino residents in the State of Minnesota between 2000 and 
2010 (Garcia, 2011).  The Latino residents of Springfield are almost exclusively ethnic Mexicans 
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of who approximately 70% or more come from one common, rural community (Obscuridad) and 
its vicinity in Veracruz, Mexico (Field notes, Obscuridad & Springfield). 
In 2007, I was hired as the new Principal of Springfield Middle School.  I inherited a 
persistent performance gap that accompanied the arrival of the Latino students.  The new migrant 
students lagged behind their grade level peers in performance on standardized tests.  They also 
performed well below the state average for the Hispanic demographic cell.  A similar distinction 
emerged in disciplinary data, local grading, activity participation, and parent participation in 
school events.  
As part of the continuous improvement process, I began to target the gaps in all areas 
systematically.  That process included reviewing as much quantitative and qualitative data as 
possible.  It was the qualitative data that first provided clues about the distinct migration pattern 
that was responsible for creating the Hispanic and English Language Learner demographic cells.  
That pattern was also contributing to the rapid rise in Free and Reduced Price (FRP) lunch and 
special education demographic cells.  The history of education in Springfield was in need of a 
new chapter to explain its recent changes.  Since I needed that reference to meet my goals, I 
chose to author the new chapter. 
I have had a unique view of this evolving transnational community.  This vantage point 
has been further informed by my observations made as a resident and parent of middle school 
children in Springfield and a parishioner of St. Peter’s Catholic Church.  The public school 
system and church are the cornerstones of support for the Mexican transnational community in 
Springfield.   
Typically host communities struggle because they attempt to identify and resolve 
migration issues without ever hearing the story of the new residents.  A case study of this 
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specific community contributes a missing link to the literature currently available.  In this case 
study, data on the lived experience of members was collected at both the U.S. and Mexican poles 
of the transnational community.  This also distinguishes the research from studies that have 
collected information at only one site.  In almost all of the similar research, the data was 
collected at the U.S. site only.   My intent was to collect the stories that will help to creatively 
address the challenges faced by members of both the host and transnational communities.   
Definition of Terms 
Assimilation:  The adjustment of immigrants (or migrants) to the host country’s culture 
(Daniels, 2001). 
 
Assistentcialism: A term used by Paulo Freire (1993) to describe social policies that attack 
symptoms, but not the causes of social ills.  The state of assistentcialism does not encourage 
individual responsibility or the opportunity to make decisions.  
 
Code Switching:  This term originated in the realm of linguistics to define the mixing of 
languages or patterns of speech (Waring, 2013).  However, in the context of this study, code 
switching is used in a broader sense to describe how the youngest generation bounces between 
different cultural and linguistic spaces in Springfield.   
Coyote: A person who smuggles migrants into the United States for a fee. 
Hispanic: This term was adopted by the U.S. government in the 1970s in an attempt to count 
people from such countries as Spain, Mexico, Cuba and the nations in Central and South 
America (Wallerstein, 2005). 
 
Immigrant: An alien admitted to the United States as a lawful permanent resident (U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, 2014). 
 
Latino: The term is an abbreviation for Latin American, thus narrowing the scope of meaning to 
an ethnicity of people from Central and South America, and Spanish speaking Caribbean Islands 
(Wallerstein, 2005). 
 
Latin@: A recently developed term to describe Latino people using gender-neutral language 
(Wallerstein, 2005). 
 
Mexicano: A self-description used by many undocumented U.S. residents of Mexican ethnic 
origin (Field notes, Springfield). 
 
Migrant: A person who leaves his/her country of origin to seek residence in another country 
(U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2014). 
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9/11: Reference to September 11, 2001, a date on which four coordinated terrorist attacks were 
launched on the U.S.  One of the responses to these events was the 2002 creation of the U.S.  
Department of Homeland Security. 
 
Poles: The geographic locations of the two opposite sites in the transnational community studied.  
 
Postmodern: Loosely used in the context of this study to refer to the period of time since the 
1950s, making it a part of contemporary history featuring distinct shifts in social structures. 
 
Remittance: Monetary payments sent home by migrants to developing countries (World Bank, 
2014). 
 
Transnational Community: Migrant populations living in a country other than their country of 
origin while simultaneously retaining strong ties to their home country (Tsakiri, 2005). 
 
Undocumented Person: Any resident who is not a citizen or national of the U.S. and does not 
have the proper documentation for their visit, also referred to as an alien (U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security, 2014).  A historically specific condition that is possible only when 
documents are required for lawful admission, such as in the postmodern era (Ngai, 2004). 
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Chapter Two: Topical Literature and Theoretical Framework  
History of United States Immigration 
This contemporary case study of a migrant community can best be understood when 
considered in the context of history.  The journey of my ancestors aligned with the historical 
immigration model of Grass County and the Midwestern States from the time of the Civil War 
through the Industrial Age.  The movement of young adults from European countries to 
participate in the westward expansion followed Lee’s push/pull theory (1966).  The push factors 
for emigrants from Europe included poverty, population density, politics and a general lack of 
opportunity.  The pull factors in America included many opportunities, especially private 
ownership of land and businesses.  The motivation for immigrants was the potential to 
accumulate wealth. 
Lee’s theory contradicted parts of Ravenstein’s theories of migration (Corbett, 2011) and 
Zipf’s inverse distance theory (1935).  Those theories suggested that most migrants travel the 
shortest distance necessary; however Ravenstein did stress the willingness of rural men to travel 
greater distances.  This was true of many pioneers who developed agricultural lands in the 
Midwest. 
Mexican citizens participated in the westward expansion of the U.S.  After the Mexican-
American War ended in 1848, many Mexican residents of the American Southwest were eligible 
to stay in place.  These were the first Mexican-American residents and their staying put adhered 
to Ravenstein’s and Zip’s theories.  Many of those continuous residents were pushed back to 
Mexico during the Great Depression through changes in immigration enforcement.  However, 
they were soon invited or pulled back by invitation through the Bracero program when the post 
World War II economy was short of agricultural workers.   
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Between the depression era and World War II, significant political changes occurred in 
post-revolutionary Mexico.  The Partido Revolucionario Institutional (PRI) was formed and 
gained control of the federal government.  The PRI instituted social reforms and protections for 
local producers that stimulated post World War II economic growth similar to that of the U.S.  
The Mexican economy averaged 6% annual growth between 1940-1970.  Industrial production 
increased by 100% and agricultural production surged by 120% in that same period (Gomberg-
Muñoz, 2011).   
The robust economic activity that developed in the 1950s created conditions that also 
increased the life expectancy of Mexican residents (Massey, Durand, & Malone, 2002).  The 
participants in the Bracero program were actually seeking to supplement their income during 
their off-season in Mexico.  The Bracero program reached a peak of almost a half million legal 
guest workers meeting the demand for manual labor in southern border states.  It was temporarily 
seen as a win-win situation for both countries (Durand, n.d.).  Due to the limited length of the 
invitations to Mexican guest workers, transnational social networks began to circumvent the 
official government employment program. 
By 1952, resentment for the guest workers was building in the southern U.S.  The 
successful pull of the Bracero program was counteracted again with the push of Operation 
Wetback.  This was an effort to deport Mexican workers primarily in Texas and California, who 
did not have the proper paperwork.  The term wetback was commonly used to specifically 
describe immigrants that crossed the border at the Rio Grande.  Although the federal government 
at the time officially used the term, it has always had a negative connotation and has since 
devolved into a regional racial slur.  The push against these illegal aliens was so forceful that 
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tens of thousands were deported by ship from Port Isabel, Texas to Veracruz, Mexico 
(Fernandez, 1987).   
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 was the first legislative act to specifically 
put a quota on Mexican immigration.  The subsequent Immigration Reform and Control Act of 
1986 essentially made undocumented immigration illegal.  The emphasis was on the crime of the 
migrant, while no responsibility was placed on the U.S. employers.  That contradiction 
originated the black market for counterfeit work documentation (Gomberg-Muñoz, 2011).   
The creation and repeal of U.S. immigration laws regarding Mexico supported Piore’s 
(1979) segmented labor market theory.  Piore argued that developed economies are dualistic.  
They are protective of their native work force; however they must also manipulate a secondary 
labor market to regulate the demand for low skilled workers. 
By the 1970s, the Mexican economic miracle had stalled.  A gap between the rich and the 
poor widened as unemployment rose and the peso was devalued.  This encouraged another wave 
of migration of workers seeking greater earning power in the U.S.  The primary distinction in the 
postmodern era was the newly illegal classification of most Mexican migration.  This has left 
migratory workers caught in the mobility maze and vulnerable to exploitation ever since. 
The Mexican migration forces at work in the latter half of the 20th century was well 
summarized by Bustamante (1993).  The boom of industrial farming in California supported his 
theory of commodity migrants who followed growing agricultural enterprises.  Foster’s (1983) 
ethnography analyzing the economic forces at work in the declining brick industry in Veracruz is 
also relevant to this study.   
 Within the big picture of U.S. immigration history, the dedication of the Statue of Liberty 
and the Ellis Island immigrant processing centers in 1886 ushered in the concept of a melting pot 
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to merge the cultures of Eastern European migrants who were all eventually viewed as White.  
Robert Park developed the theory of assimilation, which followed a race relation cycle.  The four 
stages of the cycle were: contact, conflict, accommodation, and assimilation.  Milton Gordon 
(1964) expanded upon Park’s model to further define it into seven stages. 
 Assimilation accurately identified the process that was occurring in Grass County during 
most of the 20th Century.  Each immigrant population merged into the dominant culture in 
melting pot fashion.  My Czech ancestors exchanged a few international letters after settling in 
Grass County.  That was the full extent of their direct connection back to their homeland. 
 John Dewey counteracted the xenophobia escalated during the world wars by 
popularizing Kallen’s theory of cultural pluralism (Daniels, 2001).  This was more inclusive of 
all immigrant cultures and placed some value on their unique contribution to American society.  
Eventually it morphed into the cultural mosaic or salad bowl theory of the 1960s.  By the 1990s, 
a popular movement to retain one’s immigrant identity emerged.  This aligned with the 
timeframe of my own growing interest in genealogy as previously described.  It also created an 
environment where a postmodern phenomenon like transnational communities could emerge. 
Challenges of Immigration  
Immigration to the United States can be viewed as four epochs:  the colonial period, mid-
19th century, turn of the 20th century and post 1965 (Daniels, 2001).  The relevance to my study 
is focused on the latter two epochs.  The obstacles faced by turn of the 20th century immigrants 
followed themes of travel, safety, language, culture and employment barriers as well as 
discrimination.  Immigrants of color were viewed as second-class citizens even if they were 
entering the country legally.  White immigrants were distinguished by shades of skin color and 
country of origin.  For example, the White Protestants who comprised the dominant culture 
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generally considered Italians, Irish, and the Slavic people of my ancestry merely one step up 
from Asian or Hispanic migrants.  These sliding scales of discrimination led to settlement 
clusters drawn from the necessity of the outsiders to stick together (Takaki, 1993).  
Since 1965, The United States has accepted more legal immigrants each year than all 
other nations combined.  This epoch has also been the era in which the most attention has been 
paid to illegal migration, particularly Hispanics.  In 1900, there were approximately 500,000 
people of Hispanic descent living in the United States.  The most recent U.S. Census counted 51 
million Hispanics.  Estimates suggest that 11 million Hispanic migrants have entered the country 
illegally (“2010 Census,” n.d.).   
Most third generation U.S. residents have begun a socioeconomic progression.   They 
increase their annual income at rates similar to the national average.  This has not held true for 
Hispanic families, who often continue to live in poverty even into the third generation 
(Richwine, 2009).  Citizens that have entered without legal documentation in recent times are 
likely to continue to struggle in the mobility maze that has replaced the ladder.   
The need for social and cultural capital concentrates undocumented Mexican residents 
into segregated neighborhoods.  Lazear (2005) found that this form of isolation has yielded 
statistics that support that Mexican migrants are less fluent in English than non-Mexican 
Hispanics and other immigrants.  He also found that the related achievement gap in U.S. schools 
has been extremely durable. 
Contemporary U.S. Politics of Immigration 
 The primary factors shaping the politics of immigration today are the economy and the 
post 9/11 era of concern about national security.  Institutions such as the Democratic Party or the 
Roman Catholic Church are generally viewed as benefitting from a steady flow of immigrants 
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(Facchini, 2007).  Since 1968, European immigration into U.S. Catholic parishes has stalled and 
Mexican and Puerto Rican immigrants have provided the only significant new membership 
(Ellis, 1969).  Many businesses of various scale benefit from low wage, unskilled workers 
provided by both legal immigrants and undocumented migrants.  Unions have had various 
relationships with migrants ranging from Cesar Chavez’ founding of the precursor to the United 
Farm Workers (Stavans, 2010) to the Change to Win Coalition of major union federations that 
pushed for immigration reform in 2007 (Fletcher & Gapasin, 2008). 
Brettell and Hollifield (2000) provided an interdisciplinary view of migration theory, 
which was quite helpful for me as a qualitative researcher.  The bi-national Mexican Migration 
Project was an ambitious multi-decade effort.  Durand and Massey (2004) produced rigorous 
empirical analysis of the project that dissected the changing character of this migration in the 
1990s.  Their study provided examples of how the recent wave of Mexican migrants have dealt 
with the economics of the North American Free Trade Agreement in 1994, the politics of the 
Border Protection Act lobby and the shifting rules of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 
1986 and The Immigration Act of 1990.  Gomberg-Muñoz summarized the impact of U.S.-
Mexico border policies in that they “do not stop labor migration; rather they generate inequality 
by assigning illegal status to a segment of the global labor force” (p. 34, 2011). 
A study of Hispanic migration politics by Hernandez (2004) provided a cost/benefit 
analysis of illegal migration.  Perez (2012) navigated the dilemma faced yearly by 65,000 
undocumented graduates of American high schools and their quest to seek passage of the Dream 
Act.  This long proposed legislation would enable the children of illegal migrants who were 
brought to U.S to gain access to college and a pathway toward citizenship.  Although the Dream 
Act is still being debated, President Obama enacted the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals 
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(DACA) program in 2013.  This temporarily provided a pathway for eligible youth to continue 
their education or work in the U.S. (Mayorkas, 2012). 
The Role of Public Schools in Immigration 
 Prior to 1923, assimilation within U.S. public schools was generally driven by English 
only instruction guidelines at the local and state levels.  That year the landmark Meyer v. 
Nebraska case unified national expectations.  The Supreme Court struck down any bans on 
instruction in other languages.  Anti-German sentiment from World War I was at the root of the 
Meyer case; however the court broadly reinforced the equal protection clause of the 14th 
Amendment for all native or naturalized citizens.  The Civil Rights Act of 1964 desegregated 
schools and further prohibited discrimination based on origin or language.  English as a Second 
Language programs also emerged from that historic legislation (Olivas, 2012).  
In 1982, the Supreme Court struck down a Texas statute, which required children of 
illegal immigrants to pay tuition in order to receive a public school education.  The precedent of 
the Plyer v. Doe case of 1972 was cited as the court ruled the statute to be a violation of the 
Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution.  In essence, children described as illegal aliens 
who reside in a public school district are entitled to attend kindergarten through grade 12 
programming on the same terms as resident children.  The term illegal alien is government 
terminology for people who have entered the U.S. illegally.  Children of illegal aliens who were 
born in the U.S. are granted citizenship regardless of their parent’s immigration status.  
Ironically, legal aliens may be denied educational services in some circumstances (Olivas, 2012).  
 Public schools need only establish proof of residency or homeless status to serve 
children.  Further scrutiny or disclosure can be considered a violation of the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).  The Supreme Court opinion stated “denying these children a 
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basic education, we deny them the ability to live within the structure of our civic institutions, and 
foreclose any realistic possibility that they will contribute in even the smallest way to the 
progress of our Nation” (“Public Education for Immigrant Students: States Challenge Supreme 
Court’s Decision in Plyer v. Doe,” 2012). 
 The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) was reauthorized in 2001 as a 
major party platform issue for President George W. Bush.  The name coined by that 
administration for Public Law 107-110 was No Child Left Behind (NCLB).  Under this act, 
students were placed into demographic cells.  Any school with 20 or more students in a cell 
needed to make adequate yearly progress (AYP) on standardized math and reading tests.  AYP 
required between 4 to 10 percent growth over the scores of the students who populated each cell 
during the previous year (“No Child Left Behind Legislation and Policies,” 2012).   
  The NCLB Act featured a series of progressive consequences over a five-year period.  
After one year of failing to make AYP, a public school had to notify each district resident which 
cells did not make AYP.  By the second consecutive year, students had the choice to move 
between district schools.  The third year required districts to use federal support funds to pay for 
private supplemental educational services.  In the fourth and fifth year of failing to make AYP, 
the school was required to restructure and eventually be taken over by a charter school or private 
management company (“No Child Left Behind Legislation and Policies,” 2012).   
  Students with any of the following characteristics:  non-Caucasian ethnic code, English 
learners (EL), eligibility for federal school lunch assistance, or special education had the 
potential to adversely impact any or all of those individual cells simultaneously.  Students 
populated each cell for which they met the demographic criteria in a non-exclusive manner.  
Adding to the paradox were the federal guidelines, which required customized services for EL or 
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special education students.  The requirements to join those cells included performance below 
expectations, which virtually insured that their cell would not make AYP.   As a result, 
immigrants and migrants were often viewed as the cause for schools becoming tagged with the 
label of failing under NCLB.  This was observed in the Springfield Public schools where 
attendance boundaries were geographical. 
 In 2009, the administration of President Barack Obama set the blueprint for the 
reauthorization of the NCLB Act.  It created waivers for states willing to adapt to the new Race 
to the Top guidelines for public schools.  This legislative shift toward incentives began the slow 
unraveling of the penalty phase of NCLB before all but the most consistently low performing 
schools had been dramatically impacted.  Race to the Top required states to focus on composite 
scores in areas such as proficiency, growth, and achievement gap reduction (“Race to the Top 
Fund,” 2014).  
 The new era of immigration was not conforming to the model to which the traditional 
American school system had become accustomed.  The pace of demographic change was 
accelerating and many educators, government officials, and members of the public still retained a 
desire to recreate the past in which they were more comfortable.  Anthropologist David Harvey 
labeled the phenomenon simulacra (Brooker, 1992).  Typically teachers are individuals who 
performed well as students in the system that produced them.  In this circumstance, simulacra is 
embodied in a little, red, country schoolhouse where there is no diversity or a school where all 
students are immediately assimilated to the English language and the dominant culture. 
 Often individuals wish to retreat to a place that they know and understand, even if the 
original experience wasn’t pleasant.  Apple (2012) dispelled the myth of the good old days in 
education as based in sentiment.  He believed that they weren’t good and we should avoid 
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replicating them at any cost.  Apple theorized that the call for first class schools under the 
premise of rigorous testing also requires retaining second or third class schools for which to 
compare them.  Furthermore, the concept of standardized testing is a hegemonic device to 
ultimately provide school choice for those that have the power to choose better schools.  Social 
classes such as poor, undocumented migrants would face new obstacles in their quest for 
betterment through education. 
According to Valdes (1998) the study of the family unit is critical to understanding the 
academic achievement of Mexican migrant children.  Ogbu’s ethnographic research (2003) 
suggested that parents’ supervision of their children’s schoolwork and homework was an 
important factor in academic success.  Ogbu and other scholars such as Tapia (2000) have 
focused on utilizing the household as the unit of analysis for improving achievement.  The 
methodology of following family members’ school-derived activities over time can yield 
valuable data.    
Some clusters of research drew negative conclusions regarding the impact of cultural 
factors within family structures upon academic performance.  Grossman (1995) explained the 
poor performance of Latino students in U.S. schools with a cultural deficit theory.  This deficit 
emphasis made assumptions about all minority families that their cultural practices hinder 
academic progress.  Ogbu (2003) suggested that system factors, which were comprised of 
societal and school factors plus family involvement determined how well minority students 
performed.  Parents who were involved in activities beyond contrived occasions such as parent 
conferences provided protective factors against the perceived achievement gap (Lawrence-
Lightfoot, 1978).   
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Sanchez’ (1997) research indicated that cultural differences made the educational process 
more difficult for Latino families.  According to Sanchez, tremendous respect for authority and 
teachers is common, but may limit family involvement in their child’s learning.  Parents 
customarily deferred the responsibility for their child’s education to their teacher.  Another 
complicating factor cited by Sanchez was the traditional roles of women, which often don’t 
encourage high levels of formal education.  Latino boys also often grow up learning by doing.   
They can be working out of their comfort zone when required to only read and discuss new 
topics, which is common practice in the traditional American school model.  
Peer pressure may work in counterproductive ways in the public school system.  Their 
peers often chastise students from within a minority culture as acting “White” when 
demonstrating academic success.  In reality, the White way should be more accurately labeled as 
the middle class way.  Students who are not a part of middle class society may not navigate the 
public school system successfully.  The work of Ogbu (1978) and Ford (1993) dispelled the 
cultural deficit model by highlighting the power of the family in school success, regardless of 
social class.  In summary, culture and the level of family participation have been shown to 
impact performance in American schools.  The relevant theories found in topical literature vary 
as to which factors are protective or harmful.   
Migration to Transnational Theory 
 The literature on transnational communities distinguishes them from what has often been 
termed the diaspora phenomenon.  A diaspora population has a long history and maintains a 
viable existence of its own outside of any state.  It is rooted in a strong culture that has developed 
its own networks as a result of some significant event that prompted widespread dispersion from 
the home region.  The Hmong refugees of Laos who allied with the U.S. in the Vietnam War and 
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have now settled in the U.S. are an example of a diaspora population (Yang, 2003).  A 
transnational community arises from a migration of workers who retain their family base in the 
nation-state from which they come.  The transmigrant is too dependent on both the new country 
and the home of origin to develop autonomy (Kastoryano, 2002). 
 Since 1990, the Mexican government has paid more attention to the growing exodus of 
its people.  It has attempted to reconnect to its emigrants and establish a transnational 
relationship with them.  For example, a Mexican Consulate office has been established in St. 
Paul, Minnesota.  The office facilitates absentee voting in Mexican elections and assists with 
identification documents.  The Mexican government has promoted a simultaneous orientation to 
both the home and host country among emigrants (Badillo, 2006).  This includes the benefit of 
remittance back into their economy that is derived from the higher paying jobs in the U.S.  The 
World Bank calculated $23 billion worth of remittance moving from the U.S. to Mexico in 2013 
(“Migration, Remittances, and Diaspora,” n.d.). 
 Vila (2000) conducted a study that charted the connection between the inhabitants of El 
Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juarez in Mexico.  Parades’ (1993) research focused on Mexican 
folklore in a transnational context.  In Citizenship Across Borders, (Smith & Bakker, 2008) five 
years of fieldwork observed the immigrant sending Mexican states of Zacatecas and Guanajuato 
with various California cities.  In that study, the subjects in California lived a transnational 
existence through their ongoing, but remote participation in their home countries.  They 
impacted their home country through politics and remittance. 
Relevant Ethnographies 
 Literature containing stories closer to my study location can be found in Mexicans in 
Minnesota (Valdes, 2005).  The author laid out the complete history of Mexican residents in the 
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state.  This text provided examples of emerging transnational communities in Minnesota.  Valdes 
(2000) also described the stories of Mexican migrants throughout the Midwestern U.S.  He 
included references to the Springfield Veracrucian community and the factors that stimulated its 
development.  He also identified a community in Missouri that mirrored many of the factors that 
shaped the transnational community in Springfield.  In that town, manual laborers from Veracruz 
were actively recruited to the area to work in the poultry industry.  Those Veracrucian migrants 
have now established a segregated community in an abandoned motor court.    
 In another example with many commonalities to Springfield, Naples (1996) shared the 
story of a small Iowa town with 1500 total residents.  Its Mexican migrant demographic surged 
to 10% of the total community, which impacted all aspects of daily life.  That segregated sub-
population earned the title of “Little Mexico” from its neighboring towns.  Although, the scale 
was much smaller, the demographic trends observed in that Iowa town were almost identical to 
that of Springfield.   
 Labor and Legality: An Ethnography of a Mexican Immigrant Network by Ruth 
Gomberg- Muñoz (2011) was an excellent contemporary model to follow for describing 
transnational networks.  The author used ethnographical techniques as a participant-observer to 
tell the story of ten male study subjects.  They were all bus boys that lived a transnational 
existence between their home in León, Guanajuato and Chicago, Illinois.  Her work emphasized 
the humanity of the undocumented workers studied. 
Gomberg- Muñoz’ (2011) study featured a similar organization to my paper.   Her 
interviews produced themes for analysis.  She used representative block quotes and photographs 
to highlight each theme as it was described in her writing.  The primary distinction was that her 
themes focused on the subject’s lives as related to their employment at an Italian restaurant.  She 
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did not address religion or education at all in her work.  A secondary distinction was the urban to 
urban relationship between the sending and receiving communities in the transnational 
relationship.  My study was intended to add to the literature on rural to rural transnational 
communities. 
Overview of Springfield/Obscuridad Transnational Community 
A Clayton College student (Tiernan, 2007) used Springfield as one of the sites in his 
paper on the comparison of rural and urban transnational communities.  Tiernan distinguished 
transnational communities from the turn of the century immigration model.  He found that 
assimilation was no longer the inevitable outcome of a natural, evolutionary process.  
Transnationalism was something new that defied the all or nothing principal assumed in earlier 
U.S. immigration.  Recent migrants could affect both their home and host countries by 
maintaining ties to both. 
 Through his research, Tiernan concluded that urban transnational networks were 
significantly more established due to their tenure (2007).  The members of rural transnational 
communities were younger, more isolated, less political, and the dominant community was still 
wrestling with its level of reception.  Rural communities possessed less social capital due to their 
smaller scale and shorter tenure.  They were typified by the marginalization and often, voluntary 
separation of the migrant residents.  Tiernan also suggested that rural, transnational communities 
were a vastly understudied entity. 
Another local college has also contributed research about some elements of the 
Minnesota pole of this specific transnational community.  A collaborative program called 
Tackling Obstacles to Raise College Hope (TORCH) holds the distinction of being the focal 
point of most of the scholarly writing that currently exists about the Mexican migrant community 
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in Springfield.  Students and faculty from St. Thorfinn College completed three research projects 
associated with TORCH in 2009.   
The first was a qualitative study that sought to assess TORCH and highlight some of the 
lived experiences of Latino students at Springfield Middle School (Anderson, Grimes, & Russ, 
2009).  This research utilized a framework of social capital and assimilation theories and found 
that TORCH had a positive impact on student academic progress.  A second group of St. 
Thorfinn students completed a qualitative ethnographic analysis of the TORCH program during 
the same timeframe (Lytle, Johanson, Peterson, & Owens, 2009).  This group’s findings 
suggested that TORCH helped students to self-actualize their goals, which yielded a higher 
graduation rate.  The final St. Thorfinn (Thomas, 2009) produced study focused on Latino parent 
engagement at Springfield Middle School.  The author identified cultural differences that may 
adversely impact home to school relationships.     
Relevant Analytic Literature 
 The analytic theories applied to my project highlight the characteristics that make the 
transnational community in my case study unique.  The analysis consists of three clusters of 
theory.  The first is social, cultural, and symbolic capital as defined by Pierre Bourdieu and Jean-
Claude Passeron in Reproduction in Education, Society and Culture (1990).  This collective 
theory is further refined by the original description of social capital by Hanifan (1916) and its 
progression through to Putnam’s theory on the adverse impact of rapidly declining social capital 
in the U.S. during the postmodern era (2000).  Analysis specific to transnational communities 
will further utilize Osgood and Ong’s study on the role of social capital in the development of 
marginal communities (2001).   
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The second cluster is the developing field of Latin@ Critical Theory (LatCrit) that will be 
explored in alignment with Paulo Freire’s theories of educating the oppressed (1993).  A rival 
theory to Putnam’s social capital decline thesis shares similarities to the motivation for the 
LatCrit movement.  Hero (2007) contends that America’s legacy of racial inequality is the evil 
twin to the benefits championed by Putnam in Bowling Alone (2000).  Racial capital will also be 
introduced to interpret how young transnationals in Springfield interpret their family’s dual 
existence.  They view their world through either a white (dominant culture) or brown (migrant 
culture) lens with a toolkit that includes code switching (Waring, 2013). 
Finally, the influence of faith identity and customs that reinforce transnational 
membership demonstrated through myth, ritual, and symbolism will be applied to their religious 
activities.  In addition to classic works of social theory, more contemporary studies will provide 
analysis.  This will include comparative studies featuring Catholic communities in Italian Harlem 
(Orsi, 2010), Boston (Gans, 1982) and the irruption of Puerto Rican migrants in New York City.  
All of which emerged just prior to the postmodern era in which transnationalism has developed 
(Díaz-Stevens, 1998). 
Social, Cultural and Symbolic Capital 
Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) described three principal categories of assets referred to as 
capital:  the familiar economic capital, plus cultural and social capital.  Their work emphasized 
the power of cultural and social capital.  Specifically, cultural reproduction was described as the 
maintenance of a power system by transmission of culture. 
In similar research, Lareau and Horvat demonstrated that all families have cultural 
capital; however not all cultural capital is equally valued in a particular setting (Biddle, 2001).  
That is a distinction worthy of examination within families that exist simultaneously at two 
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international poles.  An act or status that accumulates great prestige in one pole may hold 
minimal value at its opposing site.  According to Bourdieu, social capital is the sum of the 
resources, actual or virtual that accrues to an individual through their durable network of 
relationships (1990).  Bourdieu’s capital theories were influenced by the contradictions he noted 
in the work of Karl Marx, Emile Durkheim, and Max Weber. 
 Osgood and Ong (2001) cited Hanifan’s The Community Centre (1920) as the original 
descriptor of social capital.  Hanifan referred to “tangible assets that count for most of the daily 
lives of people: namely goodwill, fellowship, sympathy and social intercourse among…a social 
unit” (p. 78).  Osgood and Ong further suggested that social capital was a reciprocal relationship.  
“At its heart lie trust, networks and norms” (p. 208).  They described social capital as an 
independent variable that was context dependent.  Each pole of the transnational community is a 
separate context.  Transnationals in this study are only a marginal community in Minnesota.  
Therefore, the work of Osgood and Ong applies to the shift in norms that occurs in that context.  
 Putnam (2000) stressed the value of social networks and distinguished them as either 
bonding or bridging activities.  He referred to exclusive memberships like a Rotary Club as 
analogous to super glue in the way they bonded participants together.  Putnam described 
bridging activities such as a neighborhood block party as WD-40 for facilitating or lubricating 
social capital formation.  He theorized that postmodern activities like commuting to work and 
new technologies such as television and the Internet have decreased the opportunity for social 
capital accumulation.  Putnam attributed numerous unhealthy trends in the U.S. like the 
breakdown of nuclear families and high crime rates to diminished social capital. 
Transnational communities are dependent upon social capital to survive.  Perhaps an 
overall reduction in public involvement in this country as described by Putnam (2000) has 
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paradoxically enabled strong transnational communities to emerge and thrive in the social 
vacuum.  While most U.S. citizens are decreasing their amounts of direct social interaction, 
transnational communities are sustained by regular interpersonal contact.  Putnam found that 
employers of immigrant labor often “rely on their current employees to recruit and help train 
new workers” (p. 320).  Putnam supported Fukuyama’s prediction “economies whose citizens 
build social capital will dominate the 21st Century” (p. 325). 
Bourdieu added a fourth category of capital, which he labeled symbolic capital.  This is 
perceived through socially inculcated classificatory schemes, such as prestige or attention.  When 
utilized to alter another’s actions, Bourdieu further identified it as symbolic violence.  This 
cultural phenomenon imposes meanings as legitimate by concealing the power relations, which 
are the basis of its force.  Bourdieu believed that to refuse the axiom of symbolic violence would 
be to deny social science.  According to Bourdieu all pedagogic action is objectively, symbolic 
violence.  This encompasses both formal and family education (1990). 
An individual’s cultural assumptions and activities are defined by the social spaces that 
form the backdrop of all relations.  These structured spaces identified by Bourdieu as “field” 
have their own rules.  The accompanying concept of “habitus” identifies the dispositions 
acquired in the course of one’s education.  For example, members of the transnational 
community all develop their primary habitus in the field of their home. The durability of habitus 
enables the culture to perpetuate itself, even after the pedagogic action has ceased.  Bourdieu 
described habitus as the social equivalent of genes (1990). 
Practically applied to transnational communities, all forms of capital can be advantages 
within the home country or a segregated minority neighborhood, but may also be a disadvantage 
in the greater society.  For example, a transnational may not diversify their contacts or network 
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with outsiders.  Education in all of its settings is the primary catalyst of social reproduction; 
therefore the original site of both home and formal education impacts the chance for success in 
the settings that follow.  As described by Bourdieu, the power of capital makes equality in the 
postmodern era a myth (1990). 
 In Urban Villagers, Herman Gans (1982) engaged in participant research within the 
Italian-American working class community in Boston.  His conclusions about the evolution of 
the first three immigrant generations provided a template to compare the progression of the 
contemporary transnational community.  Alejandro Portes (2010) theorized that social relations 
influence economic action both by defining the goals that actors pursue and by providing them 
the means to achieve their goals.  He described the social networks that generated social capital 
and examined the ties sustained through correspondence and remittance to the home country.  
Members of the new site in the transnational community use their hometown as their source of 
identity and retain their connection by sending money back home.  Transnationals who have 
returned to Obscuridad also display their affiliation to Springfield through their dress and actions 
associated with visitors. 
Freirian and Latin@ Critical Theory 
Hero (2007) criticized Putnam’s thesis on social capital decline as being incomplete and 
romanticized.  He established that the postmodern decline of social capital in the U.S. coincided 
with the emergence of formal racial equality in the 1960s.  The Civil and Voting Rights Acts, 
immigration reform, and affirmative action among other historic legislative actions, enabled this 
shift.   
Hero drew attention to data that indicated racial equality and high levels of social capital 
have never existed in the same era (2007).  Hero suggested that an inclusive racial diversity lens 
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should be used when analyzing social capital data.  His rival theory to Putnam’s aligns well with 
the concept of Critical Race Theory (CRT).   
CRT scholars identify racism as an ordinary part of the minority or oppressed culture’s 
experience (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001).  I found that the body of work of Paulo Freire has had a 
significant impact on the development of CRT.  Freire’s writings provided three primary 
concepts that were explored in relation to the transnational community in my study (1993). 
The first was oppression through illiteracy.  The opportunity to fully participate in the 
dominant culture is limited by the level of literacy in the official languages of any country 
(Freire, 1993).  The first generation of Mexican residents in Springfield had very limited formal 
communication skills in both Spanish and English.  In either setting, the inability to read and 
write is an oppressive force that can also repeat as habitus in the critical early childhood of the 
second generation.  NCLB clearly identified students in Springfield who were not proficient 
primarily because of their home language background.  The oppressive effect exists regardless of 
the presence of intent. 
Secondly, I intended to analyze the elements of a banking model of education (Freire, 
2000) that may have had a lasting impact on the transnational community.  In both countries, the 
public school teachers had frequently engaged in a one-way exchange of information.  Teachers 
assumed the role of the keeper of the knowledge, which was deposited into the empty vessel of 
the student.  I collected data to guide me in making a determination of whether cultural norms 
that accept a massified or generic educational system have hindered the transnational 
community’s progress within the dominant culture. 
Finally, I examined whether the dependence in Obscuridad upon the remittance from 
Springfield was an economic survival strategy or perhaps the roots of assistentcialism (Freire, 
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2000).  Freire described assistentcialism as financial or social systems that attack the symptoms 
only.  They don’t encourage responsibility or the opportunity to make decisions (1993).  The 
passive nature of these systems can reinforce a dependent state, which could also limit the 
transnational community’s upward mobility.   
In Obscuridad, both elders and young adults have limited employment opportunities and 
may possibly become complacent with a reliable influx of cash from family members in 
Springfield.  The voluntary payments may initiate a state of dependency that could leave families 
vulnerable to events beyond their control.  It is also possible that remittance is purely an act of 
choice based on economic options. 
 For Mexicanos in Springfield, there are new forces of oppression in addition to the 
English language that may not have been significant to them in Obscuridad.  One of those forces 
is racism.  Freire included racism with sexism, sectarianism or anything that served to divide.  
He described those separations as borne by people who cannot love because they love only 
themselves (1994).   
Those that subscribe to CRT believe racism is socially constructed to advance the cause 
of the elite class (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001).  It is one of many distinctions that can justify their 
domination.  CRT activists have a world-making vision for the betterment of society.  This 
resembled the radical outlook that Paulo Freire maintained until his death.  My professional 
experience in Springfield has informed me that not all educators and community members view 
Mexican migrants as members of the greater community.  They are often excluded, ignored, or 
designated as the responsibility of specific professionals such as social service providers or EL 
teachers. 
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LatCrit theory is a contemporary, specialized form of CRT that focuses on the Latin@ 
experience.  It is transdisciplinary and draws upon many other schools of progressive scholarship 
(Solórzano & Bernal, 2001).  Specifically, the LatCrit theory of education is a framework that 
can be used for theorizing about ways in which education and its structures, processes and 
discourses affect people of color, especially in the Latin@ community.  LatCrits acknowledge 
that education operates in contradictory ways with its potential to oppress and marginalize, co-
existing with its potential to emancipate and empower.  Similar to Freire’s work, the LatCrit 
theory is built upon praxis defined by action rather than activism. 
The duality of educational attainment can manifest itself in the youngest transnational 
generation through code switching.  This term originated in the realm of linguistics to define the 
mixing of languages or patterns of speech (Waring, 2013).  However, in the context of this study, 
code switching is used in a broader sense to describe how the youngest generation bounces 
between different cultural and linguistic spaces in Springfield.  Due to their participation in the 
school system of the dominant culture, they develop a distinct took kit for working around racial 
boundaries (Swidler, 1986). 
 Code switching is a component of a postmodern form of capital.  Racial capital was 
described by Dyson (2009) as the skills demonstrated by “how you use language, understand 
your heritage, interpret your history, identify with your kin, and figure out your meaning and 
worth to a society that places values on you beyond your control” (p. 183).  Examples of this 
skill set are shared within the examination of transnational education in chapter eight. 
The Influence of Religion 
The members of this transnational community are greatly influenced by Catholicism.  
Some individuals are extremely active in their Roman Catholic community and others merely 
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identify themselves as Catholic through family, tradition and ritual.   The symbolism and 
mystification in the form of religious shrines and jewelry connect the transnational community 
and transcend the current influence of the Catholic Church.  Atavistic elements of superstition 
link the present-day era with Spanish, Aztec and other indigenous influences.  Max Weber’s 
(2002) socioevolutionary model of religious change shed some light on the amalgam of sources 
that have created this powerful representation of transnationalism.  Weber found that it was not 
uncommon for agriculturally rooted people to call upon supernatural forces to provide insurance 
in the event that their faith may fail them. 
One of the distinct features of Hispanic and Italian Catholics is a Marian culture that is 
elevated within their faith activities.  For Catholics whose practices derived from European 
tradition, the Holy Trinity of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit is the foundation of the faith.  This 
distinction was well documented in the history of New York City with Orsi’s Madonna of 115th 
Street (2010), which was based on Italian-Americans and Díaz-Stevens’ Oxcart Catholicism 
(1993), which featured Puerto Ricans.  The Latino devotion to the figure of Mary is further 
distinguished by the Emmaus paradigm (Díaz-Stevens, 1998) in which a Black Madonna 
apparition story exists in the history of many homelands.  Poole (1995) explained the national 
identity that Mexico has derived from the story of the apparition of Our Lady of Guadalupe to a 
peasant in Tepeyac in 1531.  He stated that it “connected the Indian past with the Spanish 
domination” (p. 337). 
A further distinction between the traditional European and Italian/Latino faith case 
studies is found in gender roles.  The Euro-model features strong male leadership in religious 
practices and commitment to the life and teachings of Jesus.  In contrast to their generally macho 
culture, the Latino, female dominated model aligns with its Marian devotion and an emphasis on 
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Christ in his crucified form.  This has been termed abuelita theology.  It is built upon 
grandmotherly figures (rezadoras) that devoutly lead religious instruction, maintain traditions, 
and create the home shrines and the elderly matriarchal spiritual healers known as comadoras 
(Díaz-Stevens, 1998).  Although male clergy officiate church activities, it is the older female 
parishioners that steadfastly support and reinforce the traditions of the faith within their families.  
A bridge that connected both the Euro and Latino models together exists in the context of 
this study.  One of the catalysts for a small pioneer population of Mexican migrants to ultimately 
develop into an established transnational community in Springfield was the availability of a 
bilingual priest.  Initially Father Fried and subsequently Father Reilly leveraged their experiences 
as missionaries in Venezuela to establish a welcoming network.  Their Spanish fluency and 
understanding of Latino culture directly impacted the development of Springfield as the northern 
pole of this transnational community.  During the past three years, I have accompanied Father 
Reilly on his sixth, seventh, and eighth trips to Obscuridad where he literally became a living 
bridge between the opposite poles. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 
Introduction to Ethnographical Techniques 
In the absence of valid, reliable, and relevant data, one can make almost any claim about 
the causes, characteristics, and consequences of immigration, find anecdotal evidence of 
seeming verisimilitude to support it, and then proceed as if the claim were true without 
fear of falsification (Durand & Massey, 2004, p. 1). 
My intent was to use qualitative methods for providing valid, reliable, and relevant data in my 
case study.  This brought life and detail to the demographic data, which was needed to quantify 
aspects of the transnational population.  The ultimate goal of this case study was to learn as much 
as possible about the featured community.  The most important skill and perspective was a 
willingness to listen.  I followed the path of my data.  It gave priority to the studied phenomena 
or processes within the case.  William Sampson quoted Ford in his support of qualitative sources 
(2004): 
Clearly, there is much to learn from…studies that seek to determine phenomena without 
reification or quantification.  Once researchers and educators delve beneath the surface of 
quantitative analyses, the dynamics of achievement among racially and culturally 
different groups may be more fully understood (p. 20). 
I chose to view the transnational phenomenon as a participant observer.  That role relied upon 
some ethnographical techniques.  The logical design of a qualitative case study and the 
techniques I utilized can be traced back to the Chicago School of Sociology (Hart, 2010).  The 
elements of that Chicago tradition emulated in this study were analysis of everyday life, focus on 
communities, and symbolic interactions characteristic of a specific group.   
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 Hunter (1974) provided another model of the Chicago School style for analyzing 
symbolic communities.  I followed aspects of his work through a focus on first hand data, 
participant observation, geographical reference points, and voluntary associations.  A case study 
model was selected because it is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context.   
 The literal meaning of ethnography is a portrait of a people.  Van Maanen’s Tales of the 
Field and Representation in Ethnography (2011) provided a well-respected framework for the 
ethnographic elements of my fieldwork.  I emulated some of Van Maanen’s techniques as a 
single investigator acting as a participant observer.  I frequently lived with and like those who 
were studied.  This was particularly true for my three summer trips to Obscuridad where I 
immersed myself in that community.  In Springfield, my previously existing participant roles as a 
middle school principal, citizen, parent and parishioner of St. Peter’s Catholic Church suggested 
that I should continue as a participant observer while collecting data there.  My newly 
established participant observation status within the Spanish liturgical and social activities in 
Springfield was the most similar to my status in Obscuridad. 
 Genzuk synthesized a description of ethnography from the work of Van Maanen (2011): 
Ethnography is a social science research method.  It relies heavily on up-close, personal 
experience and possible participation, not just observation.  The ethnographic focal point 
may include a blend of historical, observational, and interview method resulting in one 
product:  narrative description.  Ethnographic methods can give shape to new constructs 
or paradigms, and new variables, for further empirical testing in the field (2003, p.2)  
In participant observation, the researcher develops an insider’s view.  They become intimately 
involved in the life of the people in the observed setting.  The challenge is to blend the aspects of 
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participation and observation.  The desired outcome is an insider’s understanding, which is 
communicated effectively to outsiders (Genzuk, 2003) 
 The study of this transnational phenomenon drew upon multiple sources of evidence.  
These included thick, rich qualitative observation descriptions, demographic statistics, open-
ended interviews, photographs and surveys with the data converging in a triangulating fashion.  I 
discovered that photographs served as the best source of data on symbolism.  Photographs were 
included if the visual medium communicated a concept beyond what was possible with words. 
 Genzuk (2003) outlined three characteristic features of ethnographic data that guided my 
collection efforts.  The first was naturalism; I collected data in the context where it occurred.  
Secondly, my data demonstrated an understanding of how the ethnic and occupational groups in 
my study oriented to the world in distinctive ways.  Describing their place in both history and 
current events helped to explain the behaviors observed.  Finally, I utilized discovery to find the 
true nature of the phenomenon.  Testing an exclusive hypothesis may have omitted key data.  
Data Collection and Analysis 
  Data collection and analysis processes were intertwined as the case boundaries were 
established.  Although most case studies have well developed theory prior to data collection, Yin 
(2009) suggested that an exemplary case study could benefit from the simultaneous data 
collection and analysis.  Ultimately, I wanted to discover and advance theories, including rival 
theories that had the potential to explain the observed phenomenon in my case (Creswell, 2007) 
and increase my effectiveness as a school principal. 
My field notes spanned a four-year period since I first framed this research topic.  
Relevant background data was uncovered from as far back as 1967; however the vast majority 
was collected during my seven-year term as middle school principal.  Data used in the case study 
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from that context was in the form of public statistics, local field notes or observer comments.  
Observer comments provided original reactions to the data collected.  That strategy was 
particularly helpful in chapter eight in which I unavoidably became a focal point of the story.  I 
also found narrative descriptions to be necessary in the section on discrimination.  Although the 
case study used pseudonyms throughout, I believed that a narrative summary was the most 
ethical approach to avoid compromising professional data privacy standards when citing actual 
incidents. 
  I used open-ended questioning techniques during the interviews that could best be 
described as a series of guided prompts (Appendix A).  Interview subjects had the opportunity to 
expand from the prompts in any direction.  In that sense, the participants served in more of an 
informant role regarding the phenomenon than as mere interviewees.   
In addition to the coded qualitative information, the interviews provided some 
quantifiable data.  Each participant and some additional family members completed a survey 
(Appendix F), which quantified the media and frequency of the transnational communication 
within their family.  These data sources are a part of an embedded quantitative analysis that 
supports the evolving theories.  
The analytical literature that proved to be the most valuable example to emulate for codes 
was Black and Brown: Race, Ethnicity, and School Preparation (Sampson, 2004).  In his study, 
Sampson made home visits to the families of 21 minority students in one community.  He made 
qualitative observations that were applied to a checklist of positive or negative factors in relation 
to school achievement.  There were distinct cultural influences noted between the Black and 
Hispanic families studied.   
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Sampson’s method was to observe the families and connect those observations with the 
more easily accessed school performance data of the children.  By limiting his sample size, 
Sampson followed the recommendation of Lareau (2000) that a sample size beyond 50 is 
difficult for the researcher to mentally assess and review.  Sampson (2004) further concluded 
“more … research relating the family dynamic to the academic achievement of students is sorely 
needed” (p. 21).   
Sampson’s (2004) recommendation to further explore the connection between the family 
dynamic and school performance was informative for my research design.  He also added “I have 
seen almost no work on rural locations” (p. 22).  Sampson’s observation echoed the opinion of 
Tiernan (2007) who identified the need for qualitative studies on rural, transnational Latino 
communities.  
Field notes were consistently accumulated through interactions in community, 
professional, and faith-based settings within the Minnesota pole of the transnational community.  
Field notes and photographs were also taken during three trips to Mexico.  These were cited in 
my analysis to highlight general concepts within the story.  My participant-observer role 
generated many personal and professionally based conclusions from the data.  I cited these 
thoughts or questions as observer comments to indicate that I was extrapolating beyond raw data 
or unbiased field notes. 
I collected data in the form of prompted interviews and communication surveys 
completed with 12 family members at each site (24 individuals).  To meet the eligibility criteria, 
a potential interview participant needed to be an adult who had a portion of their nuclear and 
extended family residing in both Springfield and in the vicinity of Obscuridad.  Any subject who 
was cited multiple times in the family histories was counted only once in cumulative statistics. 
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 The maze-like pattern of the family stories formed the basis of codes that were used to 
classify the data.  The following categories were reframed as a chain of evidence (Yin, 2009):  
familial/community relationships, mobility, language/communication, citizenship, school 
experiences, faith/religion, employment, and core values.  The interview prompts in the protocol 
matched these category codes (Appendix E).  Interview data was transcribed and coded based on 
whether it represented either the eight categories or the themes that were revealed in the findings. 
Validity, Limitations and Generalizability 
 A peer review group consisting of several individuals who live in Springfield and have 
previously traveled to Obscuridad was utilized to check validity.  These local professionals 
provided feedback on field notes and interview data based upon their own personal experiences 
interacting with family members at both sites.  This was particularly helpful for reflecting on 
demographic data and emerging themes.  
 I strove for a sense of verisimilitude (Creswell, 2007) by conducting interviews and 
providing all documents in the language of choice.  This technique created some collateral 
challenges.  These included the technical aspect of translation from Spanish to English along 
with capturing the cultural and contextual clues.  These are issues that arise when attempting to 
make significant thematic or symbolic elements of one culture meaningful in terms of another 
(Maranhão & Streck, 2003). 
 There was no way to translate interview transcripts with complete certainty from one 
language and culture to another.  However, the use of a translator who was knowledgeable about 
the nuance of both the language style and the culture was beneficial.  There was also a 
responsibility placed on me as the case study researcher to narrate the story as authentically as 
possible.  
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 Ethnography itself translates experiences into text (Sturge, 1997):    
 The basic principle of ethnography is in fact a translation, but in the sense of showing 
how a social action from one point of view makes sense from another.  This is what a 
professional translator does by trying to convey the points in a way that is tangible, 
understandable and digestible to target readers.  In translation studies, there is always a 
concern that cultural codes of a community might be misunderstood or misinterpreted by 
target readers because of mistranslation or lack of sufficient cultural knowledge of both 
languages in the mediator agent, i.e., translator.  This concern is also found in 
ethnography in its emphasis on cultural codes to be decoded and conveyed correctly, duly 
and properly; that is, to understand and transfer the intention of the concept as well as the 
proper wish of the writer. The ethnographic perspective toward translation invites us to 
regard it as a production process that relies on networks of intermediaries. A translated 
text is thus no longer assumed to be a reflection of a society’s norms or a translator’s 
subjectivity, but rather as expression of the relations between various intermediaries in 
the production procedure (Asadzadeh & Abbasi, 2012, p. 1). 
The primary intermediary was the pastor of the Springfield Catholic Parish.  Father Reilly was 
well known, trusted and respected in both poles of the transnational community.  His firsthand 
knowledge of the language style and the culture of the transnational community studied were 
unparalleled.  He facilitated interview opportunities by communicating the nature of my study to 
prospective participants.  He also served as the consistent translator in Obscuridad when 
necessary.   
 My status as a middle school principal, the person who was responsible for the education 
of many of the participants’ family members also connected me with other intermediaries 
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(Asadzadeh & Abbasi, 2012).  I became a participant observer both in my role as school 
principal and by living within the rural community of Obscuridad for 35 days over three 
summers in 2012-2014.  All of these factors created an environment of mutual trust and comfort 
during the data collection process. 
 Interviews were captured via audio recordings with the participants’ permission.  The 
entire conversations including the acts of translating, clarifying, and checking for accuracy 
across languages were recorded.  I created transcripts of the audio interviews myself and 
enhanced the value of the primary sources with observer comments that were made during the 
recording of the interviews.  The transcripts were summaries in English of the answers and 
stories generated by each interview prompt regardless of the combination of languages used 
during collection.   
 Data blocks in this paper are a combination of direct quotes and paraphrasing dependent 
on the source language and the ability to directly transfer meaning.  Small (2008) made 
suggestions for working with Spanish translation in “qualitative research, where there are fewer 
agreed-upon rules” (p. 1).  He suggested:   
Methods of scientific inquiry are languages to the extent that they constitute systems of 
thought with terms that have specific meanings and ways of framing problems that makes 
sense only within the system…all methods fundamentally seek the same things (that 
arguments are backed by data, that procedures can in theory be repeated, etc.); however, 
the languages with which they say those things are significantly different, and some 
statements only make sense in some languages (Small, p. 1, 2008). 
Through the use of intermediaries, participant observation, and an adequate sample size I was 
confident that I had produced data representative of the community studied.  All data was stored 
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on two, remote and secure servers.  The techniques described in the methodology section above 
insured reliability as well as construct, internal, and external validity (Yin, 2009). 
 This case study tells the story of one, rural transnational community.  There is no intent to 
draw broad conclusions about immigration, religion, education, or assimilation.  However, the 
findings are intended to provoke thought and to highlight transnational communities as a distinct, 
postmodern migration model.  An understanding of the transnational phenomenon has the 
potential to benefit the members of the other communities in which they exist. 
Ethics and Confidentiality 
 My roles as both the middle school principal and a parish member provided a unique 
level of revelatory access.  This familiarity and my status as a participant observer also created a 
challenge to keep bias in check.  A peer-writing group composed of members of the University 
of St. Thomas Leadership Cohort #20 served as a sounding board to minimize the impact of bias 
or advocacy.  The group members read and discussed their projects and offered suggestions to 
each other during the writing process.  Other professionals who have completed doctoral level 
research served as readers for my dissertation drafts. 
All University of St. Thomas Internal Review Board guidelines were followed including 
participant informed consent (Appendices B & C).  Pseudonyms were used for interview 
participants and contributors to limit descriptions from becoming personally identifiable by 
anyone other than the storyteller.  My dissertation chair and committee members provided 
valuable recommendations regarding ethical writing in an academic context. 
Summary 
 This case study was intended to make a unique contribution to the academic literature 
available on transnational communities.  The goal, above all else was to document the story of 
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one specific rural transnational community by listening to its members.  Ethnographic techniques 
provided guidance for accomplishing that goal.  There was a defined beginning to the story; 
however there may not be an end in sight as the community continues to evolve.  Despite the 
continuity of the story, this case study itself did come to a close after the final qualitative notes 
were gathered in Obscuridad in July of 2014.   
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Chapter Four: The Two Geographical Poles of a Transnational Community 
Introduction 
 The focus of this study is a transnational community that is divided between two 
geographic poles.  The transnational families in Springfield are literally split between members 
who live in their hometown in Mexico and their adopted hometown in Minnesota.  Both 
communities are in the Central Standard Time zone, which enables them to continue to interact 
as a family unit in real time.  The true separation is derived from poles that are geographically 
separated by 2000 miles, 26 degrees of latitude, and one international border. 
History of Springfield 
The city of Springfield, Minnesota is located on the northern edge of Grass County, 45 
miles away from the Twin Cities urban center.  The city is split by the Divarty River and was 
originally inhabited by the Wahpekute band of the Dakota Tribe.  The Native Americans there 
were hunter-gatherers who utilized the river, surrounding prairie, and Big Woods ecosystems 
(SCOPE Project, 2013).  The Wahpekute sold their land to the U.S. government through a treaty 
in 1851 and were forcefully removed to reservations during the Dakota Conflict of 1862 (“War,” 
n.d.). 
 The town’s namesake, John Spring built a saw and flourmill on the Divarty River in 
1856, which led to the settlement of 40 Anglo-American families from the east coast.  The 
foundation of Clayton College by east coast Christians in 1867 furthered that influence.  In 1874, 
Norwegian immigrants established St. Thorfinn College.  By 1897, Springfield was known as a 
milling center and soon became the Holstein cow capital of the country with over 300 dairy 
herds.  In addition to Norwegian connections, the settlers displayed their Swedish and German 
roots (SCOPE Project, 2013).  By 1904, my own family ancestors had cleared hardwoods to 
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create arable land in a Czech and Irish community within Grass County merely 20 miles 
southwest of Springfield.  Their ethnic enclave supplanted the early French settlers by 
purchasing land from them (Garwood, 2003). 
 At the turn of the millennium, Springfield promoted itself as the home of colleges, cows, 
and contentment.  The exurban community was driven by a rural, agriculturally influenced  
micro-economy with some regional industry and the unique complement of two, prestigious 
liberal arts colleges.  The population of 20,000 residents was still a blend of predominately 
European ethnic backgrounds (SCOPE Project, 2013).  
 
Photo 4.1:  Main Street in Springfield. 
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Photo 4.2: The mill site upon which Springfield was founded. 
 
Photo 4.3:  The town square in Springfield. 
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Photo 4.4:  The town square in Obscuridad. 
History of Obscuridad 
 Obscuridad, Veracruz is a city of 12,000 residents located in a rural, mountainous region 
of Mexico.  The total population is approximately 20,000 residents when combined with its 
satellite communities.  Although it is tucked into a mountain valley, a modern road now connects 
Obscuridad to the super highway that follows the traditional trade route from the port of 
Veracruz to the national capital of Mexico City (Field notes, Obscuridad).   
 The Olmec settlement of Matlactlan was established in the bowl of the surrounding peaks 
at a mile high elevation.  In the local Nahuatl language, the original settlement’s name meant 
“place of nets” indicating that a consistent body of water and fish were present in its past.  In 
1184, the residents were forced out as their city was burned by order of Aztec ruler Montezuma 
for refusing to pay tribute.  New Aztec citizens, loyal to Montezuma were brought in to colonize 
(n.d.).   
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The first Spaniards to pass through the area altered the actual name of the city to its 
current title.  The pseudonym selected reflects its geographical position in the shadow of the 
highest mountain in Central America.  The Franciscan evangelization occurred from 1530-1550 
and is still evidenced by a community in which over 95% of the inhabitants identify themselves 
as Roman Catholics.  The current center of the city is the Church of San Pedro Apóstol, which 
was built circa 1700 (n.d.).  
 Modern era Obscuridad’s economy was built upon small-scale agriculture such as beans, 
corn, and poultry.  The most influential product was distinctive brick blocks known as tabique, 
which are used for construction.  The near exhaustion of the local clay resources and the passage 
of NAFTA severely depressed the economy in the 1990s.  By that time, the number of men 
employed in the local brick making industry diminished from approximately 800 to 80 (Rook, 
2010).  With low wages and little work available, young men began to venture across the porous 
U.S. border in search of employment. 
 
Photo 4.5:  The valley of Obscuridad. 
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Photo 4.6:  A view of the volcano from Obscuridad. 
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Photo 4.7:  A typical street scene in Obscuridad. 
The Emergence of a Transnational Community 
 The large-scale agricultural industries in and near Grass County, such as vegetable or 
turkey processors have had a long history of recruiting Mexicano workers from border towns for 
seasonal work.  The first year round Grass County resident of Mexican ancestry was Mario, who 
became a foreman in a turkey processing plant.  Mario bought a home in the county seat of 
Frenchtown in 1967.  After years of migrating from Brownsville, Texas each year, a hurricane 
scared his family enough for Mario to bring them all north permanently. 
Local residents accused Mario’s family of taking away jobs and they slashed their car 
tires and poured sugar in his gas tank.  The family responded to overt racism by aggressively 
assimilating.  The husband and wife joined the Eagles and Moose Clubs so that they would no 
longer be turned away at the door.  Four of their children graduated from Frenchtown High 
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School.  The family patriarch recalled in an interview “The color of our skin is different, but our 
heart is the same” (Garwood, 2003).  After reaching retirement age, Mario commented 
“Mexicans have no retirement plan” (Garwood, 2003) and he continued working in a new role as 
a minority liaison for the company.  In addition to assisting newly arrived Mexican migrants, he 
also guided waves of Vietnamese and Somali workers.  Springfield did not have similar large-
scale agricultural employers; therefore a significant Mexican migrant population did not emerge 
until much later.  In 1969, there were a total of three Springfield residents who had emigrated 
from Latin American countries (Grove, 2003).   
The first native of Obscuridad to settle in Springfield arrived in 1991.  Esteban was a 
medical doctor who had left Mexico for the city of Orange, California.  The factory wages there 
were considerably more than he was able to earn as a surgeon in rural Mexico.  Orange had a 
well-established Hispanic community that comprised 50% of the city’s population.  Many young 
men from Obscuridad took advantage of that network and migrated to Orange in search of 
employment (Personal interviews, Springfield). 
Eventually, Esteban followed a lead for reliable work available at a packaging company 
in Springfield.  He was impressed by the wages he earned there, which were more than 10 times 
greater than the average rate for those fortunate enough to have employment in Obscuridad.  He 
invited his younger brother-in-law, Julio to follow his trail from Orange to Springfield.  Soon 
several other young men from Obscuridad followed suit. 
In 1997, there was approximately ten Mexican migrant families residing in Springfield.  
The deteriorating economy in Obscuridad and the established network within Springfield 
triggered an irruption of migration.  In a brief window of time, the foundation for a transnational 
community was established with 700 residents.  A video documentary from that period included 
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a quote by one representative member of that community that affirmed their general intentions to 
stay temporarily “We have to be separated, but soon we will be together” (Ruby, 2003).  By 
2003, most of the migrants from Obscuridad headed for Springfield had eliminated the California 
stop on their journey and went directly to Minnesota.  Many Obscuridad natives and their 
subsequent generations have assimilated and continue to reside in Orange (Field notes, 
Obscuridad & Springfield).  
Mostly young men were making the journey to Springfield; however with fairly easy 
passage across the border they began to bring spouses and children to join them.  Lacking 
authentic work documentation or savings, manufactured trailer homes and apartment buildings 
served as the most economical way to build community without long-term investment.  Initially, 
the Latino arrivals moved in alongside other low-income residents.  This led to some tension in 
the community, which was the impetus for a seven part series of articles in the local newspaper 
titled Springfield’s Growing Hispanic Population (Springfield News, 2003).  For many 
Springfield residents, these feature stories were their first exposure to the transnational 
phenomenon that had developed quickly and quietly over a ten-year span. 
The publicity was not all positive.  Some of the Mexican migrants or their children had 
affiliated with Latino gangs.  As summer approached in 2003, Mexican gang members from the 
metropolitan area began interacting with them in Springfield.  A shotgun blast wounded one 
urban gang affiliate during a party in one of the manufactured home parks.  The victim and his 
associates were arrested at gunpoint in the local hospital and also found to be in possession of 
cocaine (Lienke, 2003).  These illegal activities cast a large shadow upon the predominately hard 
working Latino residents of the trailer park.  A Caucasian neighbor expressed her concerns in 
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one of the newspaper feature stories “Obviously if we had the money to move, we wouldn’t be 
here” (Grove, 2003).  
 The overwhelming majority of Springfield’s Latino residents hale from Mexico.   
Due to the undocumented status of many residents, census data has to be considered as merely a 
starting point for quantifying the current Latino population in Springfield.  Recent estimates 
suggest 2000 residents or 10% of the general population.  Within this group, an estimated 60% 
trace their roots back to Obscuridad and the surrounding area (Emery, 2008).  My data collection 
suggests that the number of Springfield residents who migrated from Orange, California have not 
been adequately included as citizens of Obscuridad.  I would estimate the current proportion of 
transnationals with roots in the vicinity of Obscuridad to be 70% or greater.  The school district 
is the only reliable census measure with 13% of its current enrollment identified as Hispanic 
(“Minnesota Report Card,” 2014).  
 Since the national tragedy of September 11, 2001, travel from Obscuridad to Springfield 
has become extremely difficult.  Undocumented residents who have arrived after that date have 
done so at great peril.  After a decade long boom, the population now appears to have stabilized.  
For every new family member that navigates the obstacle of an international border crossing, it 
seems that another decides to return back home (Observer comment).  The net result is the 
current transnational phenomenon of a community divided between two cities that are 2000 
miles apart. 
Transnational Family Network 
 The following chart introduces the core members of the transnational community.  
Although the data collected during their interview sessions is featured in chapter six, these 
members and other family members are referenced throughout this study.  The chart is intended 
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as a reference to establish the familial connections that are vital to the transnational phenomenon.  
Each individual contributing stories in this document can either be traced back to one of the core 
members or is cited as a field note.  The demographic data in the chart is based on the 
individual’s status during the interview sessions from the summer of 2013. 
Table 4.1:  Core Members Family Network 
Name Age Born Residence Family Connections 
Raquel 35 MX Springfield Daughter of Esteban (Founder of the transnational 
community) & Emilia, granddaughter of Isabel 
Julio 48 MX Springfield Second transnational resident to arrive in Springfield, 
Brother of Emilia, father of Clara (First transnational 
resident born in Springfield) 
Cristina 56 MX Obscuridad Sister of Emilia, mother of Mateo, wife of Antonio 
Diana 21 CA Obscuridad Daughter-in-law of Cristina, wife of Mateo 
Miguel 43 MX Obscuridad Nephew of Emilia 
Ester 37 MX Springfield Wife of Roberto, mother of Carmen 
Gerardo 19 CA Springfield Nephew of Ester, son of Raina 
Ricardo 36 MX Obscuridad Cousin of Ester 
Dolores 34 MX Obscuridad Partner of Ricardo 
Jorge 33 MX Springfield Cousin of Ester 
Irene 57 MX Springfield  
Carlos 24 MX Orizaba Nephew of Irene 
Pilar 33 MX Obscuridad Wife of Eduardo, mother of Daniela 
Benito 27 MX Obscuridad Cousin of Pilar 
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Name Age Born Residence Family Connections 
Patricio 20 MX Springfield  
Olivia 60 MX Obscuridad Mother of Juan, grandmother of Pablo 
Enrique 42 MX Obscuridad Father of Gloria, Gonzalo, & Manuel 
Claudia 33 MX Obscuridad Mother of Elena 
Emilio 31 MX Obscuridad  
Santiago 43 MX Springfield Husband of Catalina, father of Marisol 
Josefina 32 MX Springfield  
Ernesto 33 MX Springfield Husband of Eva 
Elisa 37 MX Springfield Wife of Felipe 
Raina 40 MX Springfield Sister of Ester, mother of Gerardo 
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Chapter Five: General Demographic Background 
Family and Community Relationships 
 As an educational practioner, I was motivated to uncover the complete story of the 
transnational community that has been established within my school district.  I believed that a 
substantial sample size would enhance the validity of the conclusions drawn from this study.  
The following chapter provides an overview of that sample utilizing interview prompts that 
matched the themes emerging as relevant to a transnational migration model.  In addition, field 
notes, photographs, and survey data provide further context to the sample.  Chapter six uses 
qualitative data specific to the primary interview participants to further analyze the impact of 
various forms of capital accumulation and the development of a transnational identity.   
 My open-ended interview prompts provided the adult participants with the opportunity to 
describe their nuclear family, occupants of their dwelling, and other family members considered 
by them to be significant in their lives.  After accounting for any individuals cited more than 
once, there was a total of 348 unique references.  The number of immediate family members 
cited who were deceased or have died since the interview sessions was 37.  Those individuals 
were included in the data with their place of residence listed as the last home that they 
maintained. 
 Within the pool of 348 individuals, 287 identified their place of birth in or within the 
vicinity of Obscuridad.  The range covered the portions of the states of Veracruz and Puebla that 
were proximal enough for regular family interaction.  Outliers in Mexico were defined as being 
too far apart for it to be practical for family members to drive or bus to visit and return home in 
the same day.  Fifteen individuals in the sample were born in other geographical regions of 
Mexico. 
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Clara is Julio’s 20-year-old daughter and she holds the distinction of being the first child 
of Obscuridadian ancestry born at the Springfield Hospital.  Her three-year old daughter 
represents the start of a third generation in Springfield.  Clara’s cousin Victoria was the second 
child to earn instant U.S. citizenship via her delivery at the Springfield Hospital; however she 
has since emigrated to Obscuridad (Personal interviews, Obscuridad).  During my tenure at 
Springfield Middle School, I have observed a recent transition from Hispanic students who were 
born in Mexico to those mostly born locally.  In the past year, a shift has occurred in which the 
majority of the middle school level students from the transnational community are now U.S. 
citizens (Enrollment records, Springfield Middle School). 
Their possession of U.S citizenship is the most powerful factor impacting the future of 
those teenagers. Young Springfield natives accounted for 37 of the family members cited in my 
interviews.  Five additional individuals were born in other Minnesota locations while their 
parents resided in Springfield.   Four current teenagers were born in Orange, California during 
the transitional period cited earlier.  Any previous attempts at assessing the percentage of 
Springfield residents from Obscuridad were most likely under reported due to temporary 
migration to California or other locations in Southeastern Minnesota (Field notes, Obscuridad & 
Springfield). 
My sample of 348 people included 109 current Springfield residents.  The number of 
individuals who resided in Obscuridad and its vicinity was 205.  Nineteen additional family 
members resided in the distant states of Mexico.  The remainder of the sample tallied as follows:  
eight resided in Southeastern Minnesota, six in Orange, California and one Canadian resident.  
Despite my updated knowledge of individuals moving in the past year, all data was based on 
their reported status during the summer of 2013. 
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Table 5.1:  Current Residence (Full sample) 
 
 The best example of a truly transnational family can be traced back to Esteban, the 
pioneer of the current Mexican migrant population.  When he encouraged his brother-in-law 
Julio to join him in Springfield, they made decisions that have had tremendous staying power.  
Eventually, Esteban’s wife joined him and they raised their three children in a manufactured 
home park.  Prior to his death at age 61, he was viewed as the unofficial leader of the growing 
transnational community.   
Although Esteban is now deceased, his widow and the next two generations of his 
descendants are firmly rooted in the manufactured home park known as Nordic Village.  This is 
the epicenter of the Mexican migrant community in Springfield.  It has no through roads and it is 
bordered by railroad tracks on its east and west boundaries.  The image of this segregated 
neighborhood is portrayed as a metaphor in the title of this study, Across the Tracks.  The 
segregation effect is caused by many factors, some of which are desired by the residents of 
Nordic Village. 
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Photo 5.1:  The path across the tracks. 
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Photo 5.2:  Nordic Village, the epicenter of the transnational community in Springfield. 
  Manufactured homes are also commonly referred to locally as mobile or trailer homes.  
They are the easiest form of entry into home ownership.  They are relatively inexpensive, 
isolated, and have the fewest restrictions for renting or buying.  A second, smaller manufactured 
home park in Springfield is known as Flanders.  It is located directly to the East on the opposite 
side of the highway from Nordic Village.  It is demarcated on the western edge by the highway.    
The eastern border is comprised of a railroad track running within the riparian area along the 
Divarty River near the wastewater treatment plant.  The park and housing units in Flanders are 
not as well maintained as Nordic Village.  Recently the City of Springfield purchased some of 
the units to remove them (Field notes, Springfield). 
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The current owner of Nordic Village shared with me how her property management 
experience has evolved since purchasing the park in 2003:   
During our first year, my husband and I learned that the previous owner had lost control 
of the activity on the property.  Newly arriving residents often shared the homes with 
their family members, sometimes even sleeping in shifts to maximize the space available.  
It was not uncommon for 10-12 occupants to reside in one trailer.  I remember times 
when new arrivals were sleeping in storage sheds or tents on the lot rented by the family 
member with the lease.  There was an obvious gang presence associated with illegal 
activities.  The local police wouldn’t enter the park or approach a home to respond to a 
call, because it’s private property.  They wouldn’t get involved unless one of the park 
owners went with them to the home (Personal interview, Nordic Village owner). 
The investment for housing can be decreased by maximizing the number of family members in 
each unit or sub-letting to other members of the transnational community.  The director of a local 
social service organization stated, “If the sub-letting rules were enforced, the community would 
have an immediate population of individuals meeting the definition of homeless.  Other 
affordable community housing options require citizenship or legal immigration status” (Grove, 
2003). 
The operators of Nordic Village acknowledge that enforcement of their rule against sub-
letting is an ongoing challenge:   
We routinely request the names of all occupants, but we have no accurate way to cross 
reference the voluntarily provided data.  When we first bought the park, approximately 
60% of the Nordic Village residents were ethnic Mexicans.  The other 40% were 
generally retired, fixed income White people.  We had to deal with public intoxication, 
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fighting, and rampant subletting.  We were determined to improve the livability of the 
community to give our business a chance to survive.  The first step was to invoke and 
strictly enforce a two car per lot limit with no overnight parking on the streets.  It took a 
year and a half of constantly towing vehicles to get a foothold.  The subletting dilemma 
resolved itself after the parking expectations became commonly understood.  The police 
department de-emphasized small issues and became more willing to target and arrest 
individuals who were harming others or engaged in serious criminal activity.  They even 
adopted the practice of regularly driving through the private property at our request.  I 
think the effectiveness of the local police department increased after a Latino patrol 
officer and several Spanish-speaking officers were hired (Personal interview, Nordic 
Village owner).   
  Over a ten-year span, the managers leveraged their connections with city government and 
community service organizations to assist residents in need of food, clothing, and school 
supplies.  Documented residents could also take advantage of assistance with utility bills or 
government home purchase and remodeling support programs.  The relationship between the 
owners and the tenants has become very respectful and friendly.  According to the owner both 
parties now have common goals: 
The residents know that I can help connect them to some of the things that they need.  
Many of them have been here a long time and I’ve gotten to know their families really 
well.  I’ve watched their kids grow up.  People will stop by and share food that they have 
made or invite us to special events.  Most of them are really good people and it has made 
this a worthwhile business venture for us (Personal interview, Nordic Village owner).   
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 In 2014, a visit to Nordic Village could give the impression that Latinos almost 
exclusively occupy the neighborhood.  Latino children are regularly seen walking and playing 
throughout the park.  The owner estimates that the demographics have not actually shifted much 
since they purchased the property:   
The most significant change is that long-term White residents have aged another ten 
years and they are not outdoors as much as the younger residents with children.  The 
White residents typically live without many extended family members in the household.  
The Mexican residents still have more family members staying with them, but it is less 
obvious now (Personal interview, Nordic Village owner). 
A used manufactured home may sell within a range of $7000 for some units in Flanders up to the 
$35,000 asking price for recent listings on the Nordic Village bulletin board.  The lot rent there 
has increased to over $300 per month, which includes water, sewer, and sanitation.  Recently, 
only five or six homes have been sold per year, so the turnover is relatively slow compared to 
apartment leases.  One of the primary factors that keep the transnational community rooted in 
Nordic Village is the de-emphasis on documentation.  The owner shared her perception of why 
the manufactured homes are popular with transnational residents: 
Potential home purchasers must have cash or bank financing arranged on their own.  The 
lot rental operates with a signature lease.  In over ten years, we’ve have had very few 
problems and have never had to repossess a home from a Mexican resident.  If a 
purchaser or renter is in arrears, they are taken to county court.  Most of them have 
incentive to avoid a court judgment, which could require a background check.  They also 
value their homes and will rely upon their family network to catch up on payments 
(Personal interview, Nordic Village owner). 
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The majority of the remaining Mexican migrant population resides in nearby apartment 
complexes on the north side of town.  Those complexes are located on both sides of the highway 
that separates Nordic Village from Flanders.  Only one other area within the entire community 
has any other significant Spanish speaking population.   This is an area on the south side of the 
town near most of the public schools.   There are several apartment complexes that rent to many 
of the Latinos that are typically not as connected to the transnational community or who are 
eligible for public housing assistance (Field notes, Springfield). 
 During the boom period of Latino population growth in Springfield from 2000-2010, the 
Gini coefficient merely shifted from 49 to 51.  This demographic formula is an indicator of how 
well mixed people are within a community based on ethnicity.  A score of 100 would indicate a 
balanced community.  Nearly 50% of the Hispanic community lives in Nordic Village according 
to 2010 U.S. Census data (Smith, 2011).  Although the available census data clearly 
demonstrates a lack of ethnic balance in Springfield neighborhoods, all census data regarding the 
transnational community should be utilized with caution.  Census participation is unreliable in a 
mobile, undocumented migrant population (Observer comment). 
Despite the lack of general confidence in census data, it is clear that multiple forms of 
capital can be generated and better utilized in a segregated community.  The act of remittance is 
a powerful reinforcement of family bonds that expresses social, cultural, and economic capital.  
The concept of remittance is not new; however it may be a more impactful international factor 
than ever before.  Remittance is a transfer of money by a foreign worker to his or her home 
country.  In 2012, the World Bank reported an estimated economic impact of $401 billion in 
remittance worldwide.  $23 billion worth of remittance was recorded in Mexico in 2012 with 
95% arriving from the U.S. (“Migration, Remittances, and Diaspora,” n.d.).   
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Much like documentation status, remittance is typically not a topic that can be brought up 
without establishing a relationship with the source first.  An accompanying survey on 
communication and exchange practices was offered to members of the transnational community 
both in and outside of the interview sample set.  Only 49% of the survey participants provided a 
definitive yes or no answer regarding their current practice of transferring funds to other family 
members in Mexico.   
My survey question (Appendix G) regarding remittance was somewhat flawed because it 
was phrased as regular sending of remittance.  This does not provide insight into the complete 
history of respondents regarding the act of remittance, nor does it specifically account for 
respondents who have lived in both countries.  By definition, current residents of Mexico are not 
engaged in remittance in the context of this study.   
The survey question on remittance would most likely have yielded more detailed data if it 
had been included as an interview prompt.  It is noteworthy that only 13 individuals indicated 
that they do not send remittance on a regular basis.  Eleven individuals acknowledged sending 
regular remittance payments and five respondents identified either a receiving or sending 
relationship between the working generation and their retired parents.  Some participants knew 
me well enough to comfortably provide details despite the imperfect presentation of the question.  
Julio shared that he dutifully sends $200 back to his mother and mother-in-law in Mexico each 
month (Field notes, Springfield).   
The transnational phenomenon has impacted Mexican families in some unexpected ways 
too.  There can be some social status for families in Obscuridad associated with earners actively 
forwarding remittance back home from the U.S.  On occasion, these funds may support costly 
celebrations such as weddings or the 15th birthday party for daughters known as the Quinceañera.  
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Most of the two story, newly constructed homes in Obscuridad were designed to stand out within 
their surrounding neighborhood.  Residents of Springfield frequently finance those upper market 
houses.  The role of remittance in the development of a transnational identity is further explored 
in chapter five. 
 
Photo 5.3:  A new home being constructed in Obscuridad by a family residing in Springfield. 
The tradition of marriage has also been altered since young married men have sought 
employment in the Springfield area.  If a married man stays for a considerable period of time, his 
wife may join him.  Sometimes the wife is unwilling or unable to make the trip, which leads to 
lengthy and uncertain separations.  There are plenty of examples in which the males have started 
a new relationship leading to a second family.  Sometimes an annulment is sought; otherwise 
managing the two families becomes an accepted part of a life that exists between two countries.  
The second partner may or may not be recognized through the church or a civil union.  This past 
summer, I met a man who was recently deported and had returned to Obscuridad leaving his wife 
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and U.S. born children behind in Minnesota.  While guiding me to a street address in 
Obscuridad, he introduced his new fiancée and shared the details of his pending wedding 
ceremony (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
Single male workers often devote the vast majority of their time to earning income.  
Traditional Mexican gender roles would leave them unprepared or disinterested in domestic 
chores.  For some individuals, the family network in Springfield will provide food preparation, 
laundry, and cleaning.  Others locate surrogates within the residential micro-economy to 
substitute in the traditional feminine roles.  Many women who don’t work outside of their homes 
prepare lunches, wash laundry or operate off the record home restaurants to cater to the needs of 
the single men or those who are stranded apart from their family base (Field notes, Springfield). 
Mobility 
 The number of migratory stops along the employment maze proved to be the most 
difficult element for my interviews to quantify.  The participants were willing to share the 
specific nature of the geographical transitions involving themselves and their nuclear families.  
However, many participants had limited knowledge or recollection of the journey undertaken by 
their siblings or cousins.  They also had very few stories about their parent’s path through life.  
Either the parents were not very mobile in their formative years or they never shared their life 
stories with their children (Observer comment). 
 Within the sample of 205 Obscuridad area residents, 60 or 29% of them had reported 
living in Springfield at some interval.  Most of them ended their time in Minnesota due to the 
recent temporary recession in the U.S. economy, homesickness, or other needs of the greater 
family.  It was very common in that subset for individuals to have shifted between sites of the 
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transnational community multiple times.  The highest reported number of international crossings 
by one individual in the sample was 12. 
Since 2002, two-way mobility has diminished considerably.  Those individuals who are 
most commonly still traveling have the advantage of some documentation that facilitates their 
international crossing.  There are many stories of paperwork mix ups, temporary work or travel 
visas, international marriages, and even bungled border enforcement that have enabled members 
of the transnational community to visit both sites in recent times.   
Virtually all of the interview participants shared stories of unauthorized international 
border crossings.  In the 1990s, many walked across unattended segments of the California, 
Arizona, or Texas borders.  Post 9/11, the stories became more intense with many travelers 
suffering the long lasting effects of sexual assault, fraud and extortion perpetrated by coyotes, or 
long, physically demanding treks through wilderness areas.  The reported total time for foot 
travel across the border ranged from one to seven days.  Several of my students in recent years 
have received counseling for post-traumatic stress related to abuse sustained during their border 
crossings.  One woman shared with a school counselor that some people in her crossing group 
drank their own urine to stave off dehydration and others suffered severe sunburns and damaged 
feet from exposure.  Nyquil was mentioned by several mothers in conversations with the school 
minority liaison as a necessary evil used to keep children quiet and asleep while making covert 
crossings (Field notes, Springfield).  
For the most part, there is no government or social service network available for 
undocumented residents.  Early on, The Church of St. Peter in Springfield was an agent for 
redistributing furniture or providing letters of support for residents maneuvering through 
documentation challenges.  Urgent medical needs were met by the Springfield Hospital.  Similar 
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to the school district, the hospital won’t refuse service based on citizenship status.  The hospital 
has often worked out payment plans in an attempt to recoup some of its unreimbursable 
expenses.  The Community Action Center has stepped up to help with food, clothing, and other 
needs.  For a period of time, the City of Springfield supported a welcome desk staffed with a 
Spanish speaker.  The city eventually discontinued funding the position.  A non-profit healthcare 
provider was established to serve residents of Grass County.  The Lions Club has provided 
access to eyeglasses.  These are all examples of alternate ways for undocumented residents to 
meet their basic human needs (Field notes, Springfield). 
The latest trend in mobility is for 12-20 year old U.S citizens within the transnational 
community to travel unaccompanied to Obscuridad to visit, sometimes for the majority of the 
summer break from school.  During my summer visit to Obscuridad in 2012, I unexpectedly met 
three of my current students there.  In 2013, I visited extensively with eight teenagers there who 
were currently enrolled in my school.  I also met with some of my former students during my 
visits.  This new development shaping the transnational identity of the youth who were born in 
Springfield is further examined in chapter six. 
Language and Communication 
 The ability to communicate effectively in either or both poles has proven to be one of the 
most durable challenges for successful participation within the transnational community.  The 
first Mexican migrants who arrived in Minnesota faced tremendous difficulty with the language 
barrier.  Most of them even had limitations in their own ability to read and write effectively in 
Spanish.  Older residents or those educated in nearby mountain villages sometimes spoke 
Nahuatl as their first language.  They were exposed to Spanish as their second language during 
their limited public school experience.    
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 During the 2013 visit to Obscuridad, I made a trip to a neighboring mountain school.  
There I observed that first graders were transferring their basic words such as house, from 
Nahuatl to Spanish.  This provided me with a new perspective regarding the structure of English 
as a second language programs in Minnesota (Observer comment).  Although very few of the 
Springfield transnational students have much exposure to indigenous languages, some of their 
parents did learn Spanish as their second language. 
 
Photo 5.4:  A learning aid posted in an elementary school classroom located near Obscuridad in 
the rural, higher elevation region.  Translation “How do you say house in Nahuatl?” 
 
Generally speaking, the entire transnational community has become more bilingual.  
Many Minnesota born residents have come to favor the use of English over Spanish.  One of the 
telling figures in the table below indicates that the number of individuals reported as speaking, 
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reading, and writing well in English was 37.  That aligned with the number reported as born in 
Springfield.   
A surprising number of adult residents have made little or no effort to learn any English 
and they live almost exclusively within the context of the transnational community.  Some 
interview participants were unsure of the true literacy skills of their parents.  For those 
individuals who could be categorized, the conversations suggest the following: 
Table 5.2:  Language Skills (Full sample) 
Skill Level Spanish English 
Speak, read, and write well 234 37 
Speak and read well, writing limited 38 49 
Speak and read limited, no writing 0 6 
Speak well, no reading or writing 32 40 
Speak limited only 0 2 
No formal communication skills 1 165 
 
 An observation that was shared early on by Father Reilly can now be supported by the 
data collected in these interviews.  The adult migrants typically attended primary school only.  
Their formal Spanish speaking skills were limited by their educational experiences and 
influenced by a fair amount of informal or slang communication picked up along their journeys 
through Mexico and the U.S. in search of work.  Father Reilly noticed that written Spanish 
communication shared with him by natives of Obscuridad frequently displayed poor grammar 
and spelling (Field notes, Springfield).  
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 Every one of the former Springfield resident adults or students who returned to Mexico 
has reverted to communicating in Spanish almost exclusively by choice.  They have shared with 
me that my annual visits are often the only time that they use English during the year.  The one 
adult exception was Carlos who earns his living as an English teacher in Orizaba.  The returned 
students enrolled in Obscuridad schools are required to participate in English classes in which 
they are often hesitant to demonstrate their skill level (Field notes, Obscuridad).  
Teaching formal English to students or adults who have not mastered their first language 
becomes complicated.  Two of the interview prompts were intended to follow up a hypothesis 
about the level of exposure to reading that children had in their prenatal through preschool 
stages.  The language in which a child was read to was considered irrelevant because the goal 
was to determine literacy development in any language prior to formal education.  Only one 
adult in the sample recalled being read to as a child.    
One of the diagnostic indicators of a truly transnational community is regular 
communication exchange.  In the first 15 years of its development, Springfield transnational 
community members were limited by inconsistent options.  Direct, first person communication 
was actually one of the most common options prior to 9/11.  Family members who could afford 
it were able to return to Mexico to participate in important events and share family news.  
International postal service was and continues to be unreliable between Springfield and 
Obscuridad.  My own experience has demonstrated a one-month delay before small packages 
arrive in Mexico.  Anecdotal reports have indicated that failed deliveries were common, 
especially if any items of value were included (Field notes, Springfield).   
Wire transfers have been a consistent medium for delivering remittance.  Family 
members not only sought higher wages for themselves in the U.S., but also often were expected 
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to contribute to the maintenance of the family homestead in Mexico.  In 2010, the local 
newspaper in Springfield described a business run by a Bolivian family that performed a similar 
service to that of the present day cyber cafés in Obscuridad described later in this section.  In 
addition to computer time rental, this unique convenience store featured a limited assortment of 
Latino oriented food items, international calling cards, and money wiring services.   
In the article, the owner described a high traffic flow of Springfield residents wiring 
money back to their families in Obscuridad “On a Friday, we can get 50 people in here 
transferring money, same on Sundays.  We have three wires and they’re busy that whole day” 
(Soucheray, 2010).  In that period, the Internet connections were very valuable because few 
members of the Springfield transnational community had computers or web access in their home.  
During an unscientific survey conducted by the Springfield school district in 2013, over 90% of 
the Hispanic households that participated indicated that they now had Internet access somewhere 
within their family network (Field notes, Springfield). 
As phone service became more common and reliable in Obscuridad, prepaid international 
calling cards became a reasonable way to connect with relatives.  The expansion of the Internet 
and cellular telephone technology in Obscuridad has rapidly changed the speed and frequency of 
communication.  I have personally observed the volume of packages requested for exchanges 
diminish by approximately 50% in each of the past three summers (Field notes, Springfield & 
Obscuridad).  Part of the initial decrease may be due to limitations requested by the traveling 
party; however survey data indicated that other variables have factored into the recent reduction. 
Appendix G graphically displays the results of a communications survey.  The survey 
was administered to adult members of the transnational community in both Springfield and 
Obscuridad during the month of July in 2013.  Participants completed a paper printout of the 
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survey document, which was loaded by hand into a survey software program at its conclusion.  
The sample was a mix of interview participants along with other people that I came into contact 
with during my data collection sessions.  I was particularly interested in surveying individuals 
who were visitors to the opposite pole of the transnational community from where they were 
residing.  For example, many survey participants were Springfield residents who had traveled to 
Obscuridad for the annual festival and fair.  
Although no surveys were conducted during my visit to Obscuridad in the summer of 
2012, a shift in communication methods since then has been obvious.  In 2012, the concept of the 
cyber café was emerging.  Many family compounds in Obscuridad operate small businesses out 
of their homes.  The hosts that I stayed with in 2012 and 2013 maintained a side entrance into a 
room with individual stalls divided by privacy curtains.  The proprietors paid for an Internet 
connection and then set up a password protected wireless fidelity (WiFi) network.  Customers sat 
down at a relatively inexpensive personal computer and paid less than the equivalent of a dollar 
per hour to access social media, e-mail, or on-line games.  Their business was expanded in 2014 
with new construction enabling a total of 12 computer stations.  The WiFi network was down 
due to a provider issue for several days.  Ultimately, the café served as my primary source for 
videoconferences between students in Springfield and Obscuridad.  The school WiFi network 
was unreliable and the Internet bandwidth available there was insufficient to carry video (Field 
notes, Obscuridad). 
During my visit in the summer of 2013, I discovered that the municipal election season 
had influenced an improvement in Internet availability throughout the city.  Many middle and 
upper class families had added home Internet connections.  For some, the investment was driven 
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by the potential for easy communication with their family members in the U.S. (Field notes, 
Obscuridad)   
Access to the World Wide Web has also made low cost telephone communication 
possible.  Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services such as Vonage have become new tools 
that were not observed at all one year earlier.  Competition in the U.S. cell phone market has also 
significantly reduced the cost of plans featuring unlimited international minutes (Field notes, 
Springfield and Obscuridad).   
My observations about the reduced demand for package delivery were supported by the 
survey results.  Only one respondent out of a sample of 49 individuals indicated that they sent 
correspondence through the postal service or any other courier more than once per year.  A 
complementary trend was also validated as 48 individuals shared that they speak with their 
relatives living at the opposite pole at least monthly.  Forty percent of the respondents shared that 
they participate in daily international telephone conversations.   
The use of social media has emerged within the subgroup of children under 18 years old 
simultaneously with the opening of cyber cafés.  The parental generation has become more 
involved in social media options such as Facebook as their homes establish Internet access.  
Older citizens generally participate in e-mail or social media indirectly.  Typically a younger 
person interfaces with the technology and then shares the messages and images with their elders.  
The most recent communication tool to evolve is videoconferencing.  Skype was the most 
common application cited in the survey.  Twenty-one individuals had used it to conduct live 
videoconferences.  Along with Facetime, this tool is growing in popularity as it is being used to 
unite families during special events such as birthdays or weddings. 
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The growth in cell phone tower installations has had a revolutionary impact across the 
world.  Mexico has been no exception.  Its system of government monopolies and private 
oligopolies has fueled a rapid expansion of service availability.   Mexican tycoon Carlos Slim 
Helu became the richest individual in the world primarily due to his ownership in cellular 
telecommunications technology (Carlyle, 2013).   
In Springfield, the type of communication services in demand has also evolved.  The 
previously referenced convenience store, which had significantly enabled the remittance activity, 
has relocated adjacent to the trailer parks.  That Latino Service business now operates an aging 
drive-up style motel and U-Haul rental franchise.  Inside the store, the same services exist that 
were offered four years ago with the exception of computer time rental.  The attendant on duty 
confirmed that his employer was the same family that initially opened the shop in Springfield.  
He elaborated with greater detail: 
The demand for wire service has decreased significantly due to widespread Internet 
access.  Many Mexicans use Internet banking for their financial transactions now.  We 
don’t even rent out computer time anymore.  Most people have something to use around 
their home.  Phone cards are irrelevant for most people younger than 40 years of age.  We 
still sell phone cards to older residents though.  Checking cash is still a big thing.  Most 
working adults are undocumented and many still need check cashing services.  People 
don’t wire money as much as they used to, but I would estimate that most of our 
customers still send approximately 20% of their earnings back home to Mexico (Personal 
interview, Latino convenience store attendant). 
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Citizenship  
 Place of birth continues to be the primary predictor of citizenship status with 304 adults 
reporting Mexican citizenship only.  The potential within the sample for holding U.S. citizenship 
is mostly limited to individuals born after 1994, with most of the births at the Springfield pole 
occurring after 2001.  The parents who participated in interviews unanimously expressed a desire 
for at least dual citizenship for their offspring regardless of their birthplace.  Many of the adults 
also wished to obtain U.S. citizenship, although they knew that it was virtually impossible under 
current immigration laws. 
 Forty-two of the individuals in the total sample of 348 were reported as U.S. citizens.   
Two individuals have obtained U.S. resident documents.  Only four people have achieved dual 
citizenship.  Five Minnesota born U.S. residents are currently in the process of applying for 
Mexican citizenship. 
Table 5.3:  Citizenship (Full sample) 
 
87%
12%
Citizenship
Mexico
U.S.
U.S. (resident)
Dual
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 In 2003, the State of Minnesota discontinued issuing driver’s licenses to undocumented 
residents (Personal interview, Springfield Chief of Police).  This has made driving an anxious 
experience for those that continue to operate a motor vehicle.  It has also limited the options for 
any type of identification recognizing residency.  Many Springfield migrants have utilized the 
Mexican Consulate Office in St. Paul to obtain a resident identification card (Personal interview, 
Springfield Schools Minority Liaison).  Although the card can’t be used for employment 
purposes, it does assist with banking, leases and many other activities that would be considered 
routine by U.S. citizens.  For example, a wire transfer fee may decrease from as much as $15 to 
only $3 with the benefit of an official form of identification (Personal interview, Latino 
convenience store attendant).  
School Experiences 
 The year after the first Mexican migrants relocated from Orange to Springfield (1992), 
the public school district counted 35 students in their expanded English as a Second Language 
(ESL) program.  Ten years later there were 249 students enrolled in the program, they were 
almost exclusively members of Mexican migrant families (Riggs, 2003).  By 1997, the school 
district had staffed a minority liaison position featuring a fluent Spanish speaker.   
In her first annual report, the liaison noted a distinction between general Mexican migrant 
communities that she had worked with in other capacities and the emerging transnational 
community.  She stated that the previous families “were very education focused and made 
terrific sacrifices to accomplish educational goals.  It was surprising then, to encounter some 
Latino families who did not have those goals”.  She reported 176 home visits, which were 
necessitated because most families did not have a telephone.  A byproduct of a transnational 
existence was cited by the liaison with regards to the young women (Lizaola, 1998): 
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Girls have significant self esteem issues and therefore project some self hatred because of 
their minority status…Latina girls are very susceptible to the pressures of dealing with 
two cultures and may find it is just easier to drop out and start a family. 
Other noteworthy observations in the report were a perceived lack of participation by parents in 
school events, an overrepresentation of Latino students in special education referrals, staff 
members who appeared disinterested in assisting Latino students, and discrimination in 
disciplinary incidents.   
One of my early predictions was that members of the transnational community most 
likely did not have extensive or continuous educational experiences.  The data in this section is 
separated between adults and school-age children.  The subsample of adults for whom a 
maximum formal education level was reported was 229.  Table 5.4 quantifies them into 
benchmark levels based on transition years that are fairly similar between the school systems. 
In viewing this data from the perspective of a middle school principal, 42% of the 
influential adults within the families of my students have less formal education than their 
children did when they entered my school as sixth graders.  While we have worked purposefully 
to raise high school graduation rates of Latino students in Springfield, it is important to note that 
only 36% of the influential adults in their lives have achieved that milestone in either country’s 
school system (Observer comment).  The count of high school graduates included a subset of six 
participants who earned a Certificate of High School Equivalency via the tests of General 
Educational Development (GED). 
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Table 5.4:  Maximum Formal Education Level (Full Sample) 
Maximum Educational Level (Adults only) Count 
No Formal Education 21 
Primary School (Kindergarten through 3rd grade) 15 
Intermediate School (4th through 6th grade) 61 
Middle School (7th through 9th grade) 49 
High School (10th through 12th grade including GED) 47 
Associate Degree or Technical College (Completion or participation) 23 
Bachelor Degree 11 
Graduate Degree 2 
 
There is a significant body of educational research that indicates a direct correlation 
between positive parent involvement and academic performance (Sampson, 2004).  Although 
there are many factors that are limiting parent involvement within the schools of the 
transnational community, my data suggests that the educational level of the parent is certainly 
significant.  My professional observations further reflect a decrease in participation in school 
activities related to the quality of the parents’ own school record (Observer comment).  This 
includes many parents from the transnational community who lack confidence in dealing with a 
foreign school system at grade levels beyond their own personal experience in Mexico (Field 
notes, Springfield).   
Within my interview sample, there were nine students who spent most of their primary 
school years in Springfield, but were now attending secondary school in Obscuridad.  Early on in 
the development of the transnational community it was common for school-age children to 
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reunite with their father and other family members in Springfield, where they enrolled in school 
and received English Learner (EL) services.  Students entered the system at every level from 
kindergarten to high school.  The following cases represent the experience of Springfield 
students who returned to Mexico to continue their education. 
Specific Student Cases 
 All formal interviews for this study were conducted with adults who signed off on either 
the Spanish or English version consent form.  These individuals are identified in chapter six as 
the core transnational community members.  In virtually all of the interview settings, other 
family members were present for all or part of the sessions.  At the time that their parents shared 
their school experiences, the conversations often included the experience of their children too.  
These stories were recorded as a part of the field notes collected in both settings.  The stories 
from current school aged students that follow were a part of those field notes. 
Gloria finished the middle level program in Obscuridad in 2013.  She was born there; 
however she attended kindergarten through 5th grade in Springfield.  Her elementary school was 
comprised almost entirely of Caucasian students and staff.  Despite a home language of Spanish, 
she adapted and was successful in the English speaking school.  Her transfer back into a school 
in Obscuridad was culture shock:  
The students there teased me because I couldn’t speak Spanish very well.  Math wasn’t a 
problem; it seemed like a repeat of what I had already learned.  History class was terrible, 
I had no idea about the people they were talking about or what was important to 
Mexicans.  Everywhere you go in the city there are roads named after famous people and 
paintings on the wall all over the school.  I didn’t have a clue who they were.  I remember 
how the whole class laughed at me because I didn’t know who Benito Juarez was.  It took 
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a long time until people got off my back.  I still get teased about my Spanish accent and 
about words that I don’t know.  Words that are, like only used around here.  Kind of like 
they have different meanings than regular Spanish. 
 
Photo 5.5:  Mural of historic Mexican figures on the external wall of the secondary school in 
Obscuridad.  Most of the professional staff of the school drives in from larger neighboring cities. 
 
With each subsequent visit that I have made to Obscuridad, Gloria appeared more 
comfortable with her life as a teenager in Mexico.  She has told me that she still struggles with 
colloquialisms, but otherwise does not have any desire to return to the U.S.  Gloria connects with 
several former Springfield classmates, both Hispanic and Caucasian, through social media.  Her 
brother Gonzalo attended school in Springfield from pre-school through second grade.  He 
reported no concerns with his transition and stands out among his current peers only through his 
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comfort with the English language.  Although Gonzalo hasn’t been in the U.S. since he was 
seven years old, he always uses the line “Don’t be a stranger” when saying goodbye to me each 
summer.  His father told me that he intends to send Gonzalo back to Springfield to live with his 
uncle and complete high school there.  The youngest sibling, Manuel was born in the Springfield 
Hospital, but started his school experience in Obscuridad (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
Another case is Elena, Claudia’s eldest child who was born in Mexico.  All of her 
primary school years through 4th grade were completed in Springfield.  Elena has adapted to 
school life in Obscuridad; however she enthusiastically recalls each former classmate in the 
current middle school yearbook that I shared with her.  Although she is the only one of three 
siblings who is not a U.S. citizen, she is the one who longs to return to the U.S. for college: 
I miss my classmates from Springfield.  I want to be with them.  My dream is to go to 
high school and college in Minnesota and become an orchestra teacher.  I will never be 
able to do that here.  Some of my cousins are in Minnesota; I want to have the same 
chance as them.  If I can go to school in Minnesota, maybe I can graduate and be able to 
travel back and forth to Mexico.  I can still see my family here then.  Mexico is not bad; 
Minnesota is just better…more opportunity. 
Elena plans to make her way across the border with her mother in July of 2014, where the family 
intends to reunite in Springfield (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
Daniela began her education being bussed across town to the same predominately 
Caucasian school as Gloria.  She returned to Mexico after the experience of two years of 
American education.  She proudly showed her class group photos from primary school in 
Springfield; however she was extremely bashful about communicating at all in English.  She 
merely nodded as I read the names of her teacher and principal as she quizzically pointed to each 
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image.  Daniela has no expectations for returning to the U.S. while she and her family patiently 
wait for her father to earn enough money in Springfield to return home (Field notes, 
Obscuridad).   
There are also cases, which represent young people with U.S. citizenship who have 
transitioned back and forth within the systems due to the employment or citizenship status of 
their parents.  Pablo was a student at my middle school.  He had limited ability due to some 
childhood health conditions, yet he managed to progress through each grade.  On my second trip 
to Obscuridad I made a return visit to see Pablo’s grandmother, Olivia.  I was surprised when he 
walked in from another room.  He had traveled with his mother back to Obscuridad due to the 
failing health of his great grandmother.  Although Pablo is a U.S. citizen and his father is still 
living in Springfield, his mother could not obtain the necessary travel documentation to return to 
Minnesota.  So Pablo enrolled in the newly opened high school in Obscuridad: 
I went there this year, it sucked. They made me repeat a grade level.  That was a waste of 
time.  I had to take English class, but the teacher didn’t even know how to speak English.  
So that class was easy.  I made some friends, but I didn’t really like the school.  It seemed 
kind of unorganized.  I would rather go to school in Springfield.  I like living here, but I 
don’t like going to school here.  I would rather just come back and hang out for the 
summer (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
Upon visiting an EL classroom at Springfield High School in the fall of 2013, I noticed that 
Pablo was in attendance.  He was living with his father once again, still one grade behind his 
peers, but happy to be back in Springfield:  
I’m glad to be back, but they still kept me one grade behind.  Ms. Lamberton is nice and 
she helps us get our work done.  My abuela (great grandmother) passed away, but my 
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mom still can’t get the paperwork to come back now.  My grandma has been to 
Springfield twice since her mother died.  She comes on a tourist visa to see her grandkids 
and goes back when it expires.  I think I’ll finish school here and then move back to 
Obscuridad to live.  It’s more chill there, better to hangout. 
I visit with Pablo regularly at church or school events.  He has continued the pattern of attending 
high school in Springfield and returning to Obscuridad for the summer (Field notes, Springfield). 
Reading Habits 
 During my first visit to Obscuridad, I spent some time reading a children’s book to a 
group of kids.  They had several age appropriate publications in English, but had no one around 
with the ability to read them.  In that moment, I became aware that I had seen little in the way of 
books in any of the households that I had visited.  I didn’t observe any bookshelves holding child 
or adult reading material with the exception of prominently displayed Spanish bibles (Field 
notes, Obscuridad).  As part of the grounded theory methodology, I incorporated a related 
interview prompt in all interview sessions conducted the following year in both Mexico and 
Minnesota.   
 The subset of individuals described in answers to the open ended prompt about books 
available in the home was 35 adults.  Although books, magazines, or newspapers were rarely in 
view, 26 individuals or 74% indicated that they did have books in their home.  Nine responses or 
26% indicated that they had no books and did not read for pleasure.   All of the non-reader 
replies were from residents of Obscuridad.  For those that were active readers, religious content 
and the bible in particular were by far the most popular at 46%.  Other categories with multiple 
responses were leisure-reading material such as novels or newspapers and children’s books.  
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Within the subset, only two individuals read content printed in English while one read in both 
language formats. 
 With a relative lack of reading material available, I was curious about the practice of 
reading to children.  An interview prompt was included which asked the adults if they 
themselves were read to in their childhood.  Thirty-seven adults were directly accounted for with 
that question.  A resounding 100% indicated that it had not been a common practice.  The 
consistent story was that their first schoolteacher was the person who started the process of 
teaching them how to read. 
 The majority of this subset was also parents, although they ranged in age from 31-60.  
This span introduced some generational bias; however the data still held some qualitative value.  
These parents described 52 individual children and indicated whether they had regularly read to 
those children at any point in their development prenatal to preschool.  Fifty percent followed the 
example that was set for them by their parents and did not read to their children.  The 42% of the 
subset that also had the characteristic of being the youngest parents in the group, shared that they 
actively read to their kids prior to kindergarten.  Some initiated the process with their youngest 
offspring after having followed the non-reading tradition with the firstborn children.  Two 
individuals indicated that they read to their children in English only, while one person took a 
bilingual approach.  Several individuals, who engaged in reading, shared that they had adopted 
the practice during their time in Springfield.  Those responses represented both Obscuridad and 
Springfield residents. 
 A similar prompt sought to quantify whether the adults or their children were actively 
involved in co-curricular activities in association with their school experience.  The parent 
responses were diagnostic with 93% reporting that their experience included no involvement 
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outside of their regular school day.  Most of the participants were not very specific in sharing 
details about their own children’s participation levels with only 15 specifically describing it.  
Despite the small sample, it was still noteworthy that 87% of their kids did participate in sports, 
theater and other programs beyond the school day.  A generational shift has occurred from a 
generation raised in Obscuridad with only 7% participation in school activities and the 
subsequent transnational generation with an 87% participation rate.  
Faith and Religion 
Faith stands out as the most consistent strand connecting both ends of the transnational 
community. The interviews identified 344 unique references with a faith association.  Most of 
that group (342 individuals or 99% of the references) identified themselves as Roman Catholic.  
This consistent statistic was not surprising due to cohesion within the family networks.  The 
municipal website of Obscuridad serves as a reference point to counter any bias in my own 
statistics (n.d.).  It cites local demographic data indicating that 95% of the community’s residents 
report themselves as Catholic.  A large portion of the Springfield transnational community does 
not participate in the U.S. census; therefore only local parish data is available. 
 The qualitative data presented in chapter seven makes the distinction between members 
that identify themselves as Catholic by tradition and those that are actively involved in a faith 
community.  There is also a wide range in commitment of those who are active church members.  
Regardless of the level of active engagement in their faith, Catholic identity is one of the 
strongest uniting factors in the transnational community, second only to the country of ancestry. 
Employment 
 Data from the sample indicated that the opportunity for more substantial employment was 
the catalyst for the formation of this transnational community.  The primary motivation to live 
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away from the Obscuridad vicinity remains the lack of viable employment, plus the potential to 
earn approximately 10 times the hourly salary for comparable work.  The wage for a ten-hour 
day engaged in making bricks by hand is typically the equivalent of 10-15 U.S. dollars.  Many 
unskilled labor jobs in the Springfield area can earn that wage or more per hour (Field notes, 
Obscuridad and Springfield). 
 
Photo 5.6:  Traditional farming techniques contribute to the rural work ethic common in 
residents of Obscuridad. 
 
 NAFTA did create job growth in Mexican border towns; however it has been one factor 
in the net loss of employment opportunities much further south in Obscuridad.  Many 
commodities; including local agricultural products cannot be priced competitively outside of the 
region.  When employment is available, it can be very inconsistent.  One must often travel to a 
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larger city for the potential of a steady salary and pension.  Some members of my sample were 
motivated to leave their regular employment for the promise of accelerated earnings 
accumulation in Minnesota; however it is difficult to accurately quantify beyond the actual 
interview participants (8 out of 24).  Gaining employment in Mexico also often requires patience 
dealing with corruption or unfair labor practices as described by interview participants and my 
field notes.  
 One of the most unique aspects of the transnational community revealed in this case 
study is the diffuse nature of the employers around Springfield.  Other rural Minnesota 
communities with a substantial Mexican or other migrant populations usually feature some large-
scale employers.  Austin, Albert Lea, and even nearby Frenchtown have a consistent need for 
entry-level work in meat or vegetable processing.  In essence, Springfield is a bedroom 
community for a network of employers within reasonable commuting range. 
 Springfield does not attract seasonal migrant labor.  Within the area, Mexican migrants 
work with and without federal documentation.  Itinerant labor was a fairly consistent form of 
employment for landscaping, roofing, cleaning and similar chores.  The most recent U.S. 
economic recession reduced discretionary spending which yielded fewer opportunities.  This 
ultimately was a factor in halting the rapid growth of migration in the first decade of the 
millennium, which yielded the current state of migration equilibrium.  Many of the subjects in 
my sample have returned home to Mexico due to diminished opportunity.  
 Light industrial work and service jobs in Springfield have demonstrated a consistent labor 
demand, which aligned with my interviewee’s descriptions.  The packaging company, which 
recruited the very first migrants in 1991, has since moved to an industrial park 20 miles away.  
Vendors associated with the two local colleges and various health care centers are most likely the 
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largest single employers of Mexican migrants within the city.  Dairy, hog, and turkey enterprises 
have become fairly dependent on a motivated workforce willing to tackle those challenging 
duties.  There is also a grassroots initiative to promote immigrant ownership in small-scale 
poultry and vegetable production.  Its goal is to utilize the agricultural backgrounds of Latino 
migrants to leverage relatively small investments into wealth building opportunities (Dabson & 
Markley, 2010).  The agricultural connection within this transnational community is one element 
that makes it unique from urban and suburban settings. 
An extensive micro-economy has developed within the neighborhoods where 
Springfield’s transnational community members are concentrated.  Residents can find childcare, 
hairstyling, meals, laundry, and more services without a need to speak English.  These 
enterprises are not regulated and therefore, don’t provide a cut of the profit to government 
entities.  There is rarely any attention paid to this commerce unless it involves serious criminal 
activity (Field notes, Springfield). 
If jobs are the carrot that lures Mexican migrants to Springfield, then federal 
documentation is the stick that metes out the punishment (Observer comment).  Undocumented 
workers must first find an opportunity to earn.  Cash jobs require no documentation; however 
they typically lack consistency and are directly related to the economic health of the area.  Jobs 
for regular wages require some form of documentation.  The Springfield public school’s minority 
liaison believes that for transnational members “every choice that they make is based on the 
ability to provide identification documents” (Lizaola, 2010).    
Authentic social security numbers can be purchased locally on the black market for 
approximately $2000.  In the current verification system, fake social security numbers usually 
only provide 6-12 months of opportunity before audits uncover them.  The counterfeit version 
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can be obtained for $75.  These statistics were compiled from anonymous local sources that are 
either transnational community members or work closely with them in support roles. 
  Whether assuming another’s social security number or using a counterfeit version, 
payroll taxes, including social security contributions are deducted from the net paycheck.  
Undocumented workers will never be able to claim social security benefits or Medicare, collect a 
legitimate tax refund, or be eligible for government assistance programs.  In one instance, I 
found a lost purse at my school.  I checked inside for any indication of who the owner might be.  
I was able to track down the student based on seven forms of counterfeit documentation 
belonging to her father.  When the purse was returned to her, the young lady confided: 
My papa tells me to keep his extra papers and cards with me.  He needs them to keep 
working.  He says “keep them in your purse, they won’t check you”.  He thinks it is safer 
not to keep them in the house or in his wallet.  Nobody is looking for papers at the school 
(Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
 Many of the participants in my topical background interviews shared the perception that 
there are factors within the Social Security Department that influence the possible lifespan of 
counterfeit numbers.  In their opinion, the department will delay reporting the false numbers to 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) for two to three years.  This enables a significant 
contribution to the social security balance sheet from workers who will never become 
beneficiaries (Field notes, Springfield).    
Prior to 2003, undocumented residents were able to obtain a legal Minnesota driver’s 
license.  That year Governor Pawlenty made an administrative rule change that prohibited the 
issuance of a license to any migrant without a current U.S. visa.  The 2013 legislative session 
produced a bill to restore that privilege; however it did not have enough support to become law 
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(“Minn. Looks at Licenses for Illegal Immigrants,” 2013).  Those who previously had a license 
are now unable to renew them without new residency documents.  This puts workers who must 
commute at risk every time they drive.  Historically, individuals were frequently deported when 
stopped for driving without a license.  Springfield law enforcement has evolved to focus on more 
serious violations; yet any infraction still creates new obstacles to the worker (Field notes, 
Springfield).   
Early on in the development of the transnational community in Springfield, one of the 
greatest fears was action by federal law enforcement in the form of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS), which was the precursor to ICE.  The Department of Homeland 
Security was reorganized in 2003, which led to the formation of ICE (“History of ICE,” 2013).  
An INS raid in 1996 resulted in multiple deportations and left some Springfield transnational 
families further fragmented.  The packaging company that was the original recruiter of Mexican 
migrants was the center of that raid which searched for undocumented workers.  These family 
hardships caught the attention of several community service organizations including the public 
school district.  Those partners formed the TORCH program in an attempt to instill hope and find 
opportunity for the teenagers who were dedicated to finishing their education (Personal 
interview, community organizer). 
In 2006, it was members of the transnational community in Nordic Village that reported 
to authorities that gang affiliated individuals were using the isolation of the mobile home park as 
cover for operating illegal activities such as drugs and prostitution.  As in this case, 
undocumented citizens were vulnerable for becoming victims of extortion.  The perpetrators 
simply threatened to report undocumented residents if they were uncooperative.  In this 
circumstance, Nordic Village residents were confident enough that reporting felony level 
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behavior would keep the focus away from their own documentation status (Personal interview, 
Father Reilly). 
Regardless of the circumstances behind a family’s disruption, an ICE raid can be very 
traumatic for the transnational community.  A local organizer established a shelter plan utilizing 
schools and churches to assist family members in the event of a raid.  The details of the plan 
were kept confidential; however the concept was to protect the undocumented migrants who 
were not involved in the criminal activities from illegal search and seizure.  There would be a 
system of support for family members whom would have been directly impacted if adults were 
detained in the raids (Personal interview, community organizer).   
Living in the U.S. without proper documentation is a misdemeanor.  This classification 
actually gives local law enforcement agencies quite a bit of discretion for determining their 
practices for involvement in immigration issues.  The recently retired Springfield Chief of Police 
shared with me that federal law enforcement has drifted away from any communication with the 
local police department: 
Contrary to popular belief, our department has not been notified of recent ICE activity in 
Springfield.  We were aware that each of the recent actions was intended as a surgical 
strike to target pre-identified individuals who had felony convictions or were wanted in 
connection with felony level offenses.  Sometimes our department gets involved in 
requests for U-Visas, which are available to individuals seeking asylum.  That is rare 
within our Latino population and more common with other minority groups (Personal 
interview, retired Chief of Police).   
During my 2014 trip to Obscuridad, I visited with a former student of mine who had just been 
deported within the last month.  Enrique recently graduated from the alternative high school 
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program in Springfield and had violated his probation.  Those two events yielded temporary 
incarceration in the Ramsey County jail followed by a plane ride to the Texas border.  This 
effectively ended his opportunity to enter the workforce in Minnesota: 
I felt like I was doing good because I went back to the ALC and got my diploma.  All the 
bad things I did before caught up to me I guess.  I was waiting in the county jail and you 
just have to keep your mouth shut.  I know I blew the opportunity to stay and get a job.  
Then they put me on plane with all these other people and they line you up at the bridge 
that goes into Mexico.  They tell you to contact your family and get home, don’t accept a 
ride or help from anyone.  When I walked into Mexico, people offered to get me a job or 
give me a ride.  I just kept walking.  I’m big enough that nobody stopped me.  I got to the 
first phone I saw and called my dad.  He told me to get on the bus right away to 
Obscuridad.  I ain’t going to lie to you, it was scary.  Now I have a fresh start and I’m 
going to go to a technical college for engineering (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
I had a long conversation with Enrique about his fresh start in Mexico.  He had been in 
Obscuridad for over a month, but couldn’t describe the technical school that he planned to 
attend.  He had connected with cousins and former Springfield classmates his age.  They spent 
their nights staying out late drinking and sleeping until the next afternoon.  His work and 
education prospects appeared dim in the current context (Observer comment). 
A new complicating employment factor emerged within the transnational community 
recently.  There has been a tremendous hiring boom associated with the Bakken oil formation in 
North Dakota during the past two years.  Some local contractors have taken on projects in North 
Dakota such as temporary housing construction.  For Mexican workers employed by those firms, 
it means extended periods away from Springfield.  The earning is magnified, but their absence 
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further disrupts the family dynamics already split between two poles (Personal interview, Nordic 
Village owner). 
Life Changing Events 
 As a school practitioner, one of the primary goals that I had for this study was to gain 
insight on how best to serve the transnational community in their educational settings.  During 
my interviews, I attempted to collect qualitative data that would identify the core values that are 
passed on between generations.  My hope was that some common ground could be established 
that would unite all learners and their families within my school district.   
 The first core value interview prompt invited the adult participants to reflect on some of 
the most influential or impactful experiences that shaped their lives.  The migration experience, 
in particular the journey to the U.S. stood out as the most often mentioned.  Without any 
reference to possible choices or what other interviewees had shared, 19 individuals mentioned 
the indelible mark left by their uninvited passage through the country.  For example, recently the 
father of three current secondary school students in Springfield attempted to return to the U.S. 
and has not been heard from for months.  His family believes that the people who were hired to 
assist him in crossing the border killed him (Field notes, Springfield).  There is no assurance that 
a coyote will actually provide the service that an undocumented migrant has paid thousands of 
dollars for in advance.  The development of the coyote trade itself is a characteristic element of 
the postmodern maze. 
 Employment experiences and financial hardships were closely affiliated with the life-
changing step of migration.  These were referenced 11 times.  One of the more common blows to 
a transnational family’s sustainability occurs when legal assistance is needed.  In my role as 
principal, I’m often sought to provide documentation about a child’s school attendance or their 
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parent’s support of the child’s academic life.  These are solicited to aid legal motions ranging 
from halting deportation proceedings to work or custody issues.  In all cases, they become huge 
expenses that were not budgeted for and can be prolonged to the point of financial ruin (Field 
notes, Springfield Middle School). 
Other life changing experiences cited included marriage for nine individuals who were 
interviewed.  Most of the couples met in the U.S. after both had migrated.  A few were dating in 
Mexico, but couldn’t afford a wedding until after they were the beneficiaries of higher U.S. 
wages.  Six individuals shared the significance of the birth of their children.   The impact of 
health issues by the individual or a family member was mentioned five times.  I have observed 
St. Peter parishioners; both Caucasian and Hispanic, raise donations to assist migrants with 
major medical bills (Field notes, Springfield).  Julia shared the story of her grandfather’s medical 
needs: 
My grandfather lived in Springfield for 20 years and never had health insurance.  He 
needed to get a new artificial leg to help him walk around.  It was too expensive to buy 
and there were no places to help for something like that.  The church shared his story 
with everyone at mass.  Many Mexican people shared what they could spare.  Father Bill 
told all of the parishioners of St. Peter.  People who didn’t even know him donated 
money right away and he got the new leg.  Grandpa wrote every single person a thank 
you note and told them that God would bless them for their kindness (Field notes, 
Springfield). 
Interview participants were also asked to share the core values that they believed were 
important to pass along to the next generation, along with those that were influenced by their 
parents and role models.  Responsibility and respect were the modes with 19 and 17 mentions 
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each.  Taking advantage of the opportunities available to them was often further defined as part 
of their children’s responsibility.  Maximizing the level of education possible for those in the 
U.S. was specifically mentioned six times.  The next most frequent value identified was family 
cohesion with nine references.  The adults indicated that sticking together included taking care of 
sick or elderly family members.  Surprisingly, only two individuals expressed the importance of 
retaining Mexican culture, while developing Spanish languages skills was cited just once. 
Transnational Profile for Adults 
 One of the goals for this case study was to understand how the transnational community 
operates.  Although each member’s story was unique, my data indicated some consistent 
patterns.  The quantitative data collected through the interviews, surveys, and field notes 
combined with seven years of direct observation provided a profile of the average member.   
 In Springfield, the typical transnational adult is between 35-40 years old and lives in or 
near Nordic Village.  Their cumulative residencies in Springfield add up to at least ten years.  
They are married or have a common law relationship with a partner who has also migrated from 
the mountain region of Veracruz.  Their parents, if still living, reside in or near Obscuridad.  
Approximately half of their siblings live in Springfield and most of the other half resides in the 
vicinity of Obscuridad.  Several of their siblings currently in Mexico have made one or more 
trips to Springfield in the past to seek employment. 
 The average transnational adult is the parent of 2-4 children and may still expand their 
family.  This family size is much smaller than it was in their generation, which had an average 
closer to seven.  Their progeny who are near or have reached adulthood were born in Veracruz 
and brought to Springfield as school-aged children.  The offspring who are currently younger 
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than 15 were most likely born in Minnesota, some may have recently visited Mexico for the first 
time. 
 The average profile describes an adult who does not have citizenship or residency 
documentation.  They have made several round trips between Minnesota and Mexico during their 
lifetime, most of which occurred during the beginning of their working career.  The men are 
most likely using an assumed or counterfeit identity to obtain employment at a factory within a 
30-mile radius of Springfield.  The typical woman is working closer to home in food service or 
earning money within the transnational micro-economy.  The work environment is stressful due 
to the lack of documentation.  As Jorge shared “I still get nervous everyday when I walk through 
the door at work.  I wonder if this will be my last day”.  The average transnational is also 
selective about when and where they drive, often staying close to home or avoiding travel after 
dark when they are more likely to be pulled over by law enforcement.  Josefina explained her 
frustration with the misperceptions about transnational parenting: 
I know principals and teachers criticize the Mexican parents.  They think we don’t care or 
aren’t good parents.  They need to understand that we can’t go somewhere if we have to 
work or watch our children.  Maybe we need to find a time to bring someone to help 
translate.  Most of all, we don’t just jump in our car and drive around town like other 
people can.  Bad things happen when we drive at night or when there is bad weather. 
The typical migrant working for an employer outside of the transnational community has 
developed the ability to communicate in English well enough to function on the job.  Their 
children often assist them with translating documents or navigating local systems such as school, 
health care or social services.  The average northern transnational quit attending school in 
Mexico after middle school and has not earned a high school diploma.  They weren’t read to as a 
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child and don’t participate in leisure reading.  Their school experience included attendance gaps 
whenever their family needed them to help out.  There was very little participation in organized 
sports or extra-curricular school activities.  Their Spanish communication skills are rather basic 
and informal.  
 The Roman Catholic faith is a major part of their transnational identity and the average 
member participates in church activities on a regular or semi-regular basis.  The church also 
serves as a social outlet for them.  Communication with family members back in Mexico occurs 
at least weekly through telephone or Internet applications.  Their music, television programs, and 
movies match those enjoyed by their family back in Mexico.  The typical transnational adult 
sends money home to family members when possible.  They see this activity as both their 
responsibility and a method of saving for a return to Mexico.  Extended family bonds are the 
glue that holds the community together at the northern pole. 
 The average transnational that has returned to Obscuridad demonstrates many of the same 
characteristics as those at the northern pole.  One of the unique aspects of their return home is 
that they most likely rode back to Mexico in the car that they purchased in Minnesota.  Each of 
the last three summers, Antonio has picked me up at the airport with the Ford van that he bought 
in 2004 while in Springfield.  Most of the vans or sport utility vehicles on the road in Obscuridad 
originated in Minnesota and feature a bit of characteristic rust.  Larger passenger vehicles are not 
commonly available there.    
 Similar to the trend in Springfield, family sizes have decreased significantly within this 
generation.  English is not used at all by adults in Obscuridad, unless they encounter visitors 
from the U.S.  There is no stress related to identity and adults have comfortably blended back 
into the social structure of Obscuridad.  Their sources of income are not much different than 
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before they journeyed north.  A limited supply of manual labor exists.  A charcoal manufacturer 
and reforestation nursery are the only new small industries to emerge since the average 
transnational first traveled north.  Recent local and national elections have yielded some local 
construction projects.  Operating small-scale agricultural plots and home-based retail or service 
businesses is still the norm.  The backbreaking occupation of brick making has seen a recent 
resurgence. 
 
Photo 5.7:  The primary industry in Obscuridad is making bricks by hand from local clay 
deposits. 
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Transnationals at the southern pole reflect fondly on their experiences up north, 
regardless of how challenging they actually were.  Almost all returning transnationals benefit 
directly or indirectly from U.S. remittance payments.  The average adult is living within a family 
compound.  Following the Mexican Revolution, the valley of Obscuridad was divided into semi-
organized blocks (circa 1919).  A legacy family typically occupies one or more contiguous 
blocks.  Remittance provides for the household needs of the elders of the family and also diffuses 
to serve as a buffer for family members who are unemployed or underemployed.  Siblings and 
in-laws regularly interact between the proximal housing structures.  Relatives commonly eat or 
sleep wherever they happen to be at the appropriate time.  If someone gets tired while watching 
television at the end of the night, they just lay down in the nearest available bed.  If they get 
hungry, they walk into the nearest kitchen to find something to eat.   
The older homes in Obscuridad are built with exterior walls that reach within a few feet 
of the street.  Iron bars protect windows and doors.  Cars are backed into tiny storage spaces also 
featuring iron bars that seal them off over night.  The first floor exterior walls usually have rebar 
exposed several feet above the concrete or brick.  Broken glass is adhered around the perimeter 
to discourage attempts to scale the walls.  One or more mongrel dogs are commonly kept on the 
roof to notify the owners of visitors and further dissuade any contact with the walls.  Dogs are 
not treated as pets and receive no attention other than food and water.  The perimeter rooms open 
into a central courtyard that features fruit trees and open space for gathering or play.  Cooking 
and laundry chores are often conducted in the courtyards as well. 
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Photo 5.8:  Dogs in Obscuridad serve as security alarms and not pets.  They are commonly kept 
on rooftops surrounded by a perimeter of broken glass or in gated yards. 
 
Transnational Profile for Adolescents 
 My access to demographic data as a school principal has clearly indicated a transition in 
the place of birth for the adolescents in the transnational community.  The vast majority of 
current middle school students were born in Springfield after the year 2000.  Despite their local 
roots, they grew up in households where the primary language was Spanish.  Based on that 
identification, most of these students are still eligible for EL services.  Their parents most likely 
didn’t read to them or expose them to English prior to kindergarten.   
 The transnational identity for these teens emphasizes code switching.  They are 
increasingly involved in extra and co-curricular school activities such as sports, music, and 
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theater.  After school and evening school programs reinforce bonds with other transnational 
students and enable them to compensate for the lack of academic support available at home.  
Despite their proficiency at switching codes as needed, teens continue to accept and often 
reinforce a sense of segregation.  They usually comprise the majority of the students on their bus 
route.  They choose to associate with other transnationals before and after school.  Their lunch 
tables are exclusive to their own social group.  When encouraged to mix with other classmates, 
they share that they just feel more comfortable with their own friends during free time.  Gerardo 
recalled the conversation he had with me as an eight grader when I first arrived at Springfield 
Middle School: 
I remember how you used to come and sit at our tables and eat lunch with us.  We 
thought you were crazy then, but now I know what you were trying to find out.  Back 
then we told you that it was hard to be spread out with all of the other kids for classes, so 
lunch was our chance to relax.  I know part of that was true, but honestly we were just 
comfortable being together.  I know that kids should push beyond their boundaries, but 
back then, we really felt like it was us against the world.  We had to stick together.  
The Springfield school system, with or without intention uses its pedagogic authority in 
an attempt to merge transnational students into the dominant school culture.  Bourdieu (1990) 
described the net impact of this authority as symbolic violence.  It is a powerful force that is 
poorly understood by the school staff.  Conversely, the students with or without intention use 
code switching to delay the assimilation.  
Adolescents who have spent time in the U.S. and then returned to Obscuridad have 
quickly assimilated back into their home culture.  While Springfield is a field where the 
dominant culture slowly chips away at habitus, the systems in Obscuridad immediately reinforce 
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it.  English communication ceases outside of English class.  The teacher of that mandatory 
subject does not encourage the returning students to show off their skills.  Pablo shared more 
details about his experience during his first year back in Obscuridad as a high school student: 
The teacher couldn’t really speak English, but it is a required course in Mexico.  They 
played tapes of English conversations like greetings and directions.  It was an easy class, 
but there were some kids who knew English better than the teacher, kids who lived in 
Minnesota.  They could have helped the other kids learn.  At the end of the class, the kids 
don’t have any confidence to practice and they can’t do much but say, “Hello, how are 
you?” and maybe say numbers or colors.   
Early upon their arrival, these returning students seek to blend back in with their peers.  The 
desire to fit in is very powerful during adolescence.  Teens may stay in communication with 
relatives and friends in Minnesota, particularly through social media, but that is the extent of 
their code switching.  The dominant culture in Obscuridad aligns with their habitus and quickly 
envelopes them. 
While visiting with a local mayoral candidate in 2013, a past student approached me.  I 
exclaimed to the candidate that Cristian had been a student of mine.  The candidate announced 
that he was also a current student of his in a new correspondence school, which had opened in 
Obscuridad.  We had a photo taken of the three of us together to represent the context of what 
transnational truly means.  I later found out that Cristian was attending the correspondence 
school because at age 16, he had already become a father (Field notes, Obscuridad).   
During my 2014 visit, Cristian spotted me across a darkened street as I walked back to 
my lodging late at night.  He startled me as he ran toward me with enthusiasm.  My pulse didn’t 
slow back down until I could see his face well enough in the dim light to recognize him 
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(Observer comment).  As our conversation reacquainted us, I shared with him that students in 
Springfield told me about his status as a father.  Cristian filled me in on the details of his return 
to Obscuridad: 
My mother moved back, so I started school here.  Then the baby came and I had to go  
 to work, there was no time for school.  After one year, I knew that I should finish so I 
started to go to school at night.  It is slow, but I’m still going.  During the day, I’m 
working in tabique, the block industry.  It is hard work, but I have to provide for my 
family.  I’m 18 now, maybe I can still graduate. 
The lateness of the hour and the beer in Cristian’s hand reminded me of the challenges that the 
director of the middle school program in Obscuridad had shared with me during my first visit in 
2012.  He viewed the culture and the economics of the community as reasons that made 
graduation less than automatic (Observer comment). 
Summary 
 My analysis of the general demographic data drew upon Clarke’s perspective (Creswell, 
2007) that postmodern researchers can use grounded theory to study “turning points or 
problematic situations in which people find themselves during transition periods” (p. 25).  The 
development of a transnational community was transition at its core.  The histories of both the 
receiving and sending sites provided a reference point and context for their evolutions.  The two 
poles of this transnational community now share a common history in the postmodern era.   
My data was collected in eight categories that often intersected.  Both qualitative and 
quantitative data were analyzed within the framework of each category.  Representative cases 
extracted from within the data were highlighted to make the stories from the transnational 
community authentic.   
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During the analysis of my data, I found key themes that emerged from the stories of 
transnational community members in my study.  The dependence on social capital accumulation 
was similar to previous immigration models; however both pros and cons of that dependence on 
social capital existed in this context.  That aspect is explored further in chapter six.  Most 
specifically, the formation of a transnational identity was unique within migratory populations.  
That characteristic identity and the actions of transnationals in Springfield and Obscuridad are 
described in the following chapter. 
The next remarkable theme was the sources of habitus in cultural reproduction within a 
transnational community.  Evidence suggested that the largest contribution to habitus within this 
sample was found in the traditions of Mexican Catholicism and the educational systems.  These 
two settings stood out among the data categories as the primary sources of cultural reproduction.  
Those fields are further examined in chapters seven and eight.   
The final theme was a new immigration paradigm that was characteristic of the 
postmodern world.  The transnational existence will be compared to the classic assimilation 
model of the turn of the 20th century immigration epoch (Daniels, 2001).  Understanding the 
distinctions between these two migration models is critical for professionals who desire to 
improve their effectiveness.  The new immigration paradigm is described in chapter eight.  
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Photo 5.11:  A mural demarking a section of Obscuridad highlights varied influences. 
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Chapter Six:  Core Transnational Community Members Collective Experiences 
Interview Participants 
 The following chapter will focus on the 24 adults who participated in the structured 
interviews at both poles.  These will be referred to as the core members of the transnational 
community.  I will break down the same general demographic data shared in chapter five; 
however these statistics are limited to the twelve interview participants residing at each location.   
That quantitative background data will be enhanced by qualitative data from the interview 
sessions, field notes, and photographs that aligns with the same interview prompt categories used 
for the full sample in chapter five.  
 The stories of the core transnational community members will demonstrate both the 
bonding and bridging forms of social capital (Putnam, 2000) that have shaped a unique identity.  
Some of the key traits exhibited by these individuals include fatalism, dualism, and a migrant 
perspective.  These traits will be analyzed through the lens of the main theories on capital 
formation occurring in rural contexts at both poles.  
 In Obscuridad, seven males and five females were the primary participants in the 
structured interviews.  There was a balance of six males and six females at the Springfield site.  
The average age of the primary participants in Obscuridad was 36 years old with a range from 21 
to 60.  In Springfield the average age was 37, with a range of 19 to 53.  All 24 participants have 
spent time living at both geographic poles. 
Core Members – Family and Community Relationships 
 Raquel was interviewed in Springfield.  Her father Esteban was previously introduced as 
the pioneer who first made his way to Springfield by way of Orange, California.  Although the 
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family networks are interwoven, Esteban’s true impact endures as the genesis of the transnational 
community.  He was the source of virtually all future social capital. 
Each interview participant was well aware of Esteban’s groundbreaking status and 
connected their story to either direct family relationships and/or the social network bridge 
(Putnam, 2000) that he originated.  The bonding social capital derived from Obscuridad was the 
cornerstone of the bridge at the southern pole, yet it was not exclusive.  Other Mexican citizens 
connected by marriage or regional proximity to Obscuridad were able to link to the migration 
network.  It was a source of social capital that lubricated a migration journey wrought with 
friction.  The metaphor of a maze was introduced in chapter one to distinguish it from the 
previous linear immigration model.  
Esteban was unique in other aspects in addition to his founder’s role.  He didn’t match 
the common characteristics shared by virtually all of the migrants who arrived from Obscuridad 
by way of Orange.  He spent most of his adult life practicing as a medical doctor and surgeon.  
Although Esteban was born in Obscuridad, he distinguished himself as one of the few students in 
that community chosen to further their education.  He was an anomaly within the sample 
population, which can partially be explained by his in-law status. 
Esteban was married to Emilia.  She is now a widow who lives with her daughter Raquel 
in Nordic Village.  She is also the older sister of both Julio and Cristina, who I consider the 
current anchors of the transnational community (Observer comment).  Unlike Esteban, Emilia’s 
family customarily ceased their formal education after sixth grade.  It is Emilia’s extended 
family that has been integral to the growth and durability of the transnational community. 
Putnam theorized, “Emigration devalues one’s social capital, for most of one’s social 
connections must be left behind.  Thus immigrants rationally strive to conserve their social 
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capital” (p. 390, 2000).  He suggested that chain migration was an intentional choice to retain 
social capital from the old country to the new homeland.  In essence, the postmodern migration 
maze is a chaotic collection of multiple chain links.  Esteban initiated the first two links. 
 My interview with Emilia and her daughter Raquel was conducted without a translator.  
The conversational process involved meeting the participants halfway with a combination of 
Spanish and English.  This was the process used for most of the interview sessions in 
Springfield.  It proved effective for developing interpersonal relationships; however it didn’t 
consistently produce lengthy quotes from the interviewees.  The conversations required a great 
deal of time and effort to clarify significant points, yet they yielded the key elements of the story 
that I sought.  Emilia and Raquel shared that prior to migrating to California, Esteban had been 
practicing medicine near the Guatemalan border:    
Esteban’s medical jobs were hard to keep and he found work on the Mexican frontier.  
Esteban struggled with alcohol abuse and that made it difficult for him to practice 
medicine.  (Although she did not openly share that he had lost his medical license, Emilia 
indicated that his move to California was more of a necessity than a choice.  To reinforce 
the point, she grasped an imaginary bottle and simulated drinking heartily from it.  Her 
daughter Raquel looked into my eyes and nodded, indicating that she was aware of this 
family story.  As a sympathetic listener and guest, I did not press for further details, 
Observer comment).  Esteban earned more money per hour working in a factory in 
Orange than he was paid during his last job at a hospital.  After he was settled, I joined 
him in Orange and then later I followed him to Springfield where he worked in a 
packaging factory.  Raquel stayed behind with my family in Obscuridad.  My younger 
brother Julio had already joined Esteban before I got there.  He never conquered the 
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bottle, but he had no problem keeping factory jobs.  His last job was at the plastics 
factory in Larson.  Both Julio and I have been working there ever since Esteban got us a 
job there.  He spoke the best English of any of the Mexicans.  He also just knew how to 
talk to people.  He helped almost all of the people from Obscuridad get their jobs here by 
talking to the bosses. 
One of Esteban’s most profound contributions was placing migrants from the Obscuridad 
network into jobs.  Businesses that hire within an immigrant community often rely on their first 
employees to recruit and help train new staff members (Putnam, 2000).  As the only member of 
the early transnational community with adequate English skills, he was the bridge to employment 
for Springfield residents. 
Despite his personal challenges, Esteban was an intelligent and talented man.  The stories 
shared by multiple family members suggested that it was no coincidence that he was viewed as 
the first leader.  A significant event such as of the birth of an enduring transnational community 
requires a catalyst.  Esteban’s unique life story appears to have been that catalyst. 
Ester represented another significant family in the transnational community that utilized 
both the bonding and bridging social capital afforded by Obscuridad.  She was not related to 
Esteban or Emilia, yet six of her seven siblings took advantage of their network to follow the 
migration chain links to Orange and Springfield.  Her three brothers have returned to 
Obscuridad, while the three sisters remain raising families in Minnesota.  Their parents have 
visited Springfield several times on tourist visas.  Because their family network was distinct from 
Esteban’s, they created new bridges to a wider population of potential migrants.  Their arrival 
five years after Esteban triggered the first surge from 2-300 transnationals. (Field notes, 
Springfield). 
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I completed a very productive interview with Roberto and Ester, a married couple.  They 
shared a great deal about their families in both Mexico and Springfield.  This included full 
descriptions of their three children born in Springfield and the anticipated birth of their baby.  It 
was a surprise for me to find out a few months later that Roberto was still legally married to a 
woman in his hometown of Mendoza.  This was a unique piece of data from one of the core 
transnational members.   It reinforced other clues from field notes about the development of a 
new norm regarding family structure.  
Roberto migrated to Orange in 1994, before following the pipeline to Springfield in 1996 
where he met his Minnesota wife.  His first wife refused to leave Mexico and as Roberto 
continuously increased his earning power in the U.S. he couldn’t convince her to join him.  As a 
strict practitioner of the Catholic faith, she wouldn’t break her marital vows.  Long after starting 
a new family in Springfield, Roberto sought counsel in Father Reilly.  The priest agreed to assist 
him on the grounds that Roberto’s first marriage was not consummated with children.  During 
our trip to Mexico in 2013, Father Reilly processed paperwork at the Archdiocese of Orizaba to 
start the annulment process.  As of the summer of 2014, the situation hadn’t been resolved (Field 
notes, Orizaba). 
 Osgood and Ong (2001) studied both the positive and negative aspects of social capital 
formation in developing marginal communities.  Their concept of social capital was developed as 
a tool to explain distinct societal developments that emerge from a place with similar resources.  
Of particular interest to Osgood and Ong was the impact of external forces beyond the control of 
the community members.  The transnational phenomenon develops in a unique fashion in each 
circumstance dependent upon the interaction of the host and sending community’s cultures.  
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There is a sense of alchemy involved in creating a final product of social norms within the new 
social settings. 
Fukuyama (1995) described social capital as people working together through the 
establishment of a common set of ethical norms.  A norm has been established within the 
transnational community that accepts participating in a partner relationship and/or family at each 
pole.  As Osgood and Ong speculated, this could be viewed as a negative outcome.  The strong 
religious practices ingrained in the Catholic faith at both poles clearly prohibit bigamy, adultery 
and many other ways of describing these relationships occurring outside the bonds of the 
sacrament of marriage.  Yet, due to the unique circumstances of physical separation for 
economic reasons it has become accepted as a new norm.  Even Father Reilly’s actions on behalf 
of the mixed and matched families demonstrate an acknowledgement that the rules have to be 
modified within a transnational existence (Field notes, Springfield & Obscuridad). 
This norm could be perceived as a negative trend when viewed from both Catholic 
doctrine and the legal definition of marriage and legal guardianship of minor children at both 
poles.  Statistics from Putnam’s (2000) research further suggested that the acceptance of these 
new family arrangements should be classified as a negative trend.  He credited the breakdown of 
the traditional family unit of two married parents and their children as a contributing factor to the 
decline of American social capital.  Putnam cited a decrease in the number of traditional 
American family units from 40 to 26% between the years of 1970-1997 as evidence.  
My observations as a school principal working directly with families and my fieldwork at 
both settings strongly confirmed the development and acceptance of the new norm in family 
configurations.  Conversations with transnational members indicated that they have reconciled 
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the conflict between their traditional norm and the new practice.  Diana elaborated on what she 
termed the “drama” in her family structure: 
My brother Juan is in your school, he is in sixth grade (I shared with Diana that there 
were two sixth graders with the same first and last name, Observer comment).  Yes, they 
are using the same last name instead of hyphenating the two family names.  One is my 
brother from the same parents.  The other is my mother’s son with the man she lives with 
now.  She also has other children with that man and other men.  My parents moved 
between Minnesota and Mexico several times.  They never knew how long they would 
stay or when they would be back together.  It created a mess because of the different 
relationships.  Now they are both living in Nordic Village with new families, but they are 
still married to each other.  That is one of the biggest reasons that I chose to move to 
Mexico and leave the drama behind.  My in-laws are my true family now.  It is more 
peaceful. 
The transnational family dynamic appears similar to the justification for devout Catholics who 
miss Sunday mass because they are scheduled to work.  They view it as a necessary exception 
that is unavoidable when participating in the society of both poles while only physically present 
in one setting at any interval (Observer comment). 
Core Members - Mobility 
 Perhaps nothing is more indicative of a new migration phenomenon than the evidence of 
multiple periods of residency between the two geographic poles.  The average number of trips 
across the international border among the core transnational members was 4.1 for Springfield 
residents and 3.1 for residents of Obscuridad.  The range was between 1-12.  Mobility has 
emerged as a component of the habitus for transnationals.  The fields in the broadest context are 
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the two poles.  Mobility significantly impacts other themes in this chapter as evidenced by the 
new family structure norm described in the previous section.  
Santiago represented the highest number of reported border crossings by a core member. 
A current Springfield resident, he made his first excursion into California as a 16 year old.  Prior 
to making his own migrations for steady work, he served as a coyote guiding other migrants 
through illegal border crossings.  Santiago shared: 
When I was a young man, I worked near the border in Tijuana.  I would help people 
across the border for $100 a person.  My strategy was to wait for a shift change at the 
border patrol station before attempting to cross.  It was simple; you just needed to find 
the right time of the day.  It is way more difficult now. 
More recently, Santiago who is an undocumented migrant went back to Mexico to visit his ailing 
mother.  The contemporary border patrol enforcement was significantly enhanced beyond his 
past experiences: 
I didn’t know the tricks, the weaknesses any more.  The border security is different now 
and Texas is different than California.  I had to hire a coyote that was working on the 
Texas border.  I paid him in advance and left with a small group of crossers.  The coyote 
left us in a field and never came back.  I had to return to my family in Springfield.  There 
was no way that I would give up.  I didn’t have another plan, so I decided to walk 
through the checkpoint and take my chances.  When I entered the line, I kept my mouth 
shut and showed him my Minnesota Driver’s License (undocumented immigrants could 
previously obtain a Minnesota drivers license, but can no longer do so, Observer 
comment).  The agent asked me if I was an American.  I just nodded and said “yup” and 
he passed me through the checkpoint without a passport.   
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Santiago’s wife Catalina had a similar experience that highlighted the challenge of participating 
in the important life activities at both poles: 
Before she left Obscuridad, Catalina’s mother made her promise that she would return to 
Mexico to take care of her when she was old or sick.  She was supposed to go back and 
help out, but the kids were doing so well in school and then Santiago, Jr. received a 
scholarship to a prestigious university.  She just couldn’t go.  When her mother was very 
ill, I told her “Go!”  I said,  “If you can’t make it back into the U.S., the rest of the family 
will join you in Mexico.  Either way, we will stay together”.  She did go to help and after 
her mother passed away in Obscuridad, Catalina paid a coyote $4000 to help her back 
across the Texas border. 
Other core members shared stories of harrowing border crossings.  Their descriptions 
provided evidence that risking one’s life while crossing the border for economic or family 
purposes is a norm now established within the transnational community.  It has become habitus 
as a mindset that no longer responds to a common sense of reason or prioritization of personal 
safety.  Felipe described his recollection of a seven-day trip through the desert into Arizona:   
It was so hot, we could only move at night.  After a few days we had drank all of the 
water that we carried.  My throat was dry and I felt dizzy.  We must have moved in 
circles many times.  I prayed to Guadalupe for strength and asked her to look after my 
mother if I died.  I miss my mother so much, but if I go to see her in Mexico…I’m afraid 
of dying of thirst, lost in the desert while trying to get back.  I want to try though, maybe 
next year.  My mother is old now.  What is my life if I don’t see my mother one more 
time before she dies?  Maybe I will go back with you next year and we can visit my 
family together. 
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Claudia recounted numerous border crossing tales, including her first entry into the U.S 
as a 19 year old: 
My husband came across the Arizona border five months earlier.  I sent my daughter 
Elena with my sister who had documentation.  She pretended that she was Elena’s 
mother.  I was offered a job working in a school, but I couldn’t live apart from my 
husband and daughter.  I went to the California border and a coyote arranged for a truck 
to drive across by road.  I had to hide inside the compartment of a folding bench seat with 
three other women until we had cleared the checkpoint.  To this day, I don’t know how I 
was able to fold myself up into that shape or how I stayed that way long enough to get 
through. 
Claudia’s family returned to Obscuridad in 2012.  They assumed that they had saved up enough 
money and desired to have their children grow up around their cousins in an authentic Mexican 
culture.  In the spring of 2014, I was attending the Spanish mass in Springfield and greeted 
Claudia’s husband who was behind me.  I didn’t get the chance to speak with him after the mass 
concluded (Field notes, St. Peter).  
 While visiting the fair in Obscuridad later in the summer of 2014, I met with Claudia and 
told her that I had seen her husband in Springfield.  She told me that she would soon be 
attempting to join him: 
There are no jobs here in Obscuridad. Our family doesn’t have the ability to support us.  
My husband went back to find work.  Next week Elena and I will cross the border to join 
him.  He has sent back enough money for us to pay the coyote $5000 each to help us 
cross the border.  It is a lot of money, but without a coyote chances are small.  I know it is 
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dangerous.  I’m scared to death, but it is the only way for us to make any money.  This is 
what we must do!” 
Elena is Claudia’s eldest child and the only one of three that is not a U.S. citizen.  I’ll never 
forget the look in her eyes and the desperation in her voice as she described her plan.  I have not 
seen Claudia or her husband again since that conversation (Observer comment). 
Core Members – Language and Communication 
The table below verifies that the core members are most comfortable speaking Spanish.  
Whether interacting in Obscuridad or continuing their preference for Spanish in the isolation of 
Nordic Village, the language choice is a bonding form of social capital.  The recent advances in 
technology described in chapter four have also enabled language choice to assist in the 
accumulation of bridging social capital.  Residents at the opposite geographic poles can interact 
through a wide variety of formats in real time.   
Table 6.1:  Language Skills (Interview participants only) 
Skill Level Spanish English 
Speak, read, and write well 20 3 
Speak and read well, writing limited 4 11 
Speak and read limited, no writing 0 3 
Speak well, no reading or writing 0 2 
Speak limited only 0 1 
no formal communication skills 0 4 
 
During my 2012 trip to Obscuridad, I observed that my host Cristina had a landline phone 
in her home.  Her brother Julio used his unlimited international cell phone plan to call her from 
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Springfield several times daily.  Since it was my first visit, I was under the impression that the 
frequency was due to the serious illness of one of their brothers who was in a nearby Mexican 
hospital.  After observing the same rate of calls the subsequent year, further discussion clarified 
that it was the norm in their relationship.  Several calls each day reinforced the family bond.  I 
also observed this activity during visits to Julio’s home in Springfield.  Julio described the nature 
of their conversations: 
We talk every day, some days three or four times.  Of course we only speak Spanish.  
Cristina doesn’t speak English.  We talk about our family, like how is my mother, 
brother, and sisters.  Some times we have the same TV show on, like Sabado Gigante and 
we can laugh together.  When I tell her about a good movie, she finds the Spanish version 
and watches it.  Then we can talk about how we like it or not.  She does not want to come 
back to Minnesota and I need to stay with my family here and work.  The phone calls 
make us feel like we are still together.  Before we didn’t talk as much because it was too 
expensive.  Now I pay for the phone plan and we can talk as much as I want.  Cristina 
doesn’t get charged for the calls. 
Putnam (2000) cited T.S Elliot’s take on the negative impact of television and canned 
laughter “It is a medium of entertainment which permits millions of people to listen to the same 
joke at the same time and yet remain lonely” (p. 217).   Putnam made a good argument while 
examining the demise of social capital in the dominant U.S. culture; however satellite 
communications appear to have had a positive bridging effect on this transnational community.  
Members of the Minnesota pole frequently described activities that I participated in while 
visiting Obscuridad.  They often heard about the events through phone or on-line chats before I 
had returned to Springfield (Observer comment). 
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Just as the preference for Spanish reinforces bonds, the emergence of English use in the 
transnational community indicates the accumulation of bridging social capital.  The following 
case suggests that the transnational community may be trending toward a bilingual mode.  
Claudia had completed one year of professional training beyond high school in Mexico.  She was 
offered a position working in a local school; however she had already made up her mind to 
migrate to California.  After following the trail from Orange to Springfield, she began to work 
for a local collaborative supported by multiple government grants.  Through her work in the 
program, she first learned and then later helped to share healthy child development strategies 
within the transnational community. 
The outcomes of her involvement in the collaborative were very positive, yet she shared 
during her interview in Obscuridad the awkward nature of a transnational existence:  
I think it is funny that I was subcontracted to work for the government, but I was in the 
country illegally.  Everything we did required people to look the other way regarding 
some important details.  Despite what I learned, who I helped in the past, and what I can 
offer now, I’m not allowed to return to Minnesota unless I risk my life to sneak back 
across.  Life is not fair and most of the events in your life don’t make any sense how they 
happen. 
Claudia developed an appreciation for the value of both acquiring English skills and retaining or 
further developing Spanish communication skills:   
I’ve always been interested in education.  My life would have been different if I stayed 
and accepted that teaching job long ago, but I never stopped wanting to be a teacher 
somehow.  When I was in Springfield, I took adult English classes through the school 
district.  I joined a bilingual parent group at the elementary school near Nordic Village.  
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We gathered weekly to read and play with our children.  We used English and Spanish.  
Since coming back to Obscuridad I have started a reading group for parents and their 
kids.  We try to read some of the children’s stories in English.  I know that it is the best 
thing to do for them. 
A visit in 2013 to a rural area in the State of Puebla illustrated the strange juxtaposition of 
cell phone technology alongside traditional practices.  I was the guest of Felipe’s family for a 
feast in which they barbecued a goat in a pit dug in the open courtyard of his mother’s home.  
Following the meal, our party was guided out to their farmland where we roasted corn and ate 
fruit picked directly from their trees.  There were dozens of Felipe’s nieces and nephews sitting 
in the grove with us.  Having visitors from the U.S. was a rare experience for them and they were 
not comfortable using any English.  The group also caught on quickly to the reality that private 
conversations about their unusual American visitors were not possible because the guests had 
varying ranges of Spanish comprehension.   
Each family member from the teenagers to the young adults possessed an inexpensive 
phone with texting capability.  Their observations about the gringos were texted around the circle 
in an impromptu communication network.  The giggles and glances toward their guests gave 
away the nature of their text exchanges.  In essence, they held a lengthy secret conversation via 
signals that bounced off remote cell towers while they were sitting right next to each other in the 
fruit grove (Field notes, Zinacatepec). 
Core Members - Citizenship 
 Since 11 of the core members residing in Obscuridad were Mexican citizens, there was 
evidence that citizenship continued to build bonding social capital.  The exception was Diana, a 
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U.S. citizen who was seeking Mexican citizenship.  Diana’s story was an example that illustrated 
just how chaotic the citizenship process can be within the transnational community: 
I was born in Orange in 1992 that is why I am a U.S citizen.  I always lived in Spanish 
speaking homes and didn’t want to learn English.  I felt like English and American 
culture was being forced on me.  In Orange, everyone spoke Spanish at home and in the 
neighborhood.  We even could get by in school without good English.  When I was in 
10th grade, my parents moved to Springfield.  I was lost.  In Nordic Village, everyone 
spoke Spanish and at school everyone spoke English.  Ms. Kolb was a teacher’s helper.  
She was from Mexico and told me what I needed to do in Spanish.  That is how I made it 
through one year.  I don’t know what my grades were.  I didn’t care.  There was too much 
drama at home.  Even though I had never been to Mexico, I just wanted to leave and go 
away from my parents and live where I could only speak Spanish. When I met Mateo, I 
found what I was looking for.  His family is now my family.  This is where I should be. 
Diana had allowed her English skills to atrophy and by age 20, she needed a translator to 
complete her interview for this study (Observer comment). 
In 2014, Diana turned 22 years old and celebrated her sixth wedding anniversary.  She is 
the daughter-in-law of Cristina and Antonio and resides in their home.  Diana runs a cyber café 
out of the family compound, which many people use to stay in contact with Springfield.  She is a 
vital member of the transnational community who has the ability to freely travel home to visit 
her parents in Minnesota.  Unlike many members who long for the earning power of U.S. 
citizenship, she has chosen to live in her ancestral homeland and seek Mexican citizenship.  
Unfortunately, her husband Mateo has been laid off from his past two jobs despite possessing a 
bachelor’s degree in engineering.  Diana has been attempting to secure a six-month work visa for 
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Mateo based on their marital status.  Her goal was for both of them to come to Springfield in the 
upcoming year and earn as much as they were able before returning home: 
I know I told you last year that I was happy here, that is true.  This is my home and this is 
my family, but Mateo needs to earn money and I can use my U.S. citizenship to help him 
do that.  Once he gets a six-month visa, we will only stay that long.  Maybe we will do 
that many times, but I will never move back there.  Mexico is my home. 
Diana requested that I write a letter of support describing my relationship with her family and 
acknowledging the validity of her marriage to a Mexican citizen as part of Mateo’s visa 
application.  Despite her bond to Mexico, Diana intended to utilize the bridging capital she has 
accumulated for economic purposes. 
Within the subsample of 12 core members living in Springfield, there were two U.S. 
citizens and one U.S. resident.  The latter was Julio who returned to Obscuridad twice since 
following Esteban to Springfield in 1991.  The chaotic nature of the migration chains led to a 
fortunate break in his favor:  
I was caught by the border patrol trying to come back into the U.S.  I was using a 
counterfeit residency document, which showed that I was from El Salvador.  I bought it 
in Mexico for $300.  They locked me up, but I told them the truth.  I told them that I 
bought it and it was the wrong thing to do.  I was just trying to get back to my family.  I 
thought they would send me back to Mexico, but after a few days.  They processed 
paperwork that gave me my own U.S. residency status.  Somehow they made a mistake, 
but I figured I really was a resident, so I guess it’s right.  I don’t trust crossing the border 
with it though.  I plan on taking the citizenship test to try and become a real U.S. citizen.  
Then I can travel home to Obscuridad, no problem. 
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Irene shared an opposing perspective to Diana’s situation.  Twenty years ago she walked 
across the border near Tijuana into California.  After moving from Orange to Springfield, she 
acknowledged her undocumented status and applied for a green card, which was obtained 
through a five-year long process.  After establishing a steady work history, she eventually gained 
U.S. citizenship.  Irene allowed her Mexican citizenship to lapse despite the opportunity to easily 
retain it:   
I was trained to be a nurse in Mexico, but I was working in a grocery store when I 
decided to leave for California.  I had dreamt my whole life about moving to the U.S.  I 
didn’t really enjoy living in California or Albert Lea.  Once we settled in Springfield, I 
lost all interest in ever moving back to Mexico.  All I had to do was fill out paperwork to 
keep my Mexican citizenship.  I didn’t even bother.  I’m happy returning there to visit 
family whenever I want to.  My husband and I are now U.S citizens.  All of our family is 
in Mexico, but our children are both U.S. citizens.  Our life is here; Mexico is a place we 
go for vacation. 
Irene’s family has progressed from their first home in a trailer park to a single-family house in 
Springfield.  She works two jobs in local food service and her husband is a truck driver with 
aspirations to start his own transportation business. 
Core Members - School Experiences 
 Today, both American and Mexican school systems use kindergarten as a school 
readiness program.  In Bowling Alone (2000), Putnam described the original purpose of 
kindergarten in the U.S.  The work of progressive German educators was adapted to create a 
wholesome transition environment for immigrant children.  It was intended to model and 
influence the child rearing techniques of their parents.  This was a classic example of concealing 
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the power relations, which comprised symbolic violence as described by Bourdieu and Passeron 
(1990).  They further theorized that the transition to school is the period in which responsibility 
for cultural reproduction is transferred from the parent to the teacher.  This concept is explored in 
more detail in chapter eight. 
 The core members of the transnational community have been shaped by the prestige and 
attention, or the lack thereof in their school experiences.  The table below represents the formal 
educational attainment of the subsample: 
Table 6.2:  Maximum Formal Education Level (Interview participants only) 
Maximum Educational Level (Adults only) Count 
No Formal Education 0 
Primary School (Kindergarten through 3rd grade) 0 
Intermediate School (4th through 6th grade) 4 
Middle School (7th through 9th grade) 5 
High School (10th through 12th grade including GED) 9 
Associate Degree or Technical College (Completion or participation) 6 
Bachelor Degree 0 
Graduate Degree 0 
 
Gerardo was a student at Springfield Middle School when I arrived there.  He was born in 
Orange and his graduation from Springfield High School was a family milestone.  Despite a mild 
learning disability, he was the first member to earn a high school diploma in either country.  His 
mother beamed with pride, accentuated by the tears in her eyes as she reflected during her 
interview on the topic of Gerardo’s graduation (Observer comment):  
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My grandfather could only write his name and my grandmother couldn’t even do that.  
They didn’t go to school.  They worked on a ranchero.  My parents grew up speaking 
Mexi’ca (Nahuatl), they didn’t learn Spanish until they went to school, my dad never 
made it past the second grade.  My husband and I went to school through the ninth grade.  
That was normal in our town.  All of our brothers and sisters have had to struggle to 
make a life.  My heart is full because my son graduated high school.  He is going to a 
college.  He is the first one ever in our family.  There is nothing better in my life. 
Gerardo has completed one year of community college and is spending more and more of his 
time during school breaks living in Obscuridad.  He currently has a girlfriend there and is 
considering the possibility of applying for Mexican citizenship.   
Patricio was also a student of mine when I arrived in Springfield.  He always smiled to 
cover for his insecurity and lack of understanding (Observer comment).  When he shared his 
story with me, that smile took on deeper meaning:   
My father abandoned me and my mom before I was born.  We moved all of the time 
when I was growing up.  That made school hard, I was always starting over at a new 
school.  My mom brought me across the border all the way to Springfield to live in 
Nordic Village near some relatives.  It was all a big surprise.  She just said that we were 
moving and that it was temporary.  She promised that it was only for a short time.  I 
started at Springfield Middle School when I was 12 years old.  I was scared, but I thought 
I would be back in Mexico soon.  I remember learning how to count to 10 in English in 
the sixth grade and wishing I was back in Mexico.  I was lost in school, but I learned how 
to get by.  I keep a smile on my face and it makes people think that I have a plan, that I’m 
good.  Ms. Kolb helped me by explaining things in Spanish.  I got in a lot of trouble; I 
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would go see Ms. Ramos (minority liaison) with my issues.  After a few years I figured 
that Mexico was familiar, but it was never good for me anyway.  I went to the youth 
center everyday for help.  I learned English in middle school and now I like it better than 
Spanish anyway.  In my mind, I see more of a connection of the Spanish language to 
Spain than Mexico. 
Patricio adapted enough by high school to allow his true intelligence to shine through (Observer 
comment).  He is taking advantage of President Obama’s deferred action program to attend his 
first year at a culinary school and he also works part-time with his stepfather in a local factory.  
Patricio knows that by 2015, he may be forced to return to Mexico, although his preference is to 
stay and start a career in food service.  
Carlos shared the starkest recounting of a young adult’s migration experience as it relates 
to education.  He actually approached me in the town center of Obscuridad and asked if he could 
share his story.  Carlos was in the initial wave of Mexican children to attend Springfield schools 
when he arrived at age eight:   
There was only one other student from Mexico in my elementary school class.  White 
kids bullied me in elementary school.  They called me a dumb Mexican.  I didn’t even 
know what they were saying to me.  The only thing I learned about was the middle 
finger.  I found out what that meant.  They put me in Compañeros (Spanish immersion 
choice program) I felt out of place there. The other kids were trying to learn Spanish, but 
it was not helpful for me.  Things got better in middle school. They put me in the EL 
program and I dropped out of it.  It slowed me down.  After I quit, I learned English 
faster.  I had one friend, but he wasn’t Mexican, he was Vietnamese.  He didn’t fit in 
either, so we became friends.  We helped each other out and stood up for each other.  
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High school was bad again.  The principals and teachers blamed the Mexican students for 
everything that went wrong in the school.  I didn’t want to go anymore and I started to 
drink and try drugs.  I dropped out of high school.  Later I made up my mind to go back 
to the ALC (Alternative Learning Center).  I joined the wrestling team, the coach Mr. 
Carson motivated me.  He made me want to try to do my best.  I earned a high school 
diploma, but I had to buy a social security card to get a job at Applebee’s.  I tried to get 
into a technical school but South County was the only school that accepted me without 
any documentation.  I went there even though they charged me the out of state tuition 
rate.  When I finished the certificate program they told me I couldn’t get it because I was 
undocumented.   
As his viable options ran out, Carlos returned to Mexico and obtained a job teaching English at a 
technical college in Orizaba.  After completing two years in that role, he has set his sights on 
becoming a licensed teacher or attorney.  He shared his sense of loneliness as he now lives 
separated from the rest of his family: 
I’m alone here; even my pet dog is living in Springfield.  The dog has a better life than 
me.  I miss my family.  I miss my dog.  I’m living in Orizaba, but I don’t know anyone.  I 
spend holidays by myself.  I come to Obscuridad to try and find people that I know, but 
this is the first time coming here in six months.  I go to work and then I go to my room 
and read.  Tell me how my sister is doing in school?  Tell her she better be a good student 
and not blow her chance. 
In summary, Carlos is angry and frustrated.  In his opinion, he was brought as a child to the U.S., 
survived a gauntlet, and was not given a fair opportunity to create a life in Minnesota.  Life in 
Mexico feels to him like a punishment for a crime he did not commit.  His comments about his 
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dog just seemed to be about loneliness at first.  While reviewing his data two years later, the 
significance of his attachment to his dog took on deeper meaning.  There are almost as many 
dogs in Obscuridad as there are people.  They are either strays or household security alarms.  
They are not pets and even the children give them little attention.  The connection of Carlos and 
his family to their pet dog in Springfield demonstrated a change in habitus in that new field.  
Now that Carlos is back in Mexico, the connection to a pet dog is out of place in that field 
(Observer comment). 
 Benito also shared a story of challenging circumstances; however his outlook was much 
more determined and optimistic (Observer comment).  He was brought to Springfield by his 
mother and enrolled in high school as a junior.  His younger brother was hearing impaired and 
the family sought a level of educational services for him that would not be offered in Mexico:  
I struggled to learn English, but learned quickly enough to graduate from Springfield 
High School in two years.  I was working as a server at Applebee’s when I was pulled 
over by the police on my way to work.  I guess my offense was “driving while Mexican”.  
I wasn’t a high school student anymore and had no documentation.  They deported me 
back to Mexico.  I had to spend time in the county jail waiting for transportation across 
the border.  When I got back to Obscuridad, I moved in here with my father.  I’m not 
bitter about it.  My father takes good care of me.  I wish I was still in Springfield with my 
mother and brother, but I’m not.  I’m enrolled to start chef training at a technical college 
in Cordoba next week.  The bus ride is about two hours long.  Getting to school and back 
each day will take about 12 hours.  I’m motivated though, this is what I need to do to 
make a future.  
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Similar to Carlos, Benito was eager to share his story with me.  In fact, he invited me to a 
gathering of young professionals who were all in their twenties.  Collectively, they were 
disappointed by the lack of opportunity available to the young people of Obscuridad, regardless 
of whether they had spent time in the U.S. or not.  Carla was a native of Obscuridad who worked 
as an attorney in a larger city nearby: 
I’m concerned by the absence of hope present in our local youth.  They drop out of 
school and engage in risky behaviors like drinking or drugs.  They don’t have a plan for 
their future or want to work to get a career started.  Many just depend on their family, 
they stay home and have their family provide them with the things they need.  What 
suggestions do you have to make this place better? (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
I offered suggestions that focused on early childhood literacy in Spanish.  The meeting 
impressed me with thoughtful conversation and determination demonstrated by these young 
leaders.  They believed that they could actively impact the future of Obscuridad.  Benito wasn’t 
mired in his misfortune; rather he saw his experiences as valuable assets that provided wisdom 
(Observer comment). 
Core Members – Faith and Religion 
All 24 of the interview participants indicated that they were practicing Catholics or had a 
Catholic identity and association.  Their stories encompassed aspects of social, cultural and 
symbolic capital accumulation.  The role of their Catholic faith and identity in cultural 
reproduction is examined further in chapter seven. 
Several cases highlight the influence of the older generation, particularly the abuelita’s 
(grandmother figures) upon retaining faith practices.  Bernardo has lived in Springfield for the 
past 15 years:  
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My grandmother raised me from the time I was five years old.  When I was a boy, I 
didn’t want to go to church.  There was no father around who told me what God was 
about.  My uncles, they went to church, but they didn’t say much about it.  My abuela 
(grandmother) expected us to go to mass every Sunday and for every special day.  When 
I was a young boy, some days I would hide in my bed and say, “I don’t want to go”.  She 
would tell me to get ready; she would grab my ankles and pull me out of bed if necessary.  
It didn’t all make sense then.  I went to church because my abuela made me do it.  When 
I was a little older, she didn’t have to make me.  I did it out of respect for her.  Then I 
became a man.  I had to make my own choices and then take care of my own family.  
Now I’m glad that I learned about God, I’m glad that I learned to play drums and sing all 
of the songs.  The Catholic faith is my anchor.  I’m happy to be a musician at the Spanish 
masses now.  I’m confident enough in my beliefs to even attend the English masses and 
feel like I’m a part of it. 
Eva shared that as a child, her father told her to pick any faith as long as she believed in 
God.  She told me a powerful story about the challenges she had with her husband’s alcohol 
abuse and infidelity while living in Springfield: 
I was ready to give up on the marriage and prayed to Our Lady of Guadalupe for 
guidance.  She spoke directly to my soul.  I saw her.  I could hear her.  She told me God 
is number one.  Put God above all else!  This gave me strength to tell Ernesto the same, 
put God above all else.  Ernesto’s father died when he was very young, he had no role 
model.  My father was my role model.  He told me the Lady (Guadalupe) is there for you.  
I told Ernesto that he must put God first.  I told him that Guadalupe spoke to me.  This 
gave me the power to tell Ernesto what I expected from him as a husband and a father. 
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Whenever I attend the Spanish masses or events, I notice Eva, her husband and their daughters 
together at mass sitting close to the altar.  Eva has demonstrated tremendous resilience recently 
in organizing documents to halt Ernesto’s deportation proceedings (Observer comments). 
During my data collection, Springfield transnational members frequently cited a 
resurgence of their faith as the anchor that kept them near their culture.   Raquel shared her story: 
I was too busy just trying to adjust and make a life to go to church during the first years 
that I was in Minnesota.  I noticed something was missing in my life.  There was a hole, 
like emptiness.  I got used to living here and then it made sense.  The routine, special 
days, the connection to my culture was missing in that way.  Now I am a reader at mass 
and a religious education teacher in La Comunidad Hispana.  I’m in the choir.  These 
things connect me to the spirit of my family and my childhood.  I feel more at peace. 
During his interview, Santiago described his return to the church while in his late thirties: 
I spent my whole life in the U.S. working.  It left me feeling hollow.  I drank too much.  I 
didn’t appreciate that I had jobs, a wife and children.  Too much drinking!  Then I started 
to go to church again.  It made me feel like more of a part of the Mexican community.  I 
felt a connection to my childhood.  Before everything was work.  I prayed to God for 
help to stop drinking.  My faith helped me stop.  I found the strength to be a better father 
and husband through being in the church.  You know, I only went to sixth grade.  Now I 
am finished with preparation to become a deacon.  People are surprised.  I am going to 
serve the church. 
Julio had also drifted away from the church during his migrant journey:  
In California, all of the Mexicans were Catholic, but very few actually went to church.  It 
was a part of all of us, but everybody was working as much as they could.  When I came 
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to Springfield it was the same.  There were only a few family members around.  It was 
hard.  We worked every hour that we could.  Sometimes there was no work available.  
Then more people from Obscuridad came to Springfield.  They saw each other at church. 
They made a new community that shared the same roots.  When I got a better job, I made 
an effort to reconnect.  It is my connection to my home, to my family, my childhood.  I 
would say that I’m a devout Catholic.  I am a Eucharistic minister and lector at mass.  
The proudest day of my life was offering the bread and wine, the body and blood of 
Christ to my daughter on her wedding day, to the many family members who were there. 
As a product of his long tenure in Springfield, Julio and his family now feel comfortable 
attending either the Spanish or English church activities (Observer comment).   
One of the most unique qualities of this transnational community is its adoption of 
Springfield as a bedroom community that does not solely provide the economic capital that its 
members seek in the U.S.  Income is earned throughout the region; however members of the 
transnational community choose to reside in Springfield because of their access to non-economic 
forms of capital.  The Hispanic faith community at St. Peter’s, the parish leadership, and to a 
lesser extent the English-speaking members facilitate a field where the accumulation of social, 
cultural, and symbolic capital occurs.  This action enables members to express habitus through 
religion similar to their family members and former neighbors back in Obscuridad. 
Core Members – Employment 
Because employment related to both the major push and pull factors of migration, there 
was an abundance of impactful stories shared by interviewees.  This data indicated that seeking 
work in Springfield was the norm for those residents who were seeking employment and unable 
to find it in Obscuridad.  It also demonstrated a sense of reciprocity when networking for 
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employment, which was characteristic of social capital.  The incidence of reciprocity created 
both individual and collective value within the transnational community (Moore, 2001). 
Ricardo left Obscuridad for Mexico City in 1995 due to the growing unemployment rate 
in his hometown.  He followed the trail of relatives to Springfield in 2001.  While residing there, 
he spent ten years working at factories in nearby suburban areas.  His partner Dolores joined him 
in 2006 and her daughter was left behind in Obscuridad with her grandmother.  Dolores worked 
in a food-processing factory.  Two of her brothers continue to live in Springfield apart from their 
wives and children.  Ricardo spoke of the couple’s major life decisions regarding work in his 
interview: 
I drove my car 30 kilometers to work at a factory each day.  One day’s pay was better 
than the pay for one week making bricks in Obscuridad.  I sprayed paint coatings on 
metal items and furniture for ten years.  It became very difficult after I was stopped for 
driving without a license.  I was afraid to use my car to drive anywhere.  I had to get a 
ride from other Mexican people who were driving to the same industrial park.  It made 
the day last longer.  Dolores could not drive either.  She had to find rides to her plant. 
As the recession expanded, opportunities dried up for both members of this couple in 2011.   
They missed their home and family.  Ultimately, they determined that it was better to be 
unemployed at home than to be unemployed in Minnesota: 
They were checking work documents closer.  Neither of us was able to keep our jobs 
although we had been there a long time and did good work.  We looked for other jobs.  
Then we decided that it was better to be at home without a job, then to live away from 
home without a job.  Dolores wanted to live with her daughter.  We are sad because 
neither one of us could finish our schooling.  Our daughter wants to go to college to 
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become a nurse.  We will never be able to pay for that unless we can go back to work in 
Minnesota. 
Since their return, Ricardo has only been able to secure irregular jobs in construction or brick 
making.  They make ends meet through their extended family network and Dolores’s part-time 
job cleaning homes in Orizaba. 
 Felipe’s story is one of the most memorable among my collection of interviews 
(Observer comment).  Although his wife grew up near Obscuridad, he was raised on the 
agricultural plains located over a steep mountain pass to the west:  
I am one of 11 children.  I never met my papa.  He just left the family before I was born.  
Our home language was Nahuatl and I didn’t know Spanish yet in the fourth grade when 
I quit school and moved to Mexico City to live with my older sister.  My mama, she said, 
“Go! Find work to help out”.  I was only nine years old and everyday I went to the 
marketplace with my sister.  I loaded vegetables on carts or wheelbarrows and pushed 
them around the market.  Every day, all day, I only made a little bit of money and most of 
it was sent to my mother.  When I was older, I went to Orange, California to work on 
construction sites.  Then I picked asparagus in Washington and strawberries in Oregon,  
then some more construction work in Wyoming and Las Vegas.  I followed two of my 
brothers to Springfield to work in a factory.  The factory is 30 miles away, but four of my 
brothers ended up together in Springfield.  We went where there was work, but we 
wanted to live in Springfield to be around the people from Orange and Obscuridad.  Now 
all of my brothers are back in Mexico.  My youngest brother just went back to get 
married.  His fiancé wouldn’t try to come to Springfield. 
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Felipe and his wife have three children ranging in age from 8-13 who were all born in 
Springfield.  A tattoo of Felipe’s mother covers his right forearm and reminds him of his life-
long motivation to honor her (Observer comment).  His opposite forearm and both biceps are 
completely decorated with the inked name and image of his three children: 
The last time that I saw my mother was 15 years ago.  I need to see her.  I need to be a 
son.  She is getting old and it hurts not to be able to go home now.  My children have 
opportunities here, in good schools; they can get good jobs and then go to Mexico 
whenever they want.  I can’t take them away from that.  I must keep working here.  
The look in his eyes communicated mixed emotions whenever news from his home was shared 
with him (Observer comment).  
 Pilar returned to Obscuridad in 2011 after ten years of working at a turkey processing 
plant and as a waitress in Minnesota: 
I loved the time that I was in Springfield, but after awhile I just wasn’t making enough 
money to stay away from my daughter.  She went back to Mexico two years earlier to try 
and save more of our earnings.  My last job was working as a waitress in Perkins.  It was 
good compared to not having a job at home, but it didn’t seem like I was saving any 
money.  My sister returned to Obscuridad, so I did too.  Now, she lives with me and my 
daughter at our father’s house.  I only have good memories of Minnesota.  My wedding 
was in Minnesota.  My daughter was born there.  It wasn’t always easy, but when I look 
back, I only remember good things. My husband Eduardo has stayed behind in 
Springfield to earn more money before coming home to Mexico. 
That decision has not turned out as hoped for.  Eduardo was a key employee at a local apple 
orchard with a boss that took good care of him.  There was an unanticipated hard frost in the 
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spring of 2012 just as the apple blossoms had emerged.  The entire apple crop was lost.  The 
decision to return to Mexico couldn’t be made haphazardly: 
The owner was a good man, but he could write of the disaster.  For Eduardo it was more 
complicated.  If he left Minnesota, it would be difficult and expensive to attempt a return.  
The economy was bad too, but Eduardo decided to keep trying as long as he had the 
energy.  He looked for temporary jobs every day.  He tried not to spend much money.  
We would talk on the phone and I would encourage him to hold on, to think for the 
future.  Eduardo has a dream in his head.  I want to support him in making it come true.  
Eduardo finished one year of college before he came to the U.S.  He wants to earn 
enough money to pay for law school in Mexico.  That is his goal, the goal for our family.  
If he comes back home, he may never be able to go to law school.  He is trying to find 
work everyday to stay there.  Hopefully, next year he can go back to work at the apple 
orchard.  I am lucky; my father can take care of me and my daughter while we wait.    
 The following case of Emilio also suggests that transnationals do have economic choices.  
The norm is to utilize the social network to land a job near Springfield if income is the priority.  
The cases of Pilar and Emilio suggest that there is a tipping point when the advantages of 
returning home outweigh the earning power and the stress of an undocumented existence in 
Minnesota.  The bonding social capital emerges as the strongest force.  Emilio moved to the U.S 
at 17 years old:  
I had many jobs.  I worked in a pig slaughtering house.  I picked up garbage.  It was 
tough man…I tell you really a hard life.  Like when I was working at the meat plant and 
the other Mexicans workers would give me a hard time.  They laughed at me and said I 
couldn’t speak English.  They didn’t have anybody else to pick on, so they called new 
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people names like they are from the frontier, like they are dumb farmers.  It was hard to 
stay in one job without the papers or being the last one hired.  I remember one time I had 
to live with no electricity and no heat because I couldn’t pay the bill.  Sometimes, I didn’t 
eat much at all until I found a new job.  I had my best job and then the police picked me 
up for driving and drinking.  They told my boss and then they found out that my papers 
weren’t real so I had to come back to Obscuridad.  I don’t make much money working 
here at the tacqueria, but I don’t have to worry about eating.  After nine years of stress in 
Minnesota, I can just go to work with no surprises.  I have a wife and a kid now.  I would 
love to go back to Minnesota man.  Just talking to you, I remember how to use my 
English.  It makes me think about going back and making some more money.  I don’t 
know man, somebody has to stay behind and keep the town running.  Somebody has to 
make the tortillas, so it might as well be me.  I had the experience of working, now I’ll 
have the experience of being a father. 
I have visited with Emilio extensively during each of my three visits to Obscuridad.  He enjoys 
reminiscing about his time in Minnesota and states that he looks forward to our annual sessions 
to refresh his English skills.  He probably won’t travel to Minnesota again; however he seems to 
get a vicarious lift from my updates (Observer comment). 
Fatalism Expressed in Employment Choices 
 Fatalism was a characteristic that appeared repeatedly throughout the concurrent 
collection and analysis of data.  As I hypothesized about the possible role of assistentcialism in 
work migration, it became more evident that the study subjects were making economic choices.  
However, they were choices influenced by a habitus that included a deep-rooted sense of 
fatalism (Observer comment). 
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From a historical perspective, the Mexi’ca were the last Native Americans to wander 
south.  They migrated from the area that is now a part of the Southwest U.S.  According to 
decoded archaeological records, a tribal god communicated a dream that urged them to journey 
south.  Through the vision, the deity promised that the Mexi’ca would be reunited back in their 
homeland one day.  Upon their arrival in the central valley of Mexico, the Mexi’ca were viewed 
as aliens there, but by A.D. 1325 they had become the rulers of the largest empire in pre-
Columbian North America.  Hernán Cortés led the Spanish invasion that toppled the Aztec 
empire in 1521 (Aquilar, 2004).   
Although the history of the entire ethnic group of Central Mexicans provides some 
context, the wandering identity described above is specific to the working class.  This description 
portrays the typical people who settled the valley of Obscuridad and later formed transnational 
communities in the U.S.  This long-standing history of a wandering, displaced group of people 
appears to have had at least a baseline effect on the habitus of the transnational community 
members.  The Spanish conquest utilized fatalism to build the power base of its empire.  They 
taught the conquered people that their fate was God’s will (Díaz-Stevens, 1993).   
Rather than a critical consciousness, fatalism characterizes a magic consciousness in 
which circumstances occur beyond a person’s control (Freire, 1974).  This inferiority complex 
can suggest that the only path available to the subjects in this study is to generate resources away 
from home.  During his interview, Jorge communicated how deeply rooted that perception is 
through his eyes as much as through his words (Observer comment): 
I work six long days each week.  On Sunday, I go to mass and then shop and do laundry.  
I need to use that day to get ready for the next week.  This has been my life for 16 years 
without change.  I can’t control it.  If I leave, I lose the money that provides for my 
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family.  People from Obscuridad have two choices only, work here or live there.  
Sometimes the choice is taken away from them.  I can only look ahead on each Sunday, 
one week at a time. 
The transnationals view themselves as a people who must react to the challenging circumstances 
that are a continuous part of their life.  Decisions are often very shortsighted.  Josefina shared 
how her family’s choices have created additional instability: 
My husband and I had worked as janitors for ten years.  We owned our home in Nordic 
Village during that time.  We sold the home to return to Mexico, but we changed our 
minds when we realized how difficult it would be to ever return to Minnesota again.  Our 
children were doing well in school, so we decided to stay a little bit longer.  Now we 
have been in a small apartment for two years.  Looking back, it was a mistake to sell our 
home.  We thank God for our blessings and our challenges and accept what comes our 
way. 
The wandering history of working class Central Mexicans has always followed a path that is 
more maze-like than linear.  It is somewhat ironic that so many of them are classified as aliens 
in the U.S. despite their people’s origins in U.S. territory long before any European settlers 
arrived (Observer comment). 
Core Members - Core Values 
The previous chapter described my interest as a school principal in listening to the 
expression of core values within the transnational community.  I believed that hearing those 
stories would uncover connections to the dominant culture in Springfield.  I predicted that the 
specific interview prompts about core values would unveil some of the transnational norms and 
potentially opportunities to bridge social capital formation across ethnic lines.   
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This prompt left the most room for interpretation of the data.  Putnam has described 
social capital as a wonderfully elastic term (2000).  It can mean whatever the researcher would 
like it to mean.  In this section, I’m defining it as:  What we have in common at the basic human 
level.  As Fukuyama (1995) described it, people working together in a community according to a 
common set of ethical norms.  My complementary definition is:  The place where trust is built.   
Jorge has lived as an undocumented worker in Springfield for the past 16 years.  He lived 
in three other Minnesota communities prior to settling in his North side apartment:   
Benito Juarez is an inspiration for how to live my life.  He said, “Mutual respect is your 
peace.”  I know Springfield is by far the best place to live and raise a family, but my kids 
don’t always know what I know.  Two years ago, I was concerned that my eldest 
daughter was comparing her life and how our family lives to the White kids at her school.  
When she was twelve, I sent her to Obscuridad to visit relatives.  I knew that when she 
returned for school in Springfield, she would be happy for the opportunity she has here.  
The kids don’t always understand that I have to always work to make this life for them.  
They must respect that and respect others no matter what.  Respect is the most important 
part of life. 
Miguel worked very hard in the U.S. at a time when he was able to just use his own name 
on a job application: 
I never wanted to leave Mexico, but the opportunity to earn was so much greater.  It was 
good…good money.  Then some things changed, I began to worry too much about being 
an illegal alien.  I came back to Obscuridad and opened up this wood shop.  We make 
everything by hand; it’s a lot more work than loading grocery trucks like I did in 
Springfield.  I have to work all week to make as much as I made in Springfield in one 
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day, but I feel at ease because I don’t have to hide from anyone.  If I need more money, it 
is up to me to make more doors.  My children don’t understand the connection between 
the things that they have and the work that I have to do or what I had to do to go to the 
U.S.  They just want to rest on the couch and watch television.  My oldest one doesn’t 
want to go further in school.  He thinks he has everything he needs here.  Some of the 
money that comes back from Springfield makes the kids think it is that easy.  They have 
some relative who takes care of the family and they don’t see how it happens.  Some of 
the kids don’t see where there are jobs to try here.  Our town is too small for a big 
company who just hires someone when they walk through the door.  I want my kids to 
understand the value of hard work. 
  
 
Photo 6.1:  A handmade door built in Miguel’s wood shop symbolically reflects the distinction 
between the unskilled labor in Springfield and the craftsmanship back home in Obscuridad. 
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Eva expressed her opinion that Springfield is a better place for migrants to live than nearby 
Frenchtown, which has a much larger Latino population: 
Springfield is less dangerous, with fewer gang issues, and friendlier people.  Having good 
schools is the most important thing for the kids.  If they study hard, they can have a better 
future than us.  Some teachers just give kids homework.  That is not good, but there are 
many teachers and teacher helpers who have welcomed the Mexican kids.  They help 
them no matter what.  They want them to succeed. 
Elisa shared her appreciation for her modest current dwelling:   
I like my home here better than what we had before.  We have plenty of room for the five 
of us in our apartment.  In Orange, many houses had four or five Mexican families 
sharing them.  That was normal there.  Here an apartment may seem small, but we only 
have our family.  Sometimes the kids fight because they spend so much time together, but 
they are family.  We want to be altogether. 
Felipe shared information about his unexpected legal expenses related to employment: 
I was the first person to work for the company.  I got Juan and my brother their jobs 
there.  The boss tells me to send him good workers, but he told me this year that he 
couldn’t keep me if I didn’t have paperwork.  My social security number was not real.  I 
had to hire a lawyer.  It cost $5000 just to get a temporary work permit and a renewed 
driver’s license.  It is only good for one year, but without it, I had no more job.  I will 
have to pay again next year, if I even have that chance.  I asked my brother to send 
money from the business that he runs in our hometown.  I started the gymnasium with 
money from the U.S. before I went to Minnesota.  Now I had to ask for my investment 
back to pay the lawyer.  It doesn’t seem fair.  It hurts my pride to ask for my money from 
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Mexico.  These are the things that I will do for my family.  Sometimes pride has to be set 
aside.  
Transnational Identity 
The migrant members of the transnational community in Springfield occasionally 
provided self-description via the term Mexicano.  Due to their undocumented status, identity was 
a core value that was missing from the conversations during interview sessions.  A transnational 
identity emerges when migrants live in a country other than their country of origin, yet they 
continue to be actively connected to their home community.  Individuals develop a customized 
identity based on the particular circumstances of their birth location, mobility, and 
documentation status.  Although the church is one inclusive environment for all Latinos, Ester 
explained how the Veracrucian identity and bonds are reinforced through social events.  She also 
provided a clue for potential bridging opportunities:   
Basically everyone whose family came from Obscuridad or people who have married 
someone from the area is on the guest list for every party.  If you go to a baptism, 
birthday party, Quinceañera, or wedding you will see everyone connected to Obscuridad.  
There are no decisions about who to invite.  It is assumed that you are invited.  Special 
invitations are only for people outside of the regular group.  The greatest sign of respect 
that we can offer an outsider is to invite them to our home or our party.  Status in the 
group (transnationals in Springfield) changes only based on who is paying for the party. 
 One of the unique aspects of this study is that both geographic poles are rural 
communities with a similar population.  It does provide one aspect of the transnational identity.  
A rural background serves as both a bonding form of social capital for transnationals and 
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potentially a bridging opportunity for the host community.  The rural setting retards progress 
toward an immigrant mindset when undocumented workers have little power.   
The rural economies depend on large employers who control wages.  Adequate housing 
may be in short supply and there can be inter-ethnic conflict between the migrants and the older 
residents left behind when young families of the dominant culture flee to urban centers.  
Undocumented workers have little leverage in the rural communities (Moore, 2001).  A 
distinctive characteristic of transnationals is that they don’t and for the most part can’t view 
themselves as immigrants.  Their short-term goals and the general inability for adults to obtain 
citizenship prevent them from progressing past the migrant phase, especially in a rural setting.  
More hope for bridging exists in Springfield because its rural economy is fairly diversified. 
 First generation transnationals view the U.S. pole as a temporary setting to earn money.   
It provides remittance now, and it is an investment for their intended return to Mexico.  
Therefore, the transition to an immigrant self-perspective doesn’t occur at the same rate as in 
previous immigration epochs.  Native-born status in the second or third generation is a necessary 
stimulus to break the prolonged migrant phase.  Clara’s viewpoint was extremely valuable based 
on her status as the first transnational resident born in Springfield: 
I like to visit Obscuridad and see all of my family, but I don’t ever want to live there.  In 
fact, I try not to stay at my dad’s house more than the first day.  I prefer to switch over to 
stay with my grandma, my mom’s family in Orizaba, as soon as possible each trip.  Their 
place is in the city and it is cleaner and more like home.  I would rather ride out each day 
to visit and go back to sleep in a nicer place.  I know that sounds bad, but I’m not used to 
that style of living.  
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As a migrant returned back home, Clara’s aunt Cristina shared an opposing view of the same 
family complex during her interview: 
We went to Springfield to work, to make money to improve our business here in 
Obscuridad.  It helped to stay in Nordic Village with so many other family members and 
neighbors from Obscuridad.  Going to mass and eating with people from home kept me 
connected, but I couldn’t stay as long as I planned.  It was not home.  I didn’t make as 
much money as I was supposed to, but I was miserable, homesick.   
The visitor or migrant mindset typical of first and often the second generation significantly 
delays the transition into the classic assimilation model, which is examined in chapter nine.   
 At the southern pole of the transnational community, many individuals take pride in the 
accomplishments of their previous trips to the U.S.  The subtle signs of an employment pipeline 
between Obscuridad and Springfield were observed during all of my trips to Obscuridad.  
Minnesota Twins baseball caps, Minnesota Vikings football jerseys, and Springfield Spartans 
t-shirts were noticed with increasing frequency.  Just as noticeable were the absence of logos or 
symbols from any other community in the U.S. (Field notes, Obscuridad).  
Locals with international work experiences sought me out as the rare, White visitor and 
almost exclusively shared the stories of their time in Springfield.  For those that didn’t know my 
name, they just called out “Hey Springfield!” to get my attention.  When speaking with 
individuals who had U.S. experiences, very few conversations ended without some direct 
connection to Springfield.  It became a reinforcement of their migrant identity even within their 
hometown (Field notes, Obscuridad).   
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Photo 6.2:  The custodian at a school in Obscuridad wearing a Minnesota Vikings jersey. 
 
Ravenstein’s (Corbett, 2011) and Zipf’s (1935) theories of migration can be applied to 
the extensive miles traveled by the rural Mexicans featured in this study who have sought 
employment in a rural setting.  A byproduct of this extended long distance existence is the 
identity of migrant rather than citizen.  The transmission of the migrant identity from one 
generation to another is a form of power described by Bourdieu and Passeron as pedagogic 
action (1990).  The power of pedagogic action reinforces social class systems.  The teaching 
occurs in informal situations such as family life, as well as formal settings like a school. 
  In this case study, the migrant identity is transmitted initially at home.  The pedagogic 
action that occurs in church and school settings will be featured in chapters seven and eight 
respectively.  Ultimately, pedagogic action within the dominant culture of the host setting will 
erode the migrant self-perspective and possibly the communal sense of fatalism.  The rate of 
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erosion is directly related to the degree of segregation.  I predict that as the field changes over 
time, the fatalist/migrant habitus will lose its degree of impact on the development of the 
collective identity. 
In daily transnational life, dualism is most evident in the form of dual identity.  This is a 
necessary survival strategy for transnationals.  Dual identity is dynamic and responds to the 
surrounding circumstances (Field notes, Springfield). 
The adult interview participants who work or have worked in Minnesota occupy a post-
national space.  They have been described as ghost workers who must simultaneously be there to 
do the difficult jobs that the U.S. economy depends upon and also remain voiceless and invisible 
to prevent drawing attention to their documentation status (Trueba & Bartolomé, 2000).  They 
match many of the characteristics of commodity migrants as described by Bustamante (1975).   
However, their transnational identity keeps them from regularly following the work from 
location to location.  The ghost worker role does reinforce the restrictive influences of fatalism 
and the migrant identity.  For most working transnationals they must literally change their name 
for the time that they are at work.  Miguel described the toll that dual identity took on his 
happiness: 
When I first started working in Springfield, I just filled out the applications paperwork 
with my real name.  After several years, the company got too much pressure about who 
they hired.  I had to get new documents and use the name that was on them.  Some of the 
older workers would call me Miguel during break time.  The new workers, and there 
were always a lot of new workers, they thought my name was Phil.  When I put on my 
work clothes, I had to be Phil.  That made me sad.  Maybe if I started out that way, it 
wouldn’t have bothered me so much.  I left good money behind, but it was too much to 
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worry about.  Everybody in Obscuridad knows me.  For better or for worse, I’m Miguel.  
I can be a jokester and not worry who is paying too much attention.  
Dual identity is a progressive skill and will become further specialized to adapt to the evolution 
of the transnational community.  The next generation has the potential to live one identity that 
merely switches codes between home and a professional life.  Evidence of code-switching is 
examined in the educational context of chapter 8. 
Most of the mature adults within the transnational community remember the time before 
1997.  It was an era in which they collectively spent their youth together in and around 
Obscuridad.  These are shared developmental experiences that still impact their behavior.  In 
particular, many Springfield residents feel compelled to stay connected with the Church of San 
Pedro despite as many as 20 years since last passing through its colossal doorway.  The 
transnational liturgy group of the Church of St. Peter recently handmade and sold thousands of 
tamales within the Springfield community to raise funds to upgrade the bell system in the 
historic church of Obscuridad.  Ester described the motivating force behind the effort: 
We spent two days making tamales to have them ready.  This is not the first time; we 
must always send money to the Archdiocese at home.  San Pedro is our church too.  
Moving away from home does not remove your memories; it does not take that part of 
you away.  If we go home, we want the church to be in good shape like we remember it.  
If I never go back, it still does my heart good to know that the church is strong and 
beautiful.  I can hear the bells in my mind, even if I can’t hear them in person.  Taking 
care of the church, both churches, is our responsibility. 
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Photo 6.3:  The bell tower of San Pedro in Obscuridad featuring the donated chimes located in 
the level above the clock face. 
 
In July of 2014, I observed as Father Reilly officiated a mass hosted by the parish of San 
Pedro Apóstol to recognize the $7000 donation for the bell system from the parishioners of St. 
Peter.  On the following day, a fiesta with a special goat barbecue was held to commemorate the 
sister parish relationship.  The giant metal bells of the tower are still rung by hand as appropriate.  
The newly donated, automated chimes installed above the bells play various faith-based tunes 
such as Ave Maria every 3 hours throughout the day.  On my final day in Obscuridad, I took a 
motorcycle ride to the top of the mountain valley on the far north side.  While stopping for a 
photo, the music from the chimes miles away could be heard crystal clear.  Moments such as that 
form a lasting impression that defines transnational without the need for any words (Observer 
comment).  Even the adults long removed from Obscuridad retain duality in their existence. 
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My data also highlighted dualism through the community reinforcing power and the 
reported frequency of remittance.  The act of working in the U.S. and sending money back to 
Mexico is diagnostic of a transnational existence.  My analytical literature review hypothesized 
that the dependence of the Obscuridad economy on remittance may meet the criteria for 
assistentcialism as defined by Paulo Freire (1973).  Although there are some implications to 
assistentcialism that are relevant for the educational recommendations section of this paper, it 
doesn’t appear that they directly apply with regard to remittance. 
Freire partially defined assistentcialism as actions carried out by the oppressor to create a 
state of dependence within the oppressed population (1973).  Three visits to Obscuridad and the 
analysis of data specific to remittance suggested that any form of dependence regarding 
remittance was a choice made by the transnational members.  The U.S. government benefits 
from the low wage workforce and the social security contributions from people who will never 
draw benefits.  Mexico and individual communities such as Obscuridad seem to benefit from the 
remote economic stimulus of remittance.  The act of remittance appears to be a choice of sharing 
economic capital, which reinforces social, cultural, and symbolic capital accumulation.  
Julio is a model for the reinforcement of the bond between families through remittance.  He 
described the consistent payments that he has transferred over 22 years spent in Springfield:  
It is my duty to help provide for my mother.  I am owner of part of the family home, but 
it is even more important to honor your mother.  Each month I still send $200 to my 
mother and $200 to my mother-in-law in Orizaba. 
Leadership within the transnational community is more diverse than during the early years.  At 
age 48, Fernando’s place in history makes him a role model for young men.  Despite his long 
tenure in Springfield, he models a dual identity through his actions.  
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Claudia is an excellent case for examining the complications and nuances involved with 
remittance practices.  During her ten years of employment in Minnesota, she routinely sent 
money back to Obscuridad to support her extended family’s dwelling.  During the three years 
since their return to Obscuridad, she and her husband have struggled to make ends meet: 
The whole time we were in Springfield we managed to send money back home to keep 
things up here.  Everybody used it for what they needed.  It’s funny that now we are here 
and we have four brothers or sisters in Minnesota, they have not sent one dollar back to 
help us.  Our situation is widely known within our family, still nobody helps us. 
Olivia is an influential figure in Obscuridad.  At 62 years old, she lives in a comfortable 
home supported by remittance from her four children living in Minnesota:   
I tell all my children to stay in Minnesota as long as possible, earn as much money as you 
can.  It is the oldest son’s job to provide for their parents.  I’m proud of my Alejandro; he 
is 42 years old and never completed school past sixth grade.  He stays in Springfield and 
sends me more money than all of the other children together.  He is a good earner.  He 
knows his role is to take care of his mother.  He sends enough for me to care for my 
mama.  She has dementia and my sister and I must watch her at all times, otherwise she 
gets up and goes walking around the town by herself.  In Mexico, we don’t send our 
parents away.  It is the job of their children to take care of them. 
Alejandro was targeted in an ICE raid in 2013 and was deported.  He has maintained his 
residence in Nordic Village and has given his neighbors the impression that he will be back soon.  
Olivia’s mother died of natural causes earlier that same year (Field notes, Springfield). 
As the economies in both the U.S. and Mexico continue to rebound, it would be logical to 
predict that citizens of Obscuridad would choose to work close to home and the transnational 
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phenomenon would dissolve into an assimilated group of ethnic Mexicans in Springfield.  This 
phenomenon would be similar to the process that occurred in Orange after Obscuridad natives 
began bypassing that migration stop.  My observations during 2014 indicated the opposite.  
Although significantly more work was available in Obscuridad, the resurgence of itinerant work 
for undocumented workers in Minnesota trumped those opportunities (Field notes, Obscuridad).   
The tabique or brick making industry in Obscuridad has rebounded from a reported ten 
operations in 2012 to approximately 100 active sites in 2014 based on personal conversations 
with operators (Field notes, Obscuridad).  Despite the continued limitations on open clay pits, the 
market for bricks was strong enough to collect ten pesos per brick delivered to nearby Orizaba.  
The decision to seek employment in Minnesota continues to be primarily motivated by the 
opportunity to earn ten times the wage in relatively healthier working conditions. 
Roberto’s case represents success within the transnational community.  He and his family 
are also an excellent example of dualism within their identity.  Roberto learned the home 
painting trade after migrating to Orange in 1994.  After two years there, he followed the 
Obscuridad connection to Springfield.  He has continued to master the craft of his chosen 
profession and has done well completing private home remodeling jobs in the suburbs.   
During his stay in Springfield, his four children have been born and he has the rare 
distinction of owning his own single family dwelling not far away from Nordic Village.  Roberto 
also remotely guided the construction of a new home in Obscuridad in 2012.  It is one of the 
nicer homes in the city, but it has sat vacant:   
We built our house in Obscuridad so it would be ready for us to move into.  It is ready 
now and my brother-in-law is finishing detail work.  I pay him to look after the property.  
We planned to go back to live there, but the kids, they say they don’t want to go.  They 
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have never been to Mexico.  They say, “Papa, I don’t want to leave”.  So now maybe it is 
where Ester and I go to live when the kids are grown.  Ester’s parents come to visit on a 
tourist visa, so she is not pushing to return.  When Ester’s brother was deported, she had 
him bring a nice car down to put in the garage.  If we ever go back, the car will be ready.  
I have never seen the house, when you go, bring me pictures to show me.  Maybe you can 
make a video of what the whole house looks like for me?  Make it like a real estate TV 
show. 
This year, Roberto has ventured out to start his own painting company.  In a remarkable sign of 
progress, he regularly advertises his services on the local radio station, his website, and via social 
media sites.  This is a subtle, yet rather bold step for an undocumented resident (Observer 
comment).   
Esteban’s brother-in-law Julio has the distinction of being the second migrant from 
Obscuridad to arrive and has similarly established a household in Nordic Village that includes 
three generations.  Within Julio’s own generation, there were a total of seven siblings who grew 
up together in Obscuridad.  Only one of them has not yet traveled to Springfield for work at 
some point, with five individuals having eventually returned back to Obscuridad.  Their family 
structure clearly exhibits a dual identity through its travels, current residences, and practices. 
Isabel, the matriarch of that family, has continuously resided in the family compound in 
Obscuridad.  This is the home in which I have primarily stayed during my data collection trips to 
Obscuridad.  Although Julio is still an owner of part of the residence, his sister Cristina and her 
husband Antonio are the guiding force of the operation.  Cristina is part of the fourth generation 
to occupy the home that was built when the mountain valley was subdivided.  They insure that 
Isabel is well cared for.  Antonio provides for the needs of the family home as a member of a 
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trucking syndicate.  His professional affiliation enables his trucks to show up at major road 
construction sites to haul gravel or other materials.  Syndicate members wait in line for their turn 
and are paid per trip.   
After the post-NAFTA economic downturn, Antonio traveled to Springfield to earn 
money to purchase a truck to enable his participation in the syndicate.  Several years after his 
return to Obscuridad, Cristina migrated to Springfield in an attempt to save cash for a second 
truck to increase their earning power within the syndicate.  Neither member of the couple 
particularly enjoyed their stay or viewed their time in Springfield as more than an opportunity to 
earn what they could not at home.  The transnational family network enabled them to maneuver 
through the challenge.  Although Antonio and Cristina appear anchored to the homestead in 
Obscuridad now, the two trucks parked in their lot across the street are a product of 14 months 
spent working in Springfield.   
Antonio included some details in his interview: 
If you want to make money, you have to work for the syndicate.  If you want to work for 
the syndicate, you have to own a truck.  If you want to own a truck, you have to go to 
Springfield and make enough money to buy one.  The whole system is complicated and 
not fair.  I didn’t want to go to Springfield, but I could because Cristina’s family was 
there.  I did what I had to so I could get in the business here.  Such is life. 
As a result of their pioneering efforts, Esteban and Julio’s families are woven through the 
network of both Springfield and Obscuridad.  There are few degrees of separation between any 
members of the transnational population.  It can all be traced back to their bold move in 1991. 
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Photo 6.4:  A truck used for syndicate construction jobs near Obscuridad parked at the family’s 
compound. 
 
Summary 
“Human beings are strongly motivated to continuously reproduce themselves, it drives 
cultural production” (Zou & Trueba, p. 58).  To summarize the key principles of Bourdieu’s 
(1990) cultural reproduction theory as it relates to transnational identity, all pedagogic action is 
the equivalent of symbolic violence.  It carries the influence of force as it reinforces and 
reproduces the desired culture.  Pedagogic work serves as an effective substitute for physical 
force.  One must look beyond the traditional classroom setting to include the religious and family 
practices as critical vehicles for pedagogic action.  A child has many teachers before they ever 
enroll in a school. 
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The lasting effect of the pedagogic action is defined as habitus (Bourdieu & Passeron, 
1990).  Habitus is “a system of schemes of thought, perception, appreciation, and action” (p. 46). 
Members of the transnational community have been shaped into their present identity on the 
fields in which they act through the primary forces that were observed in my data.  These forces 
can be measured in the forms of economic, social, cultural, and symbolic capital. 
 The federal government of the U.S. often includes ethnic Mexicans in a category labeled 
“Hispanic”.  This classification lumps people from multiple continents into one ethnic 
designation.  The polite term of Latino does little to establish the identity of Mexican 
immigrants.  Furthermore, postmodern immigration laws have essentially made the movement of 
people across borders illegal.  These labels leave nothing for the people in this study to identify 
themselves with other than as transnational migrants (Observer comment). 
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Chapter Seven: Local Church as Key Intermediary 
Introduction 
Although Max Weber was only one of the major influences on Bourdieu’s concept of 
habitus, I will focus my findings on transnational identity in those realms that Weber described 
as force fields (Jay, 1993).  These are religion and education; both fields have reproduced and 
reinforced identity and habitus in my case study.  Over time, these forces have functioned rather 
autonomously based on power relationships. 
Habitus is first transmitted in the home where the schema of thought, perception, 
appreciation, and action emerge (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990).  My data indicates that faith 
traditions in the transnational homes are consistently present.  This inculcation sets up the school 
experiences that follow, which in turn prepares the durable transmission of culture.  The 
following two chapters will attempt to discern the impact of these primary force fields in the 
dynamic transnational settings.  The habitus of education will be examined in chapter eight. 
Transnational Catholicism 
A long time passed between the Hispaniola Homily of 1511, which reflected on the 
adverse impact of the Catholic missions in Latin America, and an acknowledgement by the 
church in 1968 of the harm caused by its actions.  However, it was that act that set the stage for 
more mutually beneficial mission connections between North, Central, and South America 
(Eagleson & Sharper, 1979).  A subsequent relationship between the Archdiocese of St. Paul, 
Minnesota and Venezuela may have had a key, but indirect impact on the establishment of the 
transnational community in Springfield.  It created a scenario where two pastors who had served 
in those missions were assigned to Springfield during the start of the Mexican migration link.  
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The Catholic Church of St. Peter in Springfield was established in 1869.  In a city filled 
with churches that were built by different denominations and often distinguished by ethnic 
origins, it has long welcomed all Catholics in the area.  There are currently 1400 households 
registered as parishioners.  The church mission statement includes a commitment “to promote 
mutual acceptance, appreciation and avenues of integration between our English-speaking and 
Spanish-speaking communities” (“Church of St. Peter Mission,” n.d.).  
 As the first significant minority community in more than a half of a century emerged in 
Springfield, St. Peter’s began to offer a mass partially in Spanish in 1996.  The Latinos in 
Springfield established La Comunidad Hispana as a liturgical group within the context of St. 
Peter’s Catholic Church.  This scenario bore some resemblance to the concept of basement 
churches described in Díaz-Stevens’ Oxcart Catholicism (1993).  The title referred to the unique, 
rural brand of Catholicism brought to New York City by over 500,000 Puerto Rican immigrants 
between 1946-1964.  The reference to Oxcarts was derived from their rural history and their 
folkloric expression of faith, which carried on regardless of whether a church building or priest 
was available.  
 The new Puerto Rican residents quickly comprised 47% of the Catholics in three of New 
York City’s boroughs.  This minority group was so substantial that they were very slow to 
assimilate compared to other immigrants in New York.  They accumulated social capital through 
exclusive social clubs and businesses that further delayed their merger with the established 
community.  This included the institution of the church.  A compromise evolved where the 
Oxcart Catholics utilized available spaces such as church basements to accommodate their own 
liturgy and events (Díaz-Stevens, 1993).  There are both similarities and distinctions between 
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this example and the Springfield transnational community, which will be explored throughout 
this chapter. 
The pastor of St. Peter’s from 1997 to 2003 was Father Fried.  He had beneficial 
background from his service as a missionary in Venezuela that aided him in the delicate 
balancing act of hosting two brands of the same religion.  The pastor expressed his motivation 
for developing a full Spanish mass “Their customs are well articulated in that language, it 
doesn’t translate very well.  That faith is at the deepest level of each person.  So it’s the hardest 
to change and adapt.”  Father Fried elaborated that it was difficult to hold services of mixed 
language and mixed culture.  Not all of the English-speaking parishioners looked favorably 
toward bilingual services.  He added that “Sometimes there are objections to having both 
languages” (Grove, 2003).  Similar to the New York parishes used for analysis in this chapter, 
Father Fried attempted to maintain parallel liturgies. 
 The origin of La Comunidad Hispana at St. Peter’s is a valuable piece of history; 
however the first hand ethnographical data in this study focuses on the current pastor.  Although 
other Catholic immigrant communities will provide context, this chapter is not a macroscopic 
study of comparative religious practices.  It is a compelling story about the impact of a 
progressive pastor working within a conservative church structure.  Díaz-Stevens cited Weber 
“Leadership influences religious institutions at critical moments” (p. 26, 1993).  Father Reilly 
became the pastor of St. Peter’s in 2004, at the critical moment of the transnational community’s 
development.  He proceeded to lead a balanced approached that enabled transnational Catholics 
to build community in one central parish. 
The current version of La Comunidad Hispana unites those of Mexican ancestry within 
their own unique liturgical celebration. They schedule separate masses, music, and events, but 
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also currently work cooperatively to host bilingual events.  More than 250 participants usually 
attend the Sunday Spanish mass with an estimated number of 700 individuals who consider St. 
Peter their spiritual headquarters (Personal interview, Father Reilly). 
The Spanish mass runs significantly longer and begins at an approximated start time.  It 
features lively music in the Cursillo tradition and serves an added function as a community news 
source for transnationals.  The masses are rebroadcast several times each week on community 
access television to reach those whose work schedules prevent them from attending mass.  La 
Comunidad Hispana makes at will contributions to the operation of the Springfield parish.  They 
also occasionally conduct fundraisers, such as tamale sales to facilitate a donation to the home 
Diocese of Orizaba (Personal interview, Father Reilly). 
 
Photo 7.1:  An authentic replica of Our Lady of Guadalupe in the main chapel at Springfield. 
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All parishioners and guests are welcome to participate in all activities; however language 
is the primary factor that segregates the parish.  One Mexicano parishioner shared the following 
quote in a documentary about the early integration of the Latino community “In the eyes of God, 
we are all the same” (Ruby, 2003). 
La Comunidad Hispana is distinct from the basement church model.  Through his actions, 
Father Reilly has skillfully elevated it to an equal partner within the parish.  A recent issue of the 
church bulletin calendar listed Spanish baptisms, first communion, choir, youth group and 
Quinceañera masses for the upcoming week blended among the many English language 
equivalent events.  Most church holidays include bilingual, intercultural events as well.  All 
events have equal access to the full facility and a three-layer scheduling process keeps the church 
campus alive and active (Field notes, St. Peter).  I have not observed the tokenism, coercion, or 
co-option present in the basement church communities described by Díaz-Stevens (1993).   
My data indicates that Father Reilly does effectively use one technique similar to the 
integration models studied by Díaz-Stevens (1993).  Deroutinzation is a change in status quo that 
leaves people looking for and open to a new way of thinking.  When combined with an 
exceptional commitment to the service of all parish activities, it has enabled him to progressively 
lead a unified church community.  Its distinct liturgies and social activities peacefully coexist 
through remarkable leadership and Father Reilly’s true commitment to his calling.  I made many 
inaccurate assumptions in early conversations with Father Reilly during which he would 
passionately correct me and provide insight into how deroutinization works (Observer 
Comment): 
There is not and has never been a parish within a parish arrangement.  The pastor 
between Father Fried and I didn’t speak Spanish.  The Hispanic community was rapidly 
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growing when I arrived, but only a small percentage of the new residents were involved 
in the church.  The Spanish mass had stopped.  I started them up again and placed them 
on Sunday afternoon, two hours after the last English mass.  That eliminated any space 
conflict.  It really only created extra work for me.  The open time block enabled the 
Spanish speaking Catholics who worked all throughout the region to come together on 
the one day that the majority of them had off from work.  Spanish mass became the 
center of social activities as well as a reconnection with the faith that was so important to 
them before migrating.  I changed how the schedules work, but I never let them interfere 
with each other.  Every parishioner has choices, which include sharing and learning about 
each other.  This creates a heavy workload, but when everyone feels like they are being 
served, that I’m not playing favorites, the competition fades away. 
 
Photo 7.2:  Padre Bill staffs the dunk tank at a parish fundraiser for the Hispanic Youth Group. 
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Another method for breaking up the routine that Euro-model Catholics were accustomed 
to was a partnership initiative.  It was an opportunity to give a back-story to the Hispanic 
parishioners.  In 2006, Father Reilly began to organize trips to Obscuridad to connect with past 
and future parishioners and their families.  During his second visit to Obscuridad in 2007, Father 
Reilly and the pastor of San Pedro Apóstol signed an accord to become sister parishes.  The 
purpose was to develop relationships in a transnational context.  They intentionally avoided any 
sense of a mission or aid based relationship to establish mutual respect.  Father Reilly made his 
eighth trip to Obscuridad in June of 2014, once again serving as an ambassador for the 
transnational faith community.  Parish members from all backgrounds are encouraged to 
participate in the visits: 
It’s really hard to dislike someone when you get to know them and see all of the things 
that they have in common with you.  Food and fellowship are great icebreakers.  A few 
years ago, many students from our 7th grade class traveled to Obscuridad with Father Bill, 
several parent chaperones, and me.  The group looked at the world quite differently after 
that experience.  Traveling to Obscuridad with Padre Bill is like traveling with the Pope.  
It was amazing!  I’ve never seen anything like it.  People just start coming out of the 
woodwork to greet him (Personal interview, St. Peter’s School Principal). 
During the last three years, the general safety in Mexico has been a deterrent for many who have 
had an interest in visiting Obscuridad leading to very small travel parties (Observer comment).   
San Pedro is the patron saint of the Catholic Church in Obscuridad.  The entrance to the 
colossal structure features giant wooden doors that are kept wide-open enabling birds to flutter 
about the glass windows.  Random dogs commonly wander through the church during mass.  In 
1999, an earthquake significantly damaged the church building.  After being repaired, it has 
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continued to be the focal point of the town square.  Its bell tower commands attention and the 
end of June brings the parish festival full of traditions (Field notes, Obscuridad).  
 
Photo 7.3:  The Church of San Pedro in Obscuridad. 
There are also large chapels in each section of Obscuridad and several smaller chapel 
structures that were painstakingly built part way up the mountain sides to enable their viewing 
from anywhere in the municipality.  These sites are used for adoration, but not liturgical 
celebrations.  During the early Spanish influence, the Franciscans covered several of the Olmec 
tatels (elevated lookout points) with chapels to insure that those highpoints reminded citizens of 
their new faith.  Each of the significant neighboring communities also features their own parish 
church.  Those that I have visited were beautiful, ornate and reasonably well maintained.  The 
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cathedral in Orizaba is a prominent expression of the Catholic foundation in the region (Field 
notes, Obscuridad).  
Most of the homes that I have visited dedicate at least one room, if not multiple spaces to 
elaborate religious shrines featuring images of Our Lady of Guadalupe and the Divine Mercy of 
Christ.  Some include photos of Pope John Paul II and eternal candles or electric lights 
illuminating the displays.  These shrines are an outward display of symbolic capital.  
 
Photo 7.4:  Padre Bill blessed a home and its multiple shrines with holy water. 
I had a profound personal reaction from my first exposure to the shrines.  I experienced 
flashbacks to my Czech grandmother’s home shrines.  They were remarkably similar and 
recalled the eternal candle that she lit when my uncle died at age 41.  She maintained a lit candle 
next to his photograph within the religious shrine until the day that she died seven years later.  
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This aspect of enduring faith continues to remind me that my appreciation for the transnational 
story stems from its unexpected familiarity to my own genealogy (Observer comment). 
Another seemingly random personal connection was tied to the mysticism of the 
agricultural people.  Multiple sources explained that it was common for farmers in the region 
around Obscuridad to also believe in the supernatural.  Father Reilly provided an example: 
Latin American Catholics, particularly farmers or rural people like to cover all of their 
bases.  Their culture has had so many influences over time that sometimes they are 
hesitant to have complete faith.  People will often ask a priest to bless a religious artifact 
and they will also take it to the local witch to double up on the blessing.  One time I was 
preparing to baptize a child and I noticed that it had an amulet around its wrist.  I asked 
them to explain and the grandparents said, “No, no, it’s just a bracelet”.  So I took the 
parents aside and asked them if they truly wanted their child baptized.  They told me that 
the grandparents had received the amulet from the bruja.  I told the parents that they had 
two real choices:  #1 you can keep the amulet or #2 you can remove it and I’ll baptize the 
child.  The parents sheepishly removed the amulet.  I’m sure the grandparents just put it 
back on after I left (Personal interview, Father Reilly).   
This dual belief arrangement is an interesting side story that particularly plays out in Mexico 
with respect to the deceased and the afterlife.  What still amazes me is that the local name in 
Mexico for the witches is bruja.  I confirmed with my father that the exact same pronunciation of 
the word (bru-ha) was used to describe witches among the farming peasants in Bohemia during 
his grandfather’s time (Observer comment). 
The religious shrines described above are also present in the Minnesota pole of the 
transnational community, though they may be downsized due to the reduced amount of living 
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space available.  After admiring the numerous shrines spread out throughout his family 
compound in Obscuridad, my first visit to Julio’s trailer in Springfield should not have surprised 
me (Observer comment).  There were several smaller displays, but what caught my attention the 
most was the life-sized replica of Jesus Christ crucified on the cross nestled among the furniture 
in the living room. 
 
Photo 7.5:  A handmade image of Guadalupe illuminated on the wall of a Springfield apartment. 
During my 2014 trip to Obscuridad, I arranged to stay in Roberto’s newly constructed, 
but vacant home.  It was a spacious house relative to its surroundings, yet a six-foot high statue 
of Our Lady of Guadalupe dominated the entire corner of the living room.  Curtains and an array 
of lights that transitioned from off, to slowly illuminating, and then finally building to a 
crescendo of flashing lights framed the image.  At the base of the display was an arrangement of 
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fresh flowers.  The lights were left on 24 hours per day.  Even though nobody had lived in the 
residence yet, Guadalupe was always present (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
  
Photo 7.6:  An illuminated image of Guadalupe dominates the living room in a vacant home in 
Obscuridad built by a resident of Springfield. 
 
Another example of the reinforcement of religious habitus was observed one afternoon in 
2013.  The chaotic campaign parades of the local election season failed to hold my attention.  I 
was distracted by a cloud of incense billowing up from a small crowd that had gathered just a 
few meters off the parade route on an adjacent street.  The group appeared oblivious to the 
spectacle occurring on the main thoroughfare.  An umbrella protected an oversized painting of 
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the image known as the Divine Mercy of Christ, which was at the center of the gathering.  This 
image portrayed Jesus Christ with his right hand raised as a symbol of forgiveness.  His left hand 
touched his heart from which red (blood) and white (water) beams of light were emanating.   
 All ages were represented among the group of approximately twenty worshipers.  A 
young man played guitar and led the group in musical adoration.  Several older women dressed 
in traditional clothing appeared to be the leaders of the group.  They all processed to the main 
street and entered a home on the corner.  I ignored the loud parade mere steps away and peered 
into the open door to view a complex, religious shrine that encompassed the full living area.  One 
of the participants invited my party of three in to join them.  I followed Father Reilly through the 
door assuming that it would be a relatively brief ritual. 
 
Photo 7.6:  Padre Bill was spontaneously requested to lead a group in prayer at a family home.  
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The prayers and songs continued and repeated multiple times.  One of the leaders called 
upon Father Reilly to address the group.  The lasting impression from that two-hour prayer 
session was twofold.  The first was a fervent demonstration of faith juxtaposed with the 
cacophony of sounds outside.  The second and most powerful impression was the modeling of 
faith by the older women that was copied in detail by the young adults and children.  It was a 
clear example of the pedagogic work of lay people as they reinforced the habitus of religion 
(Field notes, Obscuridad). 
Later that summer, while interviewing Josefina in Springfield she asked to view my 
photos and videos from that year’s trip.  A smile broke out on her face as the videos of the 
lengthy religious encounter were playing.  “That is my mother-in-laws house!” she exclaimed. 
One cannot spend time within either pole of the transnational community without 
perceiving the firmly ingrained traditions of Mexican Catholicism.  The external symbolism in 
jewelry, home décor, even customization of vehicles provides obvious clues.  This is true for 
both active and passive members within the faith community.   
In Obscuridad, personal property and even the property of an employer is often 
customized to reflect the Mexican Catholic identity.  The typical, male bus driver displays a 
large embroidered image of Our Lady of Guadalupe behind his seat.  A smaller statuette of her 
image is attached to the dash, rosary beads dangle from a control knob, and stickers of crosses 
are adhered to the window (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
In Springfield, a male transnational community member will often wear a bold necklace 
featuring the image of Guadalupe or an over-sized cross.  They frequently customize their cars 
with stylish script lettering of their family name and decorations inside similar to that of a bus 
driver in Obscuridad.  The faith identity is clearly communicated in both poles; however in 
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Mexico there is more tolerance for decorating professional or community property (Field notes, 
Springfield). 
Analysis of Church Activities 
Orsi’s Madonna of 115th Street (2010) described the Catholic immigrant community in 
Italian Harlem from 1880-1950.  Although Orsi’s observations were made prior to the 
postmodern era, there are some similarities that aid the analysis of my data on the festivals and 
rituals in Obscuridad.  Father Reilly is a key intermediary as he provides a bridge between the 
practices at the southern geographic pole and his own parish.  Some of them are authentic 
recreations and others are more symbolic or vicarious.   
In his forward, Orsi (2010) described the adoration of Mother Mary and the festivals for 
patron saints, which were carried on from the old country as “sacred theater of the community”.  
He summarized that at the festivals, people took the stage and revealed themselves to 
themselves.  The Italian Catholics transformed their New York neighborhood with elements of 
devotionals, pilgrimage, parades, bands, fireworks and holy images.  Their immigrant identity 
was forged from oppression, distinct gender roles and a centering focus on family connections.  
They too used charms to ward of “the evil eye” (p. 3) of the supernatural.  Orsi concluded that 
the people actually identified more with their religion than their actual church.  This was similar 
to the Puerto Rican Oxcart Catholics of New York studied by Díaz-Stevens (1993). 
One of the more theatric rituals described in Orsi’s Mount Carmel parish study occurred 
during the annual festival for the Madonna (2010).  Surrounded by all of the commotion from the 
festival, women engaged in a ritual act of painstakingly crawling across the church floor toward 
the image of the Madonna.  They licked the floor as they pulled their bodies slowly forward. 
Similar to Father Fried’s initial strategy in Springfield, the parish at Mount Carmel and 
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archdiocese leadership didn’t encourage these old world traditions as much as they passively 
enabled them to continue. 
 
Photo 7.8:  Extended families take their turn in leading daily parades through Obscuridad 
during the Feast of San Pedro as their “sacred theater of the community”. 
 
The last Sunday of June in Obscuridad concludes the annual Festival of San Pedro.  All 
week long, the calm of sunrise is pierced by pyrotechnics.  Extended family networks take 
responsibility for escorting the image of San Pedro and its accompanying artifacts and symbols 
during their assigned window of time in the anticipatory week.  Rafael defined his family’s role 
in the festival: 
Tonight the image of San Pedro will rest at my home.  We will pray here tonight and 
prepare for morning.  All of the family members in the area, every age, every person who 
is able, will arrive and join the parades tomorrow.  Our duty is to present the image in the 
sections of town and provide music, announce his presence.  It is our duty and it is our 
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privilege.  At the end of the day, the last parade will deliver San Pedro to the church for 
the mass.  We will present the image at the mass.  After the mass has ended, the next 
family will take responsibility for the next day.   
Parades meander through the town all day and night featuring each family’s signature 
combination of music, fireworks, prayer, and pageantry (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
Masses and visitations at the church occur daily and as many as 400 youth participate in a 
mass Sacrament of Confirmation (receiving of the Holy Spirit) officiated by the Bishop, often 
with assistance from Father Reilly.  At the festival’s closure, a castillo is presented in the church 
courtyard.  The castillo is a grand infrastructure of incendiary fireworks interspersed with 
spinning parts that eventually illuminate the image of the patron saint before a cheering crowd. 
  
Photo 7.9:  The image of San Pedro spends the night at a family’s home before the next parade. 
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In Springfield, the Feast of Saint Peter is subdued.  Other major religious based events 
such as the Feast of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Las Posadas (Nativity celebration) and Dia des los 
Muertos (Day of the Dead or All Souls Day) are more active demonstrations of faith and 
tradition similar to those in Obscuridad.  Father Reilly actively encourages and participates in 
them all.  As part of a segregated, minority community the transnationals are unable to immerse 
the entire city of Springfield in their ritual celebrations.  Regardless of the scale, my observations 
in both settings suggest that the culture is transmitted just as effectively as in Mexico (Field 
notes, Springfield). 
 The same rituals also occur in modified form in Springfield.  In the setting of the northern 
transnational pole, the iconic stature of Our Lady of Guadalupe parallels her role in the traditions 
of Mexican spirituality.  Her image and the story of her apparition are the characteristic feature 
of Mexican Catholicism in both settings.  An officially sanctioned replica of Guadalupe’s 
apparition tilma is presented next to the baptismal font at St. Peter.   
During Las Posadas, the journey of Mary and Joseph to Bethlehem is retold in an 
extended and active tradition.  Springfield residents knock on neighbor’s doors and ask to be 
invited in for symbolic shelter.  This activity continues for several days (Field notes, 
Springfield). 
A visit to the cemetery in Obscuridad unveils layers of customs and reverence for the 
departed, which are emulated in part through activities up north.  Loved ones never leave the 
family and are remembered in great detail as a part of the ancient rituals such as Dia des los 
Muertos that have been adapted to match the Catholic tradition of All Souls Day.  At this time, 
the extravagant family crypts and the series of crosses periodically commemorating deceased 
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family members have not taken hold in Springfield.  This distinction is described further in the 
section on assimilation in chapter nine. 
 
Photo 7.10:  The deceased in Obscuridad are remembered with an ongoing series of crosses 
progressing from wood to metal. 
 
For Emile Durkheim, another of Bourdieu’s influences, the enactment of ritual with its 
collective representations and totemic emblems is the fundamental cultural mechanism that 
constitutes the collective life of a group.  While Durkheim set out in Elementary Forms of 
Religious Life to “yield an understanding of the religious nature of man” (Soltis, 2012, p. 246) 
his chief motivation was an interest in contemporary solidarity, not traditional religion.  
Durkheim observed that faith practitioners tended to “emphasize the significance of rituals for 
expressing solidarity and evoking widely shared feelings among dominated groups” (p. 246).  
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 Every festival even one purely secular in origin, has certain features of the religious 
 ceremony, for it always has the effect of bringing individuals together, setting the masses 
 in motion, and so inducing that state of effervescence, sometimes in delirium, that is not
 unrelated to the religious state (Soltis, 2012, p. 246). 
The feast of San Pedro also connects the Minnesota pole through some member’s seasonal visits 
aligned with the religious celebration and the accompanying fair (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
The festival is truly an impressive spectacle that serves as a weeklong field for 
reinforcing the habitus of religious tradition through dramatic portrayals.  It also reinforces the 
Church of San Pedro Apóstol as the both the geographical and spiritual center of the city.  A 
specific case that further defines pedagogic action through the vehicle of religion was witnessed 
via my role as a participant observer in a pilgrimage in July of 2014.  
The pilgrimage itself is an overt act of faith based on the story of El Christo Negro.  A 
totem in this ritual is a massive crucifix featuring the image of Jesus Christ with dark skin.  The 
theme of skin color is similar in regional symbolism to Our Lady of Guadalupe.  Although Jesus 
and Mary most likely had the Semitic features common in the Holy Land during their era, artists 
have always portrayed these religious figures in a manner that reflects their own time and place.  
Whether the Central American features in the images of El Christo Negro or Guadalupe (Mary) 
are an artist’s reflection or an actual miracle is up to the interpretation of the faithful (Observer 
comment). 
  The artifact of El Christo Negro was discovered in 1597 along the banks of the 
Papaloapan River in the southernmost reaches of the State of Veracruz.  The townspeople saw its 
arrival as a divine sign.  They felt compelled by their faith to construct a huge, beautiful church 
to serve as its home in the otherwise unremarkable community of Otatitlán. 
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Historical context is helpful here to follow the story of this totem.  The Catholic Church 
did not support the Mexican Revolution in 1917, which eventually led to the Cristero Rebellion 
in 1926.  During the revolutionary period, the socialist government sought to reduce the 
influence of the Catholic Church and carried out overt and violent acts against the clergy and the 
symbols of the church. The crucifix featuring El Christo Negro was decapitated and burned by 
revolutionary sympathizers. 
The image survived the destructive effort.  The cross, which was constructed of nacastle 
wood refused to burn.  This resilience only served to add to the perceived miraculous power of 
the image.  The head of the totem was replaced.  The original severed head has been displayed 
separately in a glass case inside the church since it was recovered 40 years later.  Pilgrims from 
across Mexico journey to Otatitlán to touch the cloak of El Christo Negro and ask for 
intercession (Field notes, Otatitlán).  Much like the black Madonna, a similar version of the 
Christo Negro story also appears in other Latin American cultures (Díaz-Stevens, 1998). 
The family that I have often stayed with in Obscuridad has been responsible for hosting a 
full-sized replica of El Christo Negro at the Church of San Pedro.  During its residency there, 
people from across the region come throughout the day and night to touch the image and they 
often leave tributes of fresh produce, bread, or personal mementos behind.  In 2014, I joined 
hundreds of pilgrims from Obscuridad who traveled by bus, truck, or motorcycle on a four-hour 
procession to return the replica to its chapel in Otatitlán.  All members of the host family 
participated and fully dedicated themselves to the task of transporting and honoring the image 
(Field notes, Obscuridad). 
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Photo 7.11:  The image of El Christo Negro is loaded onto the truck for the pilgrimage. 
Despite the tropical climate in a region dominated by banana, pineapple, and sugar 
plantations, the elderly matriarch of the host family participated in the pilgrimage along with 
each of her children living in Obscuridad.  As usual, the older women appeared to be the driving 
force behind the devotion.  Every extended family member and many San Pedro parishioners 
spilled into the streets of Otatitlán and waved red and white flags as the image and its tributes 
were unloaded from the parade truck.  Elderly women walked alongside mothers and their babies 
fanning themselves in the oppressive humidity while escorting the image.  They passionately 
joined in song as local residents lined the route to observe.  Cristina shared the significance of 
the event to her family: 
We are responsible for hosting the pilgrimage.  This is what our family has chosen to 
show our devotion to God.  My mother is 88 years old and can’t hear much, yet you see 
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her walking with us.  She has a smile because she can feel the music and the voices 
around her.  She knows that our whole family is together in adoration.  The young 
children are here, even the babies.  This is our honor.  We are at peace when we are 
together.   
Most of the adult men wore special red t-shirts to indicate their status as crewmembers.  They 
conducted the heavy lifting necessary to convoy and ultimately hoist the giant crucifix back into 
its rightful place in the chapel.  Following a mass in the sweltering chapel officiated by the guest 
of honor Padre Bill, the group gathered in the church courtyard to eat and socialize.  Miguel 
provided details about the role of the male participants: 
The men need to lift the image and drive the trucks.  They need our muscle.  Really, it’s 
all about family, being together, traveling to get here, going swimming in the river on the 
way back.  This is what our family does.  The little kids learn how it’s done.  The old 
people are happy to see everyone together.  I drive the truck every year, that’s my job.  
My son is in the truck with me, some day he will be the driver. 
 
 
Photo 7.12:  Padre Bill officiates the mass 
at the head of El Christo Negro following 
the pilgrimage to Otatitlán. 
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After lunch many from the group joined the regular stream of pilgrims visiting the Church of San 
Andrés who were passionately connecting with the original images permanently on display there 
(Field notes, Otatitlán). 
In the host family, the significance of the pilgrimage and the accompanying actions to 
honor the symbolic image are transmitted through pedagogic action.  In essence, the trip is a field 
in which they express their habitus.  Individuals evolve into new roles in the ritual as their roles 
within the family shift.  Both the family and their religious practices serve as critical vehicles for 
reinforcing and reproducing their culture.   
Members of the Minnesota pole of the transnational community were very interested in 
viewing photos and videos of the pilgrimage upon my return.  Julio asked for his own copy of 
the photographic record: 
Please make a disc for me.  It has been a long time since I have been able to join the 
pilgrimage.  When I see the pictures and the video, I see my family; I see how they’ve 
changed.  On the day of the pilgrimage, I pray for their safe journey, I pray that I will join 
them some day soon to walk with my family. 
At a baptismal party in Springfield, other members of the family that traced back to their 
matriarch Isabel viewed my images of the pilgrimage.  Many gave me the impression that they 
too wished to be participants in spirit, although they could not physically reinforce their role in 
the family through their presence at the event (Observer comment). 
 Lincoln (1989) emphasized that working class people need ritual events to provide a 
break from their fate.  If life appears unfair, activities such as celebrating the afterlife or 
comparing one’s earthly suffering to iconic figures provides spiritual perspective.  A secular 
viewpoint may see figures such as Guadalupe or El Christo Negro as myths that have constructed 
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Mexican society.  A Euro-Catholic viewpoint may perceive their appearance outside of the 
context of traditional church teachings and the dark complexion of the images as deconstructive 
iconoclasms.  For members of the transnational community, it is habitus. 
 Facilitating agent of Transnational Faith 
Weber suggested that the office of the church utilizes its infallibility factor to effectively 
transmit the culture (Jay, 1993).  Families generally accept the messages conveyed by clergy 
without challenge.  Even charismatic and likeable figures such as Father Reilly or Father Victor, 
the pastor of San Pedro, are empowered in an assumed nature through the traditions of the 
Catholic Church. 
 Bourdieu (1990) described how religious holidays and traditions reinforce habitus.  He 
suggested that habitus was easily transferred by agents.  In the context of the dominant religion, 
Father Reilly stands out as one of the chief facilitators of the transnational community.  The 
agent need not be an actual member of the community; however their legitimate power and 
credibility are derived from pedagogic authority. 
 Father Fried served as an agent early on in the transnational community; however the 
archival record suggested that it was more accommodation than facilitation.  My observations of 
Father Reilly within transnational contexts have been some of the most awe-inspiring moments 
of my life.  His selfless dedication to serving all of the people in his parish has been a true 
catalyst for the development of this unique transnational community (Observer comment). 
 I conducted a background interview with Father Reilly during the formative stages of my 
case study.  During that conversation, I mistakenly suggested that creating a welcoming 
environment for migrants was a possible method for boosting the parish membership.  He swiftly 
corrected me: 
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My role is to serve all members of the parish, all Catholics, wherever they may come 
from.  There is no intent to recruit members either locally or at the archdiocese level.  
The migrants arriving in Springfield come from a Catholic tradition, this is circumstantial 
and not by design. 
That statement helped reorient my investigation and I took away the impression that if Martians 
landed in Springfield, he would do all that he could to serve them as well (Observer comment). 
 Despite the lack of any recruiting, it is unlikely that a better qualified person could have 
been chosen as the spiritual leader to a significant portion of the transnational community.  
Through a tireless work ethic, “Padre Bill” truly serves the Latino members of the congregation 
with the same zeal that he serves the mostly White members of European heritage similar to his 
own.  The pastor’s success at facilitating the faith stems directly from his ability to serve all 
parishioners without neglect.  Failure to serve the majority’s needs would yield disharmony.  
Father Reilly was recently assigned another smaller church to serve as part of the archdiocese’s 
clustering plan.  At 62 years old, he is now literally running from one church to another to keep 
up with the demand (Observer comment). 
Father Reilly demonstrates a willingness to help any resident of the community 
regardless of active church membership or creed.  Early on in the development of the 
transnational parish, The Church of St. Peter in Springfield was an agent for redistributing 
furniture or providing letters of support for residents maneuvering through documentation 
challenges.  The garage at the pastor’s residence resembled a rummage sale site.  This caused no 
alarm since he was providing furniture to anyone in need.  It was widely known that he provided 
shelter to homeless people of any ethnicity by opening the spare rooms in his residence to them.  
Father Reilly described his philosophy to me: 
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I’m sure there are nosy people who would like to know what I’m up to.  I just invite them 
to come and help out, they either accept the invitation or stop talking about it.  I’m very 
consistent.  What I have, is what I have to offer others.  There are plenty of rooms in the 
rectory, so I make them available to people who need them.  There is plenty of room in 
the garage, so I can store donated furniture until somebody needs it. 
Because the garage is full of furniture, Father Reilly leaves his junker car parked in the lot.  He 
rides a 30-year-old ten speed bike around town, while the expensive carbon fiber road bike gifted 
to him when he left his last parish still hangs on the wall in mint condition (Observer comment). 
 These are all exemplary actions that represent his calling well.  However, his trips to 
Obscuridad are a scene that I’ve never witnessed in any setting before.  My observations have 
been limited to his sixth, seventh, and eighth trips to Mexico.  Although a review of background 
artifacts and interviews with previous traveling parties have supported that my observations were 
consistent with other excursions.  It can best be described with no sacrilege intended, as traveling 
with a papal figure (Observer comment). 
 As previously described, Padre Bill became widely appreciated for collecting parcels of 
all types at both poles of the transnational community.  He then would engage in legendary 
walks throughout Obscuridad and neighboring communities to deliver the packages.  His pace 
was often so brisk that it was challenging for others to keep up with him.  In Mexico, the 
addresses are very poorly marked and the streets are often asymmetrical.  Even after taking his 
well-developed Spanish communication skills into consideration, his success rate for completing 
deliveries is amazing (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
A post-9/11 surrogate courier service emerged in 2006 when Father Reilly and fellow 
travelers began to visit Obscuridad: 
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I would merely announce the dates I was going to be traveling and then letters and care 
packages including photos and videos began to accumulate at my residence.  On one of 
the early trips we ended up with seven or more suitcases full of packages going both 
ways.  People saw it as a reliable method for exchanging gifts or correspondence that 
they could no longer do themselves in person.  Then I would start out every vacation by 
mapping out deliveries throughout Obscuridad and the nearby communities.  The number 
of packages steadily increased, so I started spreading out the load to other people on the 
trip.  Although every member of the traveling party in 2006 was transporting a portion of 
the deliveries, the U.S. Customs agents detained only one parishioner.  It was Gerardo, 
who is a naturalized citizen from Guatemala.  Agents searched through his portion of the 
exchange packages and conducted what Gerardo referred to as an interrogation.  
Everyone in the traveling party was given the impression that the sole Latino traveler 
among them was selectively targeted for inspection (Personal interview, Father Reilly).   
 
 
Photo 7.13:  Extra suitcases are 
necessary to transport packages to 
both poles. 
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During my entry into Puebla, Mexico in 2014, it was interesting to observe that Mexican 
customs officials had installed a button system to seemingly select air passengers for inspection 
in a random fashion.  As the traveler passes through the station they push a button and either a 
green or red light is illuminated.  Red lights yield a trip to a side station to empty out baggage for 
inspection (Observer comment). 
 The phenomenon that most vividly represents the visit of a standing Pope is the response 
of the residents who greet the Father Reilly on the street.  The transnational communication 
network announces his travel itinerary prior to his arrival.  When Padre Bill walks down the 
street in Obscuridad, citizens are magnetically attracted to him.  They cross the street or come 
out of their houses to greet him.  Men enthusiastically shake his hand and ask for a blessing.  
Women kiss the back of his hand and light up with a smile that suggests that the Holy Spirit has 
touched them.  Young mothers rush to him with babies that have been born since his last visit.  
They ask for his blessing upon their child (Field notes, Obscuridad).   
 When Padre Bill passes a home, the occupants invite him in for food or a beverage.  He is 
often asked to consecrate holy water and walk through the entire home blessing the shelter and 
its shrines.  Those that meet him on the street inquire about his availability to come to their home 
for a meal.  Residents sometimes deliver a special celebration cake known as tres leches to his 
guest lodging.  The reaction from the people of Obscuridad is very genuine.  They demonstrate a 
strong sense of connection through the transnational partnership of the two churches and a shared 
sense of faith.  Father Reilly shared his perspective on the attention he receives: 
Coming to Mexico is a chance to leave my official duties behind.  Everything I do here is 
unofficial.  I start every morning with a hike up the mountain to the chapel for prayer.  
Then I escape most afternoons to hike a different trail, usually with my traveling partners 
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and some of the local families that appreciate the adventure.  Every year we hike back to 
the waterfall.  It is only an hour-long hike to get there, but most of the kids and young 
adults have never even seen it.  For me, that is my vacation.  When people come out of 
their home and come to find me that is just an efficient way of using my time to connect 
with people.  After I finish delivering packages, everything else just comes to 
me…including the food.  Every single person I meet in the vicinity greets me and wishes 
me well.  I tried an experiment once where I walked around downtown Springfield and 
greeted every person that I encountered.  Only about half even responded.  Now you tell 
me which place feels more like home with that comparison? (Personal interview, Father 
Reilly) 
It is considered a tremendous honor to host Padre Bill in your home.  Some residents seemed so 
insistent that he visit their home and be the recipient of some hospitality each time he visited 
Mexico.  It sometimes bordered on being pushy or rude.  I asked Father Reilly to explain why 
some people were so adamant about his visit to their home: 
Over the years, there have been many homesick Mexican people in Springfield who were 
falling short of their earning goal for the trip.  Sometimes they needed to leave early for 
family matters such as a sick parent or a funeral.  It is very stressful for them if they don’t 
live up to the expectations to be a good son or daughter.  If I see that the only thing 
keeping them in Minnesota is a few more dollars and they are miserable, I lend them the 
money.  One family needed $4000 more, but I just couldn’t bear to watch them suffer any 
longer.  I don’t expect to be paid back, but they never forget the debt.  They insist that 
they take care of me when I visit.  I don’t mind.  I enjoy the food.  I have all that I need. 
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When Padre Bill officiates a mass at a Mexican church, the overflow crowd spills out into 
the courtyard.  At San Pedro, they place external speakers to project his voice.  If he is visiting 
during the mass confirmation or baptism events, the families consider it a great honor to receive 
those sacraments by his hand (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
 Father Reilly learned Spanish from scratch through intensive training prior to his mission 
assignment in Venezuela.  The immersion experience of four years there and the past nine years 
of practice within the transnational community have made him quite fluent.  The transnational 
adults at both poles address him in Spanish.  I inquired as to the level of difficulty for him in 
communicating with native Spanish speakers in Mexico: 
Officiating a mass is easy, I can do that in Spanish as well as in English.  In Mexico, I 
often just dismiss any parts of the conversation that I don’t comprehend and focus on the 
context of the conversation.  When I speak to them, I can choose my pace.  When they 
speak to me, they usually don’t slow it down for me or their accent or speech pattern is a 
challenge for my ear.  Nobody has ever told me this, but I have to imagine that they all 
think that I speak with a funny Spanish accent. 
Gans provided a source of additional analysis in Urban Villagers (1982), which used 
participant observation to study a Boston Italian-American neighborhood in 1957.  There were 
many similarities in Gans study to the parishes studied by Díaz-Stevens and Orsi.  In particular, 
the maximum connection with faith and family and the minimum tie to the actual church.  Gans 
also noted that the Irish priest was accepted in the macho Italian society because he was not 
someone that they felt they needed to match up against by standards of virility. 
It may be coincidence that Father Reilly is also Irish.  At six feet and two inches, he is 
much taller than the average native of Obscuridad.  Father Reilly is very fit and ruggedly 
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handsome.  Yet, because he doesn’t have to measure up to the masculine standards applied 
within the Mexican culture, it is possible that he is viewed more of a man of God, than as just a 
man and all that it represents.  All ages and genders gravitate toward his presence without 
reservation at St. Peter and during his visits to Mexico.  Even strangers from nearby communities 
in Mexico who don’t know him at all seem to be unthreatened by his presence. Somehow his 
charisma bailed me out of several sticky situations with overly aggressive or intoxicated men in 
Mexico and in one case possibly a police shakedown seeking money (Observer comment). 
I also formulated a possible theory that the visit of Pope John Paul II to nearby Puebla in 
1979 may have a lingering influence on the wide acceptance and admiration of Father Reilly.  
The first non-Italian Pope in five centuries came to speak to Mexicans in Puebla and 20 million 
faithful turned out to hear him (Eagleson & Sharper, 1979).  Perhaps Pope John Paul II’s outsider 
status along with his message connected in a unique way.  I fully anticipated during my visits in 
2013 and 2014 to sense enthusiasm for the election of Pope Francis as the first Latin American 
Pontiff.  Pope John Paul II’s image remained as prevalent as in my first visit in 2012.  From the 
chapels of Obscuridad to the gift shop adjacent to the Cathedral of Orizaba, John Paul was still 
omnipresent and virtually no trace of Pope Francis’ image could be found (Observer comment). 
During my first trip to Obscuridad, I observed Father Reilly saying farewell to someone 
after the mass Confirmation event at San Pedro.  The person departing was speaking through the 
open window of a new Mercedes-Benz sedan that couldn’t have looked anymore out of place in 
that setting (Observer comment).  I caught up to Father Reilly and inquired, he explained:  
Oh, that was the Bishop heading back to Orizaba.  Priests in this archdiocese typically 
come from wealthy family backgrounds.  It is considered a great honor to have a member 
of your family serve the church.  Children from wealth also have more opportunity to 
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participate in the level of education required.  The priests and parishioners have very little 
in common in the rural areas.  When we visit the Cathedral in Orizaba, you will see nice 
cars in the gated parking lot.  That is where the rich people attend mass and they are the 
source of much of the financial support for the archdiocese.  In Obscuridad, parishioners 
often ask for change back when they donate to the collection plate.  They can’t afford to 
just give paper money (the smallest bill is the equivalent of approximately $8).  If they 
don’t have peso coins, they ask for change back from the usher. 
Summary 
 Religion has clearly been a force field of cultural reproduction at both poles of this 
transnational community.  My data demonstrated that the church was a key intermediary and 
Father Reilly has facilitated its role in the development and maintenance of a transnational 
community.  His regular physical presence at both geographic poles amplified the power of his 
pedagogic authority and took advantage of his unique personality.  Although he honored the 
conservative structure of the church, he acted progressively to serve his parish.   
 Father Reilly has deroutinized his parish by encouraging, rather than tolerating the 
diversity within its membership.  His selfless service has been the key to maintaining balance 
with the resources of the parish.  Father Reilly’s use of three-layer scheduling has been a social 
capital bridge toward inclusion.  Seemingly minor acts such as broadcasting the Spanish masses 
on public access television have also politely disrupted the inertia of a previously homogeneous 
parish.  Father Reilly’s Spanish communication skills and appreciation of Mexican culture have 
had a tremendous impact.  Ultimately, his efforts toward partnership and exchange with the 
parish in Obscuridad have elevated the status of the Mexicano parishioners without lowering the 
status of long standing church members.  
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Father Reilly was adamant that he didn’t intend to build a strong Hispanic Community in 
Springfield; however it was evident that his ministry has been one of the most critical elements 
for the durability of the transnational community.  At this stage of its evolution, adult members 
would most likely still be working within the diffuse 30-mile employment network regardless of 
the local priest assignments.  His real influence was upon the desirability for these families to 
continue to reside and worship in Springfield.  These characteristics truly made him a facilitating 
agent of faith within a transnational context. 
 
 
 
Photo 7.14:  Padre Bill was invited on stage at a prayer revival on the outskirts of Obscuridad. 
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Photo 7.15:  Padre Bill greeted the overflow crowd gathered in the courtyard of San Pedro. 
 
Photo 7.16:  A new parent asked for a blessing from Padre Bill. 
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Chapter 8: Local School as Key Intermediary 
Introduction 
The second of the force fields described by Max Weber (Jay, 1993) was education.  
Similar to religion, education has reproduced and reinforced identity and habitus in the 
population of my case study.  Over time, these forces have also functioned rather autonomously 
based on power relationships.  Only recently have the local schools emerged as an active 
intermediary between the poles of the transnational community.   
Weber further theorized that educators take over the parent role by default (Bourdieu & 
Passeron, 1990).  In Obscuridad, there is a sharp contrast between the parent actions displayed at 
each level of public school.  Parents diminish their presence at each successive level of education 
(Field notes, Obscuridad).  
All of the schools in Obscuridad bear similarities to low security correctional facilities as 
they are completely surrounded by walls, fences, and bars.  These barriers allow visitors to see 
in; however one must pass through the guard at the main gate to be granted entry.  During my 
visit in 2014, I stopped along the sidewalk to take a photograph of the closura (end of the year 
ceremony) at a primary school.  Although I was on the external side of the fence, an angry 
teacher quickly ran toward me and communicated that photos were not allowed (Field notes, 
Obscuridad). 
The schools in Springfield have recently created secure entries too; however beyond the 
main entrance, the building structures serve as the barriers.  At Springfield Middle School a 
visitor must enter through a new enclosed vestibule that requires initial contact with a staff 
person, visitor registration, badge issue, and the remote unlocking of the entrance into the main 
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school atrium.  The barriers psychologically and physically reinforce the transfer from parent to 
teacher at both poles.  
 
Photo 8.1:  Strands of barbed wire top the wall surrounding the middle school in Obscuridad. 
Parents begin to symbolically transfer pedagogic authority to the teachers at kindergarten.  
At the start of the year in Springfield, a child typically walks into kindergarten holding a parent’s 
hand with their knuckles whitening from the reluctant force of their grip.  Then they are literally 
transferred to the hand of the teacher (Observer comment).  It is common to see this symbolic 
transfer represented in Obscuridad too.  Parents walk their children to school and often hang 
around outside of the primary schools during the day.  They wait for a glimpse of their child or 
the opportunity to hand a lunch through the iron bars.  Parent involvement is limited to 
conferences and special events after the transition to school occurs (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
Emile Durkheim stated “The teacher, like the priest has recognized authority” (p. 60).  He 
further suggested that the teacher’s pedagogic authority is strongest when it is disconnected from 
the client (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990).  This can manifest from an educator’s civil service status 
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in Mexico or teacher tenure in Minnesota.  In both settings, the working class families are not 
viewed as customers of the school system (Observer comment). 
Facilitating Agent of Transnational Education 
The following section was by far the most uncomfortable writing task within the research 
project.  Placing myself directly in the context of this case study was unavoidable with regards to 
my role as a facilitating agent (Observer comment).  In contrast to chapter seven, this chapter 
introduces the facilitator role first.  It begins with my observations from the time that I assumed 
duties as the principal of Springfield Middle School in 2007.   
Next, the history of the school system in Obscuridad during the transnational era is 
outlined.  These descriptions provide the details necessary for the subsequent analysis of the 
school activities at both poles.  Following the analysis, the trends presently linking the 
educational settings across the international border will be highlighted.  The descriptions in this 
chapter use an active voice.  They are drawn from my perspective as a school principal.  I am a 
practioner that is using the findings of this study to improve the educational experience for the 
students at both sites of the transnational community. 
The Roots of Springfield’s AYP Status 
My arrival in Springfield was toward the end of the documented surge of Latino students 
entering the school district.  I had not lived in the region since I graduated from high school 25 
years earlier.  My observations had no recent reference points regarding the demographic shift 
that had taken place there. 
 What my experienced professional eye immediately noticed was an extremely segregated 
school environment.  Most of the Latino students participated in EL programs and many also 
received support from the special education department.  This tracked them into exclusive 
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classrooms for part of their school day.  The informal parts of the school day, such as hall 
passing times or lunch breaks produced groups sharply divided by race and culture.  My instincts 
encouraged me to begin blending the students in a more heterogeneous social mixture.  In 
hindsight, I’m glad that I waited until I had more first hand data (Observer comment). 
There was virtually no self-awareness about the segregation on the part of the school 
organization.  However, there was an abundance of animosity toward the notoriety derived from 
the standardized test performances of the NCLB defined Hispanic subgroup (Observer 
comment).  In fact, their reading and math scores were considerably below the state average for 
the composite Hispanic subgroup.  Entire grade levels of students from that subgroup had failed 
to produce one passing score on the state science exam in multiple years (Minnesota Report 
Card, 2014). 
The analysis of federal and state required standardized test data from the spring of 2007 
revealed that six subgroups drawn from Hispanic, EL, special education, and free and reduced 
price lunch eligible students failed to make AYP.  Students from the transnational community 
contributed significant membership in each of those subgroups.  Hispanic students also failed to 
make expected growth on eight out of the nine categories on nationally normed and adaptive 
academic progress tests.  These categories included math, reading, and English language usage 
for grades 6-8 (Field notes, Springfield).   
The poor test performance labeled our school as failing to meet AYP in year one of the 
penalty phase.  The high school and one of the three elementary schools in Springfield also 
received the same label.  Cloverdale Elementary School was identified as a failing school.  It was 
the neighborhood primary school that included Nordic Village and the vast majority of the 
transnational students. 
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At that initial stage, NCLB required the school district to distribute an annual report 
informing citizens that three of our schools and therefore our entire district was classified as 
failing.  The collective reaction within the local school community was a sense of blame.  Most 
interested parties believed that we would be ranked as a high performing school if it weren’t for 
the scores of the students from Mexico (Observer comment). 
When students from Obscuridad first began enrolling in the Springfield school system, a 
reflexive reaction placed many of the elementary level students in partial Spanish immersion 
programs.  There they learned alongside English speakers whose parents had selected those 
programs as a choice.  The net result was native Spanish speakers who were often failing their 
formal Spanish instruction and were cumulatively falling behind in their English reading 
comprehension and fluency.  All other core subjects followed suit.   
Transnational students at the primary and middle level schools were encouraged to 
participate in co-curricular and extra-curricular programs.  The district provided scholarships to 
cover the family contributions for participation fees, instruments and other equipment.  At the 
initial start up grades, programs like orchestra (4th grade) had average participation rates among 
transnational students.  However, by 8th grade only a handful of students were still in most 
programs and only 1% of the students recognized at the annual academic and activity awards 
ceremony were Hispanic.  This was a small portion of the 13% Hispanic segment of the overall 
school enrollment.  Participation in fine arts, activities, and sports continued to diminish at the 
high school level.  That trend was even more pronounced with advanced courses or student 
recognition for academic achievement. (Field notes, Springfield).   
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Discrimination 
During that same era of 2007-2010, both overt discrimination and subtler acts of 
microaggression were commonly observed within the Springfield school community.  Piore’s 
work (1979) provided some explanation of the processes taking place in this community, which 
was long removed from significant immigration.  Piore theorized that immigrant-receiving 
communities were protective of their native workforce; yet still participated in creating demand 
for low skilled workers.  I can speculate that the loudest voices speaking out against newcomers 
in their communities are also people who help to create the demand by expecting the lowest 
prices for goods and services (Observer comment).  Discriminatory practices are hypocritical in 
nature, yet members of the transnational community are still subject to many of the challenges 
common to prior waves of U.S. immigrants. 
There are numerous protections against discrimination built into U.S. law; however 
undocumented residents and their families are not always knowledgeable or comfortable taking 
advantage of them.  There is an abundance of literature generally describing discrimination 
toward immigrants and migrants both in historical and present contexts.  The following examples 
are intended to highlight incidents specific to my case study.  
Statutes that guide the U.S. school system are perhaps the most favorable of any of the 
public services available to migrants and first generation citizens.  Despite those protections, 
several incidents of discrimination in my own school setting were documented during my data 
collection period.  Some of the events triggered disciplinary action; therefore only a general 
description of the events can be shared without violating data privacy. 
One circumstance involved a teacher whose specific job duties led to a class roster that 
was almost exclusively comprised of students who were brought to Minnesota from Mexico by 
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their parents.  Teacher X perceived that there was an extra burden of trying to improve 
standardized test scores within that subgroup.  In an attempt to motivate the students, Teacher X 
placed the responsibility on them to break the stereotype of “lazy Mexicans” within the 
community.  Neither the teacher’s intentions nor choice of words was well received by the 
students or their families (Field notes, Springfield Middle School).   
In this incident, the teacher insisted that he/she was helping the students by making them 
aware that there was a sense of blame within the community for the impending NCLB penalties.  
Teacher X believed that straight talk would help elevate their performance.  In my administrative 
review, I determined that the teacher negatively impacted their performance by creating a 
distraction and putting the focus on the student’s ethnic background rather than their skill 
development (Observer comment). 
In another circumstance, Teacher Y was also working with a class whose remedial design 
resulted in a greater than average representation of ethnic Mexican students.  The students 
participated fully in the formal segments of the class, which were instructed in English.  During 
work groups, those students self selected other students from within the transnational community 
as their partners.  As the pupils cooperatively completed their assignments, they routinely 
switched between English and Spanish communication.  Teacher Y reprimanded them in front of 
their peers and banned them from any future use of Spanish in the classroom.  The students 
submitted a formal complaint citing teacher bias (Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
Teacher Y genuinely believed that he/she was justified by restricting all communication 
to English “How am I supposed to know if they are talking about me or other kids if they keep 
talking in Spanish?”  Teacher Y incorrectly referenced the U.S. as a nation with English only 
instruction laws in place.  The expectation was also clearly not in alignment with the district’s 
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published diversity mission statement and strategies to “foster full participation by all learners 
and address issues that include, …race, culture, and language” (Springfield Public School 
District Policy Book). 
More recently, a school bus driver in the district was stressed by his perceived lack of 
cooperation from his riders.  His route included Nordic Village.  As he heard students behind 
him conversing in Spanish, he turned and shouted “Speak English!  If you want to speak 
Mexican, then go back to Mexico!”  None of the employees in the three preceding situations 
expressed regret for the actions summarized above.  None of the employees continued on in the 
setting in which the incidents occurred (Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
During my Obscuridad interview with Carlos, he concisely identified a perception that 
was only indirectly suggested by others.  “When I was at the Springfield High School, The 
Mexicans were always blamed for stealing and the administration did not want them at the 
school”.   Other young adults now living in Obscuridad who had graduated from Springfield 
public schools also shared their sense of a double standard for Whites versus non-White students 
(Field notes, Obscuridad).   
 The next example led to a renewed analysis of the risks and rewards of grouping EL 
students for instruction.  For a period of two years, several factors contributed to all of the 
students at my school who chose to participate in a partial Spanish immersion program in sixth 
grade being grouped together for their core courses.  This group was comprised of students 
whose home languages were either English or Spanish.  The team of teachers creatively chose to 
involve their students in a public service project to promote childhood literacy.  The students 
created illustrated alphabet books featuring the 29 letters of the Spanish alphabet.  Those books 
were distributed by a local health clinic to clients from Spanish speaking families.   
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The local newspaper published a feature story on the service project (Henke, 2009).  
Many readers of the on-line version of the publication engaged in spirited opinion postings using 
their anonymous screen names.  Some examples of negative postings from various individuals 
included “Am I reading this correctly that public funds are being expended to teach Spanish 
speaking preschoolers to speak Spanish?”  “I am German and Swedish are the schools going to 
spend money teaching my children those native languages too?” “Schools are thinking this is 
somehow their responsibility?”  “How many of these children are criminal illegal aliens?  Are 
we providing these materials to these individuals without checking their residency status?  For 
the sake of diversity are we providing services to criminals and law-breakers?”  
Other notable letters to the editor and on-line postings in the local newspaper have 
referenced perceived discrimination in recent years.  Among them were complaints about the 
termination of a Spanish language radio show, the city council’s elimination of a Spanish 
translator position at the municipal welcome center, and the inclusion of a Spanish translation for 
a historical re-enactment at the local heritage festival.  Other newspaper related complaints were 
also generated when local file photos of random Mexicano youth were used to accompany 
general stories published about teenage pregnancy and low standardized test scores (Field notes, 
Springfield).   
Some data has also indicated situations in which horizontal discrimination occurred.  A 
local soccer coach was one of the first highly visible Mexican immigrants in Springfield.  He 
shared his observations with a local reporter  “We feel discriminated against, we discriminate 
ourselves.  We are afraid to go where White people are.  The language barrier is a big problem” 
(Grove, 2003).   
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At Springfield Middle School, violent or abusive incidents involving any Latino student 
most frequently involved other Latino students as the perpetrator.  There is no practical way to 
merge these events into one quantitative reporting format; however as the principal I have had 
first hand knowledge of all of the incidents over the past seven years.  It was extremely rare for 
any physical confrontation to take place outside of that peer group.  Although all degrees of 
assault have become increasingly rare at my school, the most serious incidents were between 
Latino female students (Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
Although the circumstances are different, in an effort to provide a balanced perspective I 
can share that my interview data also revealed incidents of horizontal discrimination at the 
southern transnational pole.  Claudia provided an example during her interview with me:  
Our family has always been very active in the church.  It was natural for us to get 
involved again at San Pedro when we returned after ten years working in Minnesota.  
Father Victor encouraged us to get involved with the liturgical group, but other members 
were jealous of us.  They thought we made so much money in Minnesota and they made 
it uncomfortable for us to continue.   
The analysis of discrimination is a complicated endeavor.  Biologist Aldo Leopold taught 
his protégés that assessing the health of a living system is not black and white, but plays out in 
shades of gray (Swenson, 2014).  Race relations in America have always been such a gray 
system in search of equilibrium (Observer comment).  Putnam (2000) pinned the responsibility 
for the general disharmony of American society on the decline in social capital building 
activities.  Hero’s Racial Diversity and Social Capital posed the following question in the 
forward of the text, “Is America's legacy of racial inequality an 'evil twin' of the benefits of 
social capital?”  He viewed Putnam’s theory as incomplete and romanticized (2007). 
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Hero (2007) pointed out that the decline of social capital in America coincided with the 
emergence of racial equality in the postmodern era.  In particular, he credited the landmark 
legislative events of the 1960s such as the Civil and Voting Rights Acts, affirmative action, and 
immigration reform.  Hero proposed that the recent surge in U.S. migration has made race 
relations a dynamic force once again.   
Hero contended, “Putnam’s social capital thesis ignores the history of race in 
America…it is a difficult variable to measure” (2007, p. 69).  For example, Putnam’s data (2000) 
demonstrated that states such as North Dakota and Vermont have the highest correlation of social 
capital and quality of life indicators.  Hero countered with data revealing that Putnam’s high 
social capital states had a corresponding lack of diversity.  Hero grounded his opposing theory on 
evidence that the U.S. has never had a high level of social capital and racial equality 
simultaneously.  He described those forces as existing in an oppositional type of relationship. 
Hero’s work provides support for the work of Critical Race Theorists, specifically the 
LatCrit movement.  The social capital accumulated within the transnational community in 
Springfield has the potential for both positive and negative outcomes.  It enables them to survive 
as a community through bonding mechanisms.  At the same time it can prevent the progression 
from accommodation to assimilation if no bridging forms of capital are present.  Hero 
discovered, “Racial minorities often do relatively well (compared to whites) in more diverse 
settings than they do in homogeneous settings” (2007, p. 69).   
A LatCrit analysis of Springfield would yield different perspectives than it would in an 
urban or more diverse rural setting such as Frenchtown.  The status as the only substantial 
minority in Springfield will limit progress until the transnational population becomes significant 
enough to gain some political power.  A minority group is further underrepresented in the 
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political discourse of a community when they are undocumented and can’t participate in the 
elective process (Observer comment). 
Hero (2007) made additional suggestions for a LatCrit activist to consider in school 
settings.  Practices such as differential discipline, segregation, and ability group tracking are 
forms of second-generation discrimination.  Hero didn’t devalue the accumulation of social 
capital in education.  Rather he suggested applying an inclusive racial diversity lens when 
viewing social capital. 
A comparison of two similar situations that occurred at Springfield Middle School 
demonstrates the potential application of an inclusive racial diversity lens.  In one instance, a 
group of transnational students requested a meeting to lodge a complaint regarding the actions of 
the assistant principal.  The students had brought a birthday cake to the cafeteria.  While the 
birthday boy looked over the cake, one of his peers snuck up behind him and pushed his face 
down into the cake.  This created a significant disruption both within the peer group and the 
entire lunch module of 300 students.  
The assistant principal stepped in and verbally reprimanded the entire table for their 
disruptive behavior.  The birthday boy and the peer who pushed him were removed from the 
setting and disciplined.  The peer group who met with me attempted to defend their actions as a 
cultural celebration, which is common in Obscuridad and within the Springfield transnational 
community.  I was aware of the unique tradition and had observed it several times during visits 
to Obscuridad.   
A compromise was reached in which the disciplinary action was reduced to a temporary 
removal from the group lunch setting for the perpetrator.  The birthday celebrant was granted a 
reprieve.  I applied an inclusive racial diversity lens by acknowledging the long-standing cultural 
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tradition and explaining that it still was a disruptive process within the school setting.  The 
meeting concluded with an offer to provide an alternate setting for students who wished to 
celebrate a birthday in a special way.  Both Hispanic and non-Hispanic peer groups periodically 
requested such an opportunity in future years.   
 The assistant principal was frustrated with the change in his disciplinary action.  As a 
result he chose to bring a subsequent incident to my attention prior to meeting with the students 
involved.  In the new situation, students who were catching the school bus at Nordic Village 
would pelt a birthday celebrant with eggs as they waited at the bus stop.  Those victims had to 
either ride to school with raw egg in their hair or return home.   
 During their disciplinary interview, the perpetrators chose to invoke the cultural tradition 
precedent.  In two separate incidents, the same logic was attempted.  After the first incident, I 
paused to research the cultural significance of the egging ritual.  I found that it did not exist in 
the history of either setting and that the mischievous behavior was a novel creation among a 
group of friends.  They erroneously assumed that I would apply a similar accommodation as the 
birthday cake tradition.  I explained to the perpetrators in the incidents and their parents that they 
would receive the logical consequence from our student handbook and that they should 
communicate to their peer group that it did not qualify as a ritual based in culture.  The students 
completely understood the application of the consequence and confessed their attempts to use 
their heritage as a cover for the pranks.   
Both situations reinforced the process of listening to the students, pausing to check for 
any practical background knowledge, and the ultimate consistent application of the student 
handbook (Field notes, Springfield).  The initial denial of the transnational cultural habitus 
regarding the cake was an example of symbolic violence in the new educational setting.  
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According to Bourdieu and Passeron “All pedagogic action is, objectively, symbolic violence 
insofar as it is the imposition of a cultural arbitrary by an arbitrary power (1990, p. 5). 
The birthday ritual met Bourdieu’s (1984) description of an embodied form of cultural 
capital.  The newly concocted egg ritual did not.  An inclusive racial diversity lens offers the 
potential to fairly and equitably review behavior.  It can prevent an institutional setting from 
using symbolic violence to discriminate against the embodied cultural capital of a minority 
group.   
Transnational Education - Obscuridad 
Prior to the Spanish cultural invasion in Central Mexico, Aztec parents educated their 
children in the home.  In the postmodern era, the school’s role has been altered to serve as an 
agent that transmits the desired national culture.  In Mexico, the school names, murals, and 
curriculum accomplish this effectively.  Every open wall at a public school is literally a canvas 
upon which national themes such as revolutionary history or patriotism are depicted through 
paintings or posters (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
The Mexican school system appears to perpetuate a myth of upward mobility by allowing 
some members of the working class to progress as a product of their continued education 
(Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990).  In reality, it helps retain the dominant class because up until 
recently, only a small percentage of youth in Obscuridad have continued their education past 
middle level.  Esteban, the pioneer of the transnational community was an example of a child 
handpicked to continue through to higher education.  
The habitus of halting formal education at the secondary level was initially reproduced in 
the transnational homes of Springfield as well.  The public schools offered scholarly and 
technical instruction that distanced transnationals from the language learned within their home 
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culture.  Bourdieu described this action as the productivity of pedagogic work.  In addition to the 
cultural contrast, transnational newcomers to American education often fail because they don’t 
understand the rules of “being for the teacher” (1990, p. 111).  They are unaware of the hidden 
curriculum that is expected knowledge (Apple, 2004). 
Educational systems often attempt to conserve the social order through the symbolic 
capital of a diploma.  Teachers defend the symbolic value of the diploma against any true market 
value (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990).  My data also clearly suggested that the educational level of 
the parental generation of the northern transnational pole was substantially less than that of the 
other Springfield parents of school-aged children.  Only 36% of the transnational parents in my 
full sample were high school graduates.  A middle school based family survey in 2014 indicated 
that over 90% of the participants were high school graduates.  This survey data was inclusive of 
all demographic groups (Field notes, Springfield).  
Paulo Freire’s work identified illiteracy as a primary form of oppression (2003).  The 
interview participants in this study have amassed a huge cache of survival skills and can’t 
accurately be described as functionally illiterate.  Yet, a low level of communication skills in the 
parent, whether in English or Spanish can definitely hinder their contribution to their child’s 
educational progress.  A transnational parent is unlikely to provide protective factors such as 
homework assistance (Sampson, 2004) in the context of a language in which they themselves 
aren’t proficient. 
Qualitative data collected through my interviews and field notes pointed to traditional 
banking models of education as another obstacle.  They block the habitus associated with public 
education from evolving toward a more student-centered design.  The banking model is passive 
and transfers the minimum skills to prepare workers for the manual labor that creates 
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commodities.  In Springfield, there was evidence of a passive role for all parents regardless of 
background that gradually increased as the child moved along the educational continuum.  For 
example, spring parent conference attendance had diminished from an average of 96% in fifth 
grade to 30% by eighth grade (Field notes, Springfield Middle School).  The facilitation section 
below will describe the marked positive shift in parent participation that has taken place during 
my data collection period.  
During three consecutive summers of visits to the Obscuridad schools, I’ve observed a 
similar positive trend emerging.  Conversations with school staff members during the summer of 
2014 strongly suggested that the mobility created by the transnational community has directly 
influenced the progression of their schools.  The exchange of ideas between the two educational 
systems has been a break in the status quo.  The director of the secondary school (grades 7-9) 
shared these recent observations: 
The last time you and I visited (2012), we had a high school that could not open due to a 
lack of interested students.  Our middle school struggled to keep the students interested.  
Now, we are running a second middle school site and are planning for a second building 
to expand.  This year we have an English teacher from Canada who is excited to make 
their lessons real.  Now, we have ninth graders taking placement exams to enroll in the 
high school program one year early.  A correspondence school has had steady enrollment 
from young people who wish to return back to school after quitting.  When Obscuridad 
was isolated, the old views of education lingered on.  A change in the national leadership 
party has created some initiatives, but the real change has been due to a steady flow of 
residents between the two countries.  Parents and students come back from Minnesota 
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with a different perspective.  They want their children to finish school for their future and 
they are willing to stay involved (Personal interview, Secondary School Director).  
The Mexican public school system itself has not changed in the postmodern era.  The federal 
government provides the public school buildings and pays the staff salaries.  Parent volunteers 
often supervise students during recess and make lunches to sell to them.  Families must 
contribute to their local school association by paying a tuition fee (Field notes, Obscuridad).   
The association covers books, elective courses, uniforms, and even standardized exams.  
Failure to meet the national grade level standards results in retention.  Core courses are taught in 
the morning and hands-on elective classes run after lunch.  Optional sports and music programs 
are available after school.  Special education services are only available at consolidated 
locations.  This forces some families to choose to proceed without them or travel to the U.S. to 
seek them (Field notes, Obscuridad).   
Ana was a student with severe developmental and physical handicaps who attended my 
school.  Her parents moved from Mexico to Springfield to enroll her in a school where she would 
receive comprehensive services.  Prior to their migration, at least one adult needed to provide her 
personal care around the clock.  Her educational and medical needs often were not addressed 
from her birth until age ten (Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
In the traditional Mexican school system, communication about student progress is fairly 
frequent; however they are one-sided exchanges.  In Obscuridad, parents traditionally have not 
asked questions or made requests to the teachers.  Rodrigo clarified his parenting role: 
Today we are going to the primaria to meet with my son’s teacher.  He is in fourth grade.  
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I think he is doing okay, I don’t know.  He seems to like school.  Today is the last day of 
school for the year.  We will find out if he is going to go to the next grade.  The teacher 
will tell us how he did this year (Personal interview, parent).  
Within the city limits of Obscuridad, there are five elementary schools and one main 
middle school.  With a recent surge in attendance, the middle school has reached its capacity for 
students in grades seven through nine.  A second smaller middle school campus opened in 2014 
on the opposite side of the community with plans to build a new school there.   
A new high school was built in 2011; however there were not enough students interested 
in enrolling to open it up.  During the summer of 2012, I observed it empty with its courtyard 
overgrown with waist high weeds.  Students who wished to attend bachillerato or preparatory 
schools needed to ride a bus over the mountain pass to larger cities (Field notes, Obscuridad).  
The new high school was finally opened in the fall of 2012 and through the reports shared 
by Pablo who attended there; it was only a moderately successful grand opening.  During my 
visit in 2014, the school appeared to be well maintained and busy with students taking their final 
exams.  A nontraditional correspondence school was also recently opened in 2013 and has had 
students continuously enrolled since (Field notes, Obscuridad).   
 A 9th grade student in Obscuridad provided me with a recent e-mail update about the 
school.  Her father is one of the secondary school teachers that I have been collaborating with: 
I am excited to tell you that I passed my entrance tests for the high school.  This allows 
me to move to the high school one year early.  I will be able to take more challenging 
courses and play on the volleyball team.  Before we had no high school, now I am 
fortunate to start high school ahead of schedule.  I am so happy! (Personal 
correspondence, student). 
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Photo 8.2:  The new high school in Obscuridad is now well maintained and operational after 
sitting vacant following its construction. 
 
 The Mexican government also provides the infrastructure for rural, mountain schools.  
Many of those outlier schools surrounding Obscuridad had cement floors installed for the first 
time in 2012 as the by-product of campaign promises in a national election year.  At upper 
elevations, the presence of a rural school may be the only evidence of the community that is 
spread out through the steep terrain (Field notes, Obscuridad).  
All of the schools that I observed in the region were quite Spartan.  They were concrete 
block structures with courtyards, open windows, outdoor toilets and security fencing.  The soccer 
goals had no mesh netting.  At the middle school, I observed the haphazard cancellation of an 
intercity, four-team basketball tournament, because the court didn’t have any hoops installed.  
One of the players from Orizaba shared his frustration: 
 We had this tournament on our schedule and prepared as usual.  We knew that it was to 
be played outside.  That is not unusual around here.  We rode the bus for an hour and 
then got here and looked at the court.  It was terrible; I mean there are no baskets.  
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Nobody could find them.  So now our bus won’t be back to pick us up until the end of the 
day.  They told us there was a fair in town.  I guess we will walk there and look around.  
What are we supposed to do? (Personal interview, basketball player). 
 
Photo 8.3:  Secondary school students attempt to play on their poorly equipped basketball court 
featuring two backboards and only one broken rim. 
 
In 2012, the middle school had Internet access in the director’s office only.  The 
administration used a free Hotmail account for their official correspondence.  Another local 
election year led to the development of one computer lab with Internet access coming on-line in 
2013.  The computers were of the vintage that was recycled in Springfield ten years ago 
(Observer comment).  Attempts to videoconference from the schools in 2014 were unsuccessful 
due to limited Internet bandwidth.  Classrooms in Obscuridad typically feature a white board and 
some mismatched individual student desks.  The mountain schools have even less furniture and 
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equipment.  A library there consists of the teacher’s personal basket of books. (Field notes, 
Obscuridad). 
 In Obscuridad, the primary schools have the nicest facilities.  While there is no 
compulsory attendance law, most local students attend primaria (elementary school) and most 
now go on to at least attempt secundaria (grades 7-9).  With a new bachillerato (high school) in 
place, it appears that more students will consider continuing on to earn a diploma locally.  The 
current expectations are trending away from the previous generation in which families often 
selected one child to attend school, while the remaining siblings helped in the home, shop, or 
farm (Observer comment).  
 
Photo 8.4:  Children in Obscuridad attend small neighborhood primary schools that develop 
bonding social capital. 
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Analysis of School Activities 
 In chapter six, Putnam’s theory of social capital decline was examined (2000).  Several 
scholars have focused on the impact of social capital formation within the school community.  
Similar to Putnam, Coleman (1989) found that changes in American society in the previous 20 
years weakened both the family and the schools.  Coleman suggested that school reform efforts 
have focused on the school setting and ignored the changes in the home setting.  He believed that 
the decline in educational output “has improperly cast the school as the culprit” (p. 168). 
 Fritch (1999) completed a study of social capital accumulation, which featured the 
variables of a Catholic school, a non-Catholic religious school, and a public school.  The 
influence of religion was downplayed, while the impact of multiple social networks upon the 
school was stressed in the study.  Fritch found that the students and families who accumulated 
social capital in both the school and faith community settings simultaneously had an advantage. 
 Fritch (1999) provided compelling evidence that linked well with previous citations on 
the influence of social capital within the transnational school settings.  Specifically, he stated, 
“characteristics of the community are important in the formation of social capital and it is not 
expected that all communities have the same capacity to form and/or sustain the same amount of 
social capital” (p. 3).  The more that established social norms overlap in multiple settings, the 
more trust results.  Trust lubricates the interpersonal transactions and enables that gained 
efficiency to improve the educational output.  Fritch suggested that a smaller school setting with 
redundant opportunities for social capital accumulation made for a better academic experience. 
 The work of Fritch, Fukuyama (1995), and Coleman (1987) described highly functional 
communities that existed in the American past.  Their work concurred that the remnants of this 
model were typically only found in rural areas or ethnic neighborhoods.  These are two 
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characteristics that match the Springfield transnational community.  Fritch’s conclusion offers 
guidance for harnessing these strengths to improve the educational product in my school (1999): 
Communities, like schools, are social constructs and as such, they are susceptible to 
change if it is in the will of the society and the desire of social policy makers.  It may be 
that as we change and strengthen our communities, we will change and strengthen our 
schools which, in turn, may raise the academic achievement of our students and 
strengthen our society (p. 29). 
Several key background interviews in Springfield have suggested that the characteristic 
sense of fatalism is still deeply ingrained within the transnational community.  “Parents often act 
helpless when discussing the academic or behavioral challenges at school.  They say it is out of 
their hands” (Lizaola, Berry, & Kell, 2010).  A collective identity featuring a self-perspective as 
victims of fate endures.  This sense of fatalism is related to the necessary dualism that emerges 
within a transnational community.  The roots of dualism run deep.  They formed within the 
culture prior to the founding of the municipality of Obscuridad (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
Dualism  
Dualism manifests itself within the comprehensive transnational identity.  Its origin runs 
far back into the cultural history of Central Mexicans.  The Aztec dancing tradition is a 
remarkable example of not only the dualism present in the transnational community, but also the 
dualism at the roots of the culture.  Due to the physicality of the performance, most of the 
dedicated participants are young adults; however older transnationals serve as an enthusiastic 
audience.  
A troupe based in Springfield has performed many times at my school and other places 
around the community.  I observed a virtually identical group display this dance tradition during 
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the annual fair in Obscuridad in 2013.  The art form bonds the two poles together.  Both the 
Obscuridad and Springfield participants object to infusing any modern elements to the traditional 
dance (Personal interview, Director of Aztec dance group). 
La Danza Azteca is a modern, mystic, folk dance tradition based on the cultural legacy of 
the Aztecs, their enemies, and their descendants.  It is kinetic prayer that is filled with the artistic, 
spiritual and military traditions of the pre-Columbian Aztecs.  It displays a dual nature by 
simultaneously worshipping ancestors and communicating with the unborn.  The prayer elements 
are both individual and communal.  The gods of Moctezuma and the saints and Virgin Mary of 
Cortés contribute equally to its plot.  Each ritual element is duplicated.  When honoring the 
Aztec gods of each direction, they are paired with a Catholic symbol.  For example, the spirit of 
the North is paired with Guadalupe (Aguilar, 2004).  
The ritual offering reaches the gods in their manifestation of nature, the gods are 
universal and aren’t intended to conflict with any religious practice.  Both the modern calendar 
and the Meso-American calendar are utilized in the story.  The costumes appear elaborate, but 
represent common Aztec heritage clothing.  All decoration on the clothing and artifacts is 
displayed in pairs.  Each dance step must be delivered in even numbers to emphasize duality.  
Sound is the most important element of the production because it is believed that sound is the 
only thing that can truly be carried away from the earth (Aguilar, 2004). 
“In a society that canonizes individualism, immigrants are seen as fundamentally 
cliquish, their pack mentality renders them hopelessly unable to socialize with groups in the 
mainstream” (p. 2).  Spindler’s (Trueba & Bartolomé, 2000) general observation suggested that it 
is possible for immigrants in the U.S. to depend upon their social, cultural, and symbolic capital 
to such a degree that it delays their upward mobility within the dominant culture.  Although the 
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quote seems rather stereotypical and outdated, it does set the stage for a postmodern version of 
multiculturalism to emerge within the transnational youth.   
 
Photo 8.5:  Traditional Aztec dancers perform in the town square of Obscuridad. 
The youngest transnationals in Springfield are more versatile and have developed a more 
fluid manifestation of dualism.  They interpret the world through either a white (dominant 
culture) or brown (migrant culture) lens with a toolkit that includes code switching (Waring, 
2013).  They adapt to their school settings and can display characteristics that are beneficial in 
the dominant culture.   
In this analysis, codes are the representation of a social situation.  Youth born in the U.S. 
have less cultural conflict, which increases their potential for code switching.  Their skill 
increases with experience derived from such practices as serving as English interpreters for elder 
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family members.  The youngest generation typically has greater access and comfort level with 
technology.  As evidenced in my survey data, technology has the power to rapidly transform 
social practices. 
 
Photo 8.6:  Local Aztec dancers performing at Springfield Middle School.  
In the context of this study, code switching is used in a broad sense to describe how the 
youngest generation bounces between different cultural and linguistic spaces in Springfield.  At 
its most basic level, the process is very similar to acting or role playing.  Switching back to the 
communication norms of their transnational peer group is very natural.  This is a feature of their 
accumulated racial capital.   
Trueba and Bartolomé have developed a contemporary theory of an immigrant culture of 
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optimism, which they have labeled hybridity (2000).  This theory further supports the adaptation 
of the youngest generation to use racial capital as an asset in school and general community 
settings.  Hybridity is a transitional phase between the cultural capital model and the dual 
identity necessary to thrive as an adult in a transnational setting.   
The optimism expressed in the hybridization theory exists among children receiving an 
education in U.S. schools.   Their ability to switch codes serves as evidence of adaptation.  The 
dual identities enable to them to retain their culture and family ties, while learning the formal and 
informal language necessary for transformation (Freire, 2000).  Descriptions of those 
transformation skills will be included in the next section.  The following examples and cases 
provide relevant demonstrations of hybridity within the school age members of the transnational 
community. 
One of my first recollections of code switching in Springfield occurred at my dental 
provider’s office shortly after moving to the community.  While I casually waited in the lobby 
for my appointment, a young boy and his father entered and approached the service counter.  The 
child was approximately eleven years old and he was troubled by one of his teeth.  The boy 
described his discomfort to the attendant while his father produced an insurance card.  The 
customer service representative tried to explain to the man that his insurance card could not be 
accepted. 
The man was calm, but visibly frustrated that she was not accepting the card.  The 
attendant spoke directly to the boy in English and asked him to explain to his father in Spanish 
that the provider could not accept his insurance card and service would not be provided.  She 
further encouraged the boy to attempt some basic home remedies to facilitate the tooth’s 
removal.  I could not hear all of the aspects of the conversation, but I was struck by my 
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observation that the parent and child roles were completely reversed.   My office visit was 
effortless (Observer comment).  In contrast, young transnationals frequently rely on code 
switching to navigate common challenges in the northern pole. 
The Quinceañera was the most significant lifetime event cited by many women in my 
interviews.  It is a traditional celebration symbolically commemorating a girl’s passage into 
womanhood at age 15.  Intense planning for this formal event transpires over the course of a full 
year and includes lengthy choreography for the young lady and her female and male attendants.  
This cultural event is so popular that it carries on in Springfield regardless of the costs incurred 
to deliver it on a grand scale ($10,000 and higher).  Planning for the event is part of the micro-
economy within the transnational community.   
 I have been invited to several Quinceañera celebrations in Springfield and one in 
Obscuridad.  In the past, I have generally stopped by for part of the reception.  In 2014, I was 
able to see all of the components of one event spanning from the afternoon mass through to the 
end of the entertainment late at night.  Santiago and Catalina were the hosts of the party for their 
only daughter Marisol.  Observing the full spectacle was a surprising experience for me 
(Observer comment).  I was aware that these parents were undocumented residents and worked 
primarily for temporary employment agencies.  Yet, this celebration may have cost nearly 
$20,000.  This estimate came from Felipe who explained the funding model to me: 
The birthday girl ordered a handmade dress that is to be worn only one time.  The court 
of four female attendants also has specially made dresses.  The four young men who 
serve as chaperones ordered suits modeled after Mexican Marine Corps dress blue 
uniforms.  The members of the band are hired and sometimes flown in from Mexico.  The 
family can’t pay for everything, so they pass much of the cost onto their family and 
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friends.  We were asked to be Padrinos, which means family supporters.  Each Padrino is 
asked to provide for certain expenses.  We had to provide the decorations for the 
ballroom.  I don’t have extra money for these things, but saying “no” is really not an 
option.  The parties are fun, but they go way over board.  People spend money that they 
don’t have and require others to help with money that they can’t afford either.  It is crazy, 
but it never stops. 
The Quinceañera’s durability in the northern pole expresses the power of social, cultural, 
and symbolic capital.  Code switching helps keep those traditions alive in a transnational setting.  
The young ladies appear to have little difficulty with switching from the princess at their ball on 
a Sunday to playing on their school soccer team the following Monday (Observer comment). 
These same young girls so steeped in the elaborate, fairytale-like tradition of the   
Quinceañera are also beginning to adapt and participate in birthday parties, sleepovers, camps, 
and other traditional activities within the dominant culture.  There is very little crossover 
between cultures, the teenagers just switch codes as necessary depending on which culture is 
hosting the event.  They are beginning to accumulate social capital in a parallel context that 
assists them in accomplishing goals within the dominant culture such as high school graduation, 
higher education, and employment opportunities.   
The youth demonstrate the highest skill level and the greatest success in code switching.   
This is the basis for the optimism of hybridity.  It could potentially alleviate the stress of the pure 
dual identities that first generation transnationals must bear in Springfield (Field notes, 
Springfield). 
 The manner in which dualism has emerged in first generation transnational parents is 
relevant for all Springfield educators to know (Observer comment).  It is distinct from the youth 
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because the adults are missing the intermediary of the school system.  One of the keys to their 
upward mobility in the postmodern maze is the adaptive strategy of multiple identities.  
Transnational adults evolve distinct identities that are appropriate to integrate into their work and 
other settings within the greater community.  
 Members of the transnational community who work within the Springfield area often 
demonstrate the multiple identity adaptation.  Many work in the food service industry utilizing 
assumed identities that provide the documentation required by the employer.  Father Reilly 
shared his observations: 
When I meet undocumented residents that I’m familiar with while out dining, usually 
before I have a chance to greet the person, they have already subtly notified me not to 
address them by their given name.  They might wave their hands to get my attention and 
then point to the name on their identification badge or uniform.  If they get me alone, 
they’ll say “Padre please don’t say my name, you have to use my work name when you 
are here.” 
Transnational families enrolling their students in the Springfield school system, often 
alter the traditional names of their children during registration to make them seem more 
American.  For example, Jorge might be switched to George.  One child was even given a first 
name comprised of the first letters of the English alphabet (Abcde) in a misguided attempt to 
direct attention away from their ethnic given name (Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
 My core interview data revealed a pattern in which adult transnational community 
members spent their free time almost exclusively with extended family, Mexicano neighbors, 
Spanish liturgy, and Latino adult recreational teams for soccer and baseball.  Only four interview 
participants shared a willingness to branch out and mingle with the greater Springfield 
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community.  These were all women; three of them were in their early thirties and have each 
spent more than ten years in Springfield.  They shared with genuine enthusiasm details of their 
participation in school and community education programs, charitable endeavors, and YMCA 
exercise classes.  This is a ray of hope for integration and potentially transformation in the big 
picture of local social systems.   
The director of the secondary school in Obscuridad shared an interesting observation 
about integration during my visit in 2012.   This led me to seek methods for measuring protective 
factors present within a subgroup: 
It is obvious to me if a pupil’s parent has spent time in Springfield.  Those parents ask 
questions and have an unusual willingness to get involved with their child’s education.  
The cultural norm here is to merely deliver healthy and happy kids to the primary 
schools.  At that point, the instruction in fundamental subjects becomes the responsibility 
of the teachers.  In Obscuridad it is considered disrespectful to question or interfere with 
a teacher’s efforts.   
I inquired as to whether the change in parenting attitude brought back from Springfield bothered 
him: 
No, absolutely not.  I wish that all of our parents would get involved.  Students are losing 
interest in academics by middle school.  We have to offer sports and music programs to 
encourage them to continue attending school.  This is not in our training.  This is not part 
of the standards that the government expects of us, but we can’t teach students who stop 
attending.  There is a huge problem with drug and alcohol abuse and teen pregnancy.  
Parents here commonly allow their teenagers to drink with them.  I know as a 
professional that the adults in the family could help promote educational goals.  I’m 
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happy when I meet a parent who has spent time in Springfield and shares their 
expectations.  I get frustrated that it doesn’t change faster.  I don’t live in Obscuridad.  I 
was hired and assigned to this school by the government.  I ride over the mountain peaks 
each day.  There is a sense that in an isolated place like this, things move very slowly.  
When people return from Springfield, they break up the isolation with new ideas.  I’m 
very well aware that the people go to work there.  Not many people travel to other places 
in the U.S. (Personal interview, Secondary School Director). 
Integration and Transformation 
  “The point of education for hyphenated Americans is to see to it that the hyphen connects 
instead of separates” (Stewart, p. 107, 1993).  This quote from John Dewey suggested that he 
probably recognized the advantages of integration over assimilation as early and as well as any 
social scientist (Observer comment).  Freire referred to the forced cultural juggling required of 
the younger generations as imposed assimilation.  Although integration is an improvement over 
forced assimilation, it is still characteristic of transition.  A more progressive step beyond mere 
transition is transformation.  Freire further suggested “The solution is not to integrate them into 
the structure of oppression, but to transform that structure so that they can become beings for 
themselves.  Transformation undermines the oppressors” (2003, p. 74). 
Transformation of Springfield Middle School 
 At Springfield Middle School there was ample evidence of what Bourdieu labeled as 
“inertia” displayed by many veteran teachers who attempted to reproduce their own personal 
school experience as unchanged as possible (1990).  These instructors quickly dispatched 
students to the office if they struggled with the rules of the classroom.  The Latino students were 
grossly overrepresented in disciplinary referrals.  Often the Latino students were simply 
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displaying behaviors that were a manifestation of their habitus.  Unfortunately for them, it was 
habitus that was not aligned with the pedagogic authority of their school.  Trips to the 
administrative office were often a delay tactic that glossed over the real issues (Observer 
comment).   
The recurring act of removing Latino students from their assigned classes demonstrated 
symbolic violence against their culture.  The expunged students waited in lines for a possible 
disciplinary meeting with the assistant principal.  In reality, many of the students learned a 
coping strategy for skipping out of class work that was too difficult for them.  During my first 
fall in Springfield, I observed the same Latino student sitting in the office three days in a row, 
during the same period.  I asked him to explain his predicament: 
I get kicked out of math class for goofing around, talking to the girls, whatever…When I  
go back to the class, I have no idea what is going on.  I get so far behind and the teacher 
yells at me, and that just makes me mad.  I found out that the assistant principal is always 
busy and most of the time I just sit in a chair and the lady (secretary) sends me to the next 
period.  It is better than being embarrassed in the class.  I won’t pass the class, but I 
wasn’t going to pass it anyway.  I have to go to school, so I go.  Nobody said I have to 
pass math class.  My dad just says he’ll send me to my mom’s house if I don’t.  I would 
rather live there anyway (Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
I selected the conversation above as a representative example because the student was Enrique 
whose deportation was described in chapter five (Observer comment). 
The banking model of instruction often utilized in Mexico, failed transnational students 
once again in Minnesota.  Concepts were ineffectively presented in a massified approach that 
assumed all students were able to process the practical knowledge characteristic of a formal 
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education in English.  It was a model that was failing most students from working class family 
backgrounds in which academic language was the equivalent of a foreign language.  
Transnational students specifically were being asked to perform utilizing an academic language 
buried within another foreign language.  Ester was one of the parents comfortable enough to 
request an appointment regarding her daughter: 
Can somebody please just help my daughter?  We can try to bring her to school early or 
she can stay late.  She spends all night trying to study her science and she ends up crying.  
She wants to do well.  She says “Mama, I want to be on the honor roll and make you 
proud”, but the words are so big and they don’t make sense to her.  It takes a long time 
and then she gets more words and more homework.  This is all I can ask…somebody 
please help her (Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
 Transnational parents were rarely contacted or involved in the actions of any mainstream 
school staff member.  Latino students were primarily considered the responsibility of the EL 
staff and the minority liaison.  The school soccer team was the only after school activity with a 
significant amount of integration.  Even on the soccer pitch, the styles of play clashed.  One 
coach shared his observations from 2007: 
I have one group of kids who grew up playing together, drinking juice boxes and going to  
tournaments on manicured fields.  The other group of kids was born into soccer, but they 
learned how to play on the rock hard dirt with a beat up old ball, they are aggressive and 
try to make individual plays.  Both styles are fine, I just need to find a way to get them to 
work together (Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
 At that time there was a significant gang presence, both authentic and “wannabes” who 
were at risk for future gang involvement.  These students carved markings into their eyebrows 
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and hair and flashed colors and symbols through their attire.  Latino gang graffiti was a nuisance 
and violent incidents were almost exclusively between members of the Latino population (Field 
notes, Springfield Middle School). 
I recall picking up the newspaper from the office waiting area on one of my first days of 
school.  I needed to check on the contents of an article in that day’s issue.  When I opened the 
paper, I saw that it was riddled with Latino gang tags.  That was an eye opener, which made me 
wonder if we had copycats or a legitimate safety concern.  My hunch was that the absence of an 
inclusive environment left frustrated students seeking a way to express their identity (Observer 
comment).  
 I recognized very early that the school culture had to change.  After a little digging 
through demographic data and conversations with students and staff, I uncovered the genesis of 
this research project.  I learned that the vast majority of the Latino students were either from the 
Obscuridad area or their parents were (Field notes, Springfield Middle School).  The question 
that arose for me was “If we only have one minority population which speaks one minority 
language and they primarily come from one place, shouldn’t this be simple enough to solve?”  It 
wasn’t simple, though I became determined at that time to dig down and reveal the authentic 
story behind this unique demographic phenomenon (Observer comment). 
 Many of the improvement processes that we followed are described in the 
recommendation section of chapter nine.  An outline of my leadership objectives included; first 
and foremost, create a welcoming environment for all students, staff, parents, and visitors.  A 
related action item derived from that vision was to establish a steadily increasing number of 
positive visits to the school by all parents.  Professional development opportunities for the staff 
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occurred through strategic trainings and frequent teachable moments (Field notes, Springfield 
Middle School).   
 I focused on the tedious process of turning over staff to bring in highly qualified teachers 
with the attitude and skills necessary for our transformation.  I was able to diversify our staff, 
despite qualified prospects that were few and far between in our rural setting.  A handful of 
effective role models were empowered to lead by example.  Both overt and subtle acts of racism 
or discrimination were addressed in a forthright manner.  Above all else, the leadership style 
needed to project a determination that the transformation could not be stopped.  It was accepted 
that it would require a significant amount of time; however the effort would not retreat under any 
circumstances (Observer comments). 
 A well-timed opportunity for shared leadership emerged during the third year of the 
transformation project.  The lead EL teacher applied to join a select cohort of five school districts 
in a University of Minnesota grant funded project.  Springfield Middle School was selected as a 
participant and chose a team of five teachers.  They engaged in a two-year training regimen that 
included on-campus coursework in the summers and year round support by the University 
faculty.  Our team was so successful that they were the only school offered an additional third 
year of support to exhaust the remaining grant funding. 
 I collaborated with the team to establish and support a peer leadership model of best 
practices for EL learners that was also culturally sensitive.  The team of five was best described 
as a pebble splashing into a pool of teachers.  The sense of responsibility and dedication for 
meeting the needs of each EL student spread out among the staff like concentric circles radiating 
from those peer leaders.  That model was far more effective than any top down model could have 
ever been (Observer comment). 
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 The grant team included two new and relatively inexperienced EL teachers.  They 
provided fresh thinking and energy, which directly impacted their fellow grant team members.  
Collectively they established a second larger ring of teachers who voluntarily participated in 
regular professional development in best practices for EL instruction.  That secondary ring then 
radiated out to influence all but the most reluctant staff members. 
 Despite the lack of any additional district resources, I economized my total staffing to 
squeeze out opportunities for co-teaching arrangements in which the EL teachers paired with 
content area faculty.  This insured that ELs would receive instruction through techniques that 
met them at their current academic vocabulary level and expanded it.  Those grant team members 
who were content area teachers utilized their department meetings, team planning, and 
professional learning communities within the school as opportunities for influence.   
 One example of their positive impact and persistence was the back to school parent 
meetings.  Springfield Middle School had established a very popular parent event held in late 
August in which parents came to school and followed an abbreviated student schedule.  It was a 
helpful, vicarious experience for the parents that didn’t particularly translate to transnational 
families well due to its complexity.  For that and other reasons presented in this study, the 
participation of transnational parents was low.  The grant team developed a supplementary parent 
night to be presented in Spanish the following week.   
 The Spanish language parent night emphasized items such as understanding the grading 
system in Minnesota schools, translation tools and creating free e-mail accounts to take 
advantage of the school’s web-based parent communication portal.  The grant team was very 
excited to prepare and host the event.  Unfortunately, they were rather deflated when only three 
parents participated during the first year (Observer comment). 
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 I attempted to lift their spirits by complementing them on the excellent customized 
program that they had developed.  I reassured them that their intentions were right on track; 
however it most likely would take several years for the tradition to take hold.  In the second and 
third year, over 50 family members attended the sessions and expressed tremendous gratitude for 
the service.  They appreciated the symbolic leadership of my participation at the events and my 
unsophisticated efforts to communicate with them in Spanish.  One parent expressed her feelings 
“This was the first night in seven years here in which I felt like this was truly our school too.” 
 A similar groundbreaking effort evolved with a Mexican Culture Night.   A Cinco de 
Mayo celebration was chosen to affiliate with the Mexican holiday that commemorates victory 
over occupying French forces in 1862.  The historic battle occurred in Puebla and other sites 
nearby to Obscuridad.  The design of the event was intended to bring community members of 
Mexican heritage together with those of other backgrounds.  The first attempt attracted about 
fifty people, most of who were somehow connected to the planning of the event.  A similar pep 
talk from me reinforced the value of the effort expended by the staff and students who hosted the 
night.  A culturally sensitive decision to include a potluck meal was the catalyst for a significant 
increase to 300 participants in the second year.   By the third annual Cinco de Mayo celebration a 
crowd of over 500 diverse community members enjoyed music, dancing, games and a meal of a 
specialty soup indigenous to Veracruz. 
 The grant team and their extended cohort continued to examine our school events through 
a culturally and racially diverse lens.  Our school demographics were 83% Caucasian and 13% 
Hispanic.  Therefore, major events were reshaped to appeal to both major parent demographic 
groups.  Halloween parties overlapped with Dias de los Muertos traditions.  Our student run used 
bookstore emphasized both English and Spanish books and gifts at its popular holiday and 
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Mother’s Day sales events.  We had a very pleasant outcome when we scheduled the local Aztec 
dancers to perform while parents waited in line to enter our auditorium for a spring choir concert.  
The performers were greatly appreciated while the crowd of 700 waited for rehearsal to end so 
that concert seating could begin.  A whole new audience was reached through serendipitous 
timing.  
 These events harnessed the power of bonding capital by recognizing the activities and 
traditions valued by the transnational community.  The strategic cultural mixing created bridging 
capital that lubricated the awareness and relationship building process within the school 
community.  The qualitative observations previously described clearly indicated that a 
transformation of the school culture was in action. 
 Quantitative data was utilized, as specific short-term academic and social goals were set.  
The projected goals and each year’s results were presented to the school board in a public 
format.  Healthy transition programs were implemented for incoming and departing student 
cohorts.  The entire system for student management was reformed to emphasize teaching positive 
behavior and maximizing instructional time.  The number of student disciplinary referrals 
school-wide was decreased by 87% over a five-year span.  Parent events became widely attended 
and special emphasis was placed on redundant sessions in Spanish language format.  Family 
events featured comprehensive parent participation rates between 86-99% depending on the type 
of event (Field notes, Springfield Middle School).   
When Emilio and Ester showed up for their daughter’s student led conference during the 
first year of implementation, they arrived at school on a weeknight dressed in formal clothing.  
Obviously not the same clothes they wore to work as a painter and a house cleaner.  I 
commented on how nice they looked and Emilio replied: 
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This is very important.  Our daughter invited us to come and listen to her share her 
schoolwork.  She told us that the principal would be at her conference.  She is doing 
much better, she’s more confident.  We want to show her how much we support 
her…how much we are proud of her.  
In 2009, Springfield Middle School still had six subgroups that were not making AYP.  
During the transformation effort, that number decreased by 50% for two consecutive years.  By 
2012, all sub-groups reached the progressively rising target of making AYP in all subjects and 
have continued to do so since.  Scores on the standardized science exam leaped by ten percent in 
2014 (Minnesota Report Card, 2014).  Our school was visited by a former U.S. Congressman 
and recognized by a conservative educational reform group in 2013 with certificates of 
achievement to acknowledge our top ten statuses within the state for improved performance of 
EL and Latino students (Field notes, Springfield Middle School). 
 As the transformation evolved, specific site goals were set for the school climate or 
learning environment too.  These included a symbolic partnership between our school and its 
equivalent school in Obscuridad.  Transnational parents were encouraged to join our site council 
and representative student leaders participated for the first time as well (Field notes, Springfield 
Middle School). 
 Throughout this improvement process, I consistently strove to develop trust and mutual 
respect within the transnational community with small acts.  Trust is a component of bridging 
capital that lubricates interpersonal transactions (Putnam, 2000).  My participation in homework 
help sessions at the north end neighborhood school increased my familiarity within the 
transnational community.  I made home visits, and rode the school buses that serve Nordic 
Village periodically.  I attended events within La Comunidad Hispana and incorporated basic 
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Spanish greetings and conversation within all of my direct communication opportunities.  All 
key school communications were formally translated in Spanish.  Ultimately, my three trips to 
live among the families in Obscuridad and my home interviews in Springfield did the most to 
establish a rapport that was sorely needed in our community (Observer comment).   
 The intent of my most recent trip to Obscuridad in 2014 was focused on developing 
partnerships in the transnational context.  I extended an invitation to the director of the middle 
level program to consider the project.  I showed him a photo of the collage hanging in our school 
entryway.  It was a collection of images from Obscuridad with the formal partnership goal 
written in both English and Spanish.  He responded: 
Yes, we are very interested.  Our attendance is improving, our staff is becoming more 
comfortable teaching English.  I have some new young teachers that are more 
comfortable with interacting.  Our students are very excited; they talk about your visit.  
They talk with their cousins to find out more about you.  Most of the children in this 
room have family in Springfield.  This is not something we have control over, but it is 
something that we can use to our advantage.  I apologize if our technology is not to the 
standard that you are used to.  It is slowly getting better.  We must have patience (Field 
notes, Obscuridad secondary school). 
My primary objective was to convince our transnational students that their unique 
background could be turned into an asset that can help them to be successful in the postmodern 
economy.  In addition to the creative attempts in videoconferencing, face-to-face strategy 
sessions took place with key staff members.  I connected our lead EL teacher with a plastic arts 
teacher in Obscuridad in a live videoconference.  Their future goals are to follow through with an 
exchange of their student’s creative works and communication in second languages.   
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Photo 9.1:  Students in an 8th grade classroom look for their cousins in Springfield 
Middle School yearbooks.  The class was asked to raise their hand if they had family 
members currently living in Springfield.   
 
 I also spent time establishing relationships with the director and staff of one of the 
primary schools.  The day of my visit was the final celebration day for the year.  Many parents 
were in attendance and they enjoyed discussing their connections to Springfield.  The students 
there responded with a similar percentage of raised hands when questioned about family 
members living in Springfield.  The visit concluded with the signing of dozens of autographs. 
The symbolic capital accumulated with the partnership effort can best be portrayed through the 
actions of my students who participated as part of their summer school attendance in Springfield.  
Carmen was a student who had asked if I would video record her grandparent’s family 
compound, which she had never seen before.  I scheduled a live videoconference time with her 
summer school instructor and proceeded to transmit a tour of the residence from Obscuridad 
complete with the farm animals wandering through the home and random family members 
passing along their greetings.   
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Photo 8.8:  The author collaborating with the director and several teachers at the secondary 
school in Obscuridad in 2014. 
 
Her grandparents were outside doing their laundry with an antique handheld agitator in a 
plastic tub.  They stopped to join the conference and to greet Carmen.  While the other students 
were excited and talkative, Carmen could not speak, a look of astonishment was frozen upon her 
face until she broke down crying (Field notes Obscuridad).  
 I followed up later in the day to inquire with her teacher as to whether Carmen was 
stressed from the experience.  I feared that I had done something that embarrassed her (Observer 
comment).  He told me that she was fine.  Carmen described to him: 
When my grandparents looked into the tablet screen and told me how beautiful I looked 
and how much they loved me, I was overcome with emotion.  To see them working 
together, washing clothes with that old machine, I actually felt proud of who I am and 
where my family comes from (Personal conversation, summer school teacher). 
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During a live videoconference the next day, I wondered how the summer school students’ 
interest level would be sustained.  It appeared that all of the students, regardless of their 
background were engaged and curious.  They had sent me a long list of questions about daily life 
in Obscuridad, about the weather and the volcano.  The most surprising questions came from 
transnational students who wanted me to locate their family members and take photos of them 
and their homes (Observer comment).  A short list of names and addresses was generated for me 
to follow up on. 
 I started my search the next day.  Father Reilly was intrigued and offered to assist.  As 
previously described, a mailing address in Obscuridad is more like a general approximation of 
where a home is located.  Streets and homes are sporadically identified with labels.  We appeared 
to have hit a dead end at the street proximal to the east mountain wall when a young lady 
inquired as to the nature of our search.   
Father Reilly translated the explanation that I was Alejandra’s school principal and she 
had asked me to find her grandmother and take some photos of her home and family.  The young 
lady stated, “Alejandra is my cousin, wait here and I will change my shoes”.  She returned 
moments later with sports shoes exchanged for the flats she had been wearing.  After a two-mile 
long walk down the same road, we came to the address.  Alejandra’s grandmother and other 
family members were enthused to oblige her request for photos.  There was no Internet available, 
so a collection of staged photos with family members and videos of the various buildings, 
gardens, and animals was compiled.  These were transferred to Alejandra’s teacher through the 
Internet that night.  By morning, the summer school students in Springfield had delivered a new 
list of relatives and addresses to seek out to my electronic mailbox.   I spent my final day in 
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Obscuridad tracking down as many as I could and sending the images back to the students before 
my departure (Field notes, Obscuridad). 
Assimilation 
 The original motivation for exploring this case study was to inform instructional 
decisions that would facilitate improved standardized test performance within the Hispanic 
subgroup at my school.  This is referred to as an achievement gap with increasing frequency 
among educators.  Unfortunately, achievement is narrowly defined in the education world to 
protect the dominant culture.  In his classic work Pedagogy of Hope, Paulo Freire reminded 
readers that the postmodern world is not a classless world (1998). 
 In his analysis of high stakes testing accountability models, Urrieta (2004) built upon 
Freire’s work and suggested that educational professionals in a majority culture subscribe to the 
myth of the inferiority of those within the invading cultures.  Renouncing that myth is a threat to 
the identity and security of many of those educators.  Bourdieu added to Marx’s opinion “The 
exam is nothing but bureaucratic, the baptism of knowledge” (p. 141) by contributing his own 
take “The exam is the moment of truth which preserves the social order” (1990, p. 150). 
 Despite their caring monikers, initiatives such as NCLB measure academic proficiency in 
ways that assure someone must be at the bottom of the achievement tower to elevate those at the 
top.  It is a deficit-thinking model whose labels look for a genetic or cultural basis for poor 
performance.  High stakes testing accountability models represent assistentcialism and sanction 
low performance (Urrieta, 2004).  Although they are promoted as market driven, they are not 
truly responsive to their stakeholders.   
My research and professional experiences have informed me that the Springfield Public 
Schools should avoid describing their dilemma as an achievement gap.  Our students who are 
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identified in the Hispanic subgroup and often other subgroups simultaneously are very capable of 
meeting practical achievement objectives (Observer comment).  The analysis of my data 
suggests that the dilemma facing Springfield is better described as an assimilation gap.  The 
transnational community has not and may not fully assimilate into the established school culture. 
 Public education in the U.S. and in particular standardized tests and curriculum, have 
changed the field on which habitus plays out for minority and immigrant cultures.  As previously 
described in chapter five, habitus has a primary development opportunity within the home.  
Habitus is as powerful as genetics and can’t just be eliminated by changing the field.  The 
pedagogic action that constructed the habitus must be transformed or the assessments must be 
customized to recognize the distinctions within the minority cultures.  Enrique Trueba suggested 
in his forward to Immigrant Voices “The progressive assimilation of the immigrant population 
turns out to be only a more or less violent attempt to deny the culture of the people in question” 
(2000).  
Classic assimilation theory as described by Robert Park, Milton Gordon, Alejandro 
Portes and Min Zhou (Greenman & Xie, 2008) suggests that the four benchmarks of assimilation 
are shifts in socioeconomic status, geographic distribution, language, and intercultural marriages.  
The data presented in chapters five and six suggests that this transnational community has made 
slow progress in these areas and will not reach those benchmarks as quickly as previous 
immigrant populations.  In fact, the transnational community may never abandon its identity to 
merge with the dominant culture as required in classic assimilation theory.  Therefore, the 
postmodern phenomenon of transnationalism requires strategies that assist students and their 
families in navigating the maze.  The traditional approach of climbing the ladder through 
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progressive levels of education loses its effectiveness within communities that are still actively 
influenced by their home country’s culture. 
The following cases may seem unrelated to education; however I believe they are 
relevant as powerful examples of how naturally resistant a transnational community can be to 
cultural assimilation.  Cristina’s brother Arturo had spent years working in Springfield; however 
as his health began to fail he returned to spend his final days in Obscuridad.  At 57, Arturo was 
one of the oldest migrants in the transnational community.  His siblings and other family 
members visited him daily at the nearest hospital, which was located over the mountain pass.  
Much like the other families that I observed at the hospital, Arturo’s kin waited for hours in the 
courtyard, they would not cease their daily vigil until he passed away (Field notes, Obscuridad).  
Similar to other members of the transnational community, he chose Obscuridad as his final 
resting place. 
 Santiago’s 14-year-old nephew was tragically murdered in Minneapolis.  The body was 
shipped back to his hometown in rural Veracruz for burial.  As previously described, the 
cemetery in Obscuridad is a site that provides great insight into the cultural practices of its 
people.  The well-defined rituals and sense of place have not transcended international 
boundaries.  Father Reilly provided his observations: 
So many customs and traditions have been replicated here in Springfield.  Every 
sacrament of the church has been regularly practiced within Comunidad Hispana with 
some cultural modifications, except one.  It is frustrating to me that the Sacrament of 
Burial has not been accepted in Springfield yet.  Fortunately, the migrant population has 
been very young.  Even the pioneers are only approaching 50 years old or so.  So maybe 
it will change over time.  The part that frustrates me has nothing to do with the desire for 
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burial in their hometown.  What bothers me is the amount of money that people feel 
obligated to spend to ship the intact remains of the deceased back home.  It causes 
financial hardship for people that can ill afford it.  It is also an extremely time consuming 
and challenging process to navigating the distance and an international border with a 
dead body.  I’ve offered to set aside part of the cemetery that St. Peter’s supports so it can 
be customized to recreate the comforts derived by their own customs.  So far, not much 
luck. 
Despite the high cost of returning the intact remains of deceased transnational members, 
the practice has demonstrated great continuity.  At some point, it would be reasonable to expect a 
transition to burials in the U.S.  Because transnational communities have substantial amounts of 
cultural capital, assimilation whether regarding the practices of honoring the departed or fully 
participating in the American educational system will come on their own terms. 
Osgood and Ong’s (2001) further defined social capital as “those tangible assets that 
count for most of the daily lives of people:  namely goodwill, fellowship, sympathy and social 
intercourse” (p. 6) within a social unit.  They utilized the elasticity of the term social capital to 
make predictions about the rate of assimilation in marginal communities.  Transnational 
communities include unique factors that make it difficult to predict their absorptive capacity. 
These include biological/legal relationships as well as those of association.  Portes (1998) 
defined the value of the associations by their ability to secure some benefit for the participants.  
Assimilation is only likely to occur if it has perceived benefits within the transnational 
community. 
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Summary  
 Similar to the habitus of religion described in chapter six, the facilitating agent of 
education need not be an actual member of the community; however their legitimate power and 
credibility are derived from pedagogic authority.  The transnational students and parents 
appreciate the help that they receive from sincere staff members.  However, the culture has 
evolved with a unique amount of respect, or distrust reserved for individuals in symbolic 
leadership positions.  In this circumstance, it was necessary for a symbolic school leader to 
actively serve as intermediary between the school systems. 
As the principal of my school, I likely contributed the least amount of teaching, yet have 
had the greatest pedagogic authority.  My stamp of approval was necessary to legitimize the 
acceptance of the transnational culture in our school.  A significant amount of leadership was 
also necessary to break the inertia that had taken hold within the system. 
 This chapter presented the unique habitus of education for this transnational community.  
Once all members of the school system understand the role of habitus in learning, they will be 
able to use their professional skills to further craft a customized instructional style.  This style 
will feature techniques and strategies that integrate transnational students and can also transform 
the entire system.  The analysis of social capital accumulation in school settings predicts that 
multiple layers of social networking found in rural areas and ethnic neighborhoods can be 
harnessed to improve school performance.  The partner school relationship being developed at 
the middle level of both poles of the transnational community is an example of such an effort. 
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Photo 8.9:  Lower portion of the banner prominently displayed in the main commons 
area of Springfield Middle School. 
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Chapter Nine: Conclusions and Implications 
General Findings 
 The analysis of the data collected in this study has provided a more detailed description 
of the Springfield/Obscuridad transnational community than previously available from any other 
source.  It portrays a new, transnational migration paradigm in a rural to rural context.  This has 
replaced the one-way migration previously experienced in Grass County and throughout most of 
the U.S. prior to the postmodern era.   
 Springfield became the site of a transnational community by virtue of the maze-like 
employment path common to migrants in this era.  It has continued to evolve and thrive as a 
bedroom community for a migrant workforce that is employed throughout a diffuse regional 
network.  Transnationals have based their decisions to remain in Springfield upon the value they 
derive from the Roman Catholic parish, the school system, and the community in general. 
 A significant population of approximately 2000 transnational residents in a community of 
20,000 total residents provides ample bonding capital.  The act of frequent remittance back to 
Obscuridad along with real time communication options enables further bonding.  Transnational 
families have members who live at one pole, while they simultaneously participate in family life 
at both poles. 
 The first generation transnationals in Springfield still demonstrate a characteristic sense 
of fatalism and adapt dual identities to survive, often undocumented, in the Minnesota 
workforce.  The second generation has developed stronger English language and academic skills, 
especially those that were born in Springfield.  They utilize code switching as an adaptation that 
aids them and their family as they fluctuate between dominant and minority cultures. 
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 The Springfield transnational community has experienced racism, commonly in the form 
of acts of microaggression.  For the most part, they have skipped the integration phase and most 
likely will not assimilate into the dominant culture in any way that resembles a classic 
assimilation model.  This study indicates that there is an assimilation gap in Springfield due to 
the segregated, undocumented existence of this substantial migrant community.  Time, bridging 
forms of cultural capital, and potential changes in immigration laws will most likely guide 
Springfield through a transformational process.  The transformation will yield a new, more 
diverse community.  The future will be determined by world events similar to those that created 
the phenomenon, once again reinforcing the concept of fate. 
Recommendations 
This chapter focuses on specific recommendations for transforming the educational 
culture and practices within my school community.  Although my research on the Springfield 
transnational community is a guiding force in these recommendations, they are intended as 
suggestions for holistic improvements.  They are general practices that can be applied to 
Springfield, Obscuridad, and any educational setting that may feature a transnational community. 
 Prior to making those general recommendations, one theory specific to the Latino 
experience will be mined for suggestions.  This is Latin@ critical theory or LatCrit.  The term 
Latin@ is utilized by proponents of this approach to provide a gender-neutral perspective.  This 
growing body of research acknowledges that there is an inherent conflict between the lived street 
culture and the expected school culture in the U.S.  The Latin@ people themselves have the 
capacity to slowly reshape their habitus over successive generations in the U.S. 
  Each individual neighborhood is a field on which the primary culture has the opportunity 
to support or defeat common educational practices.  Fatalism will continue the cycle of 
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oppression and marginalization regardless of the mainstream educational opportunities that may 
become available.  Protective factors such as positive peer pressure and supportive family 
practices will emancipate and empower the youth to take advantage of what is good within 
imperfect educational systems.  Ultimately, minority populations do produce success stories 
regardless of whether the obstacles align like a ladder or diverge like a maze. 
 The work of Paulo Freire has been a significant contributor to the foundation of LatCrit 
theory.  At the heart of his work is the tenet that “Education is an act of love, and thus an act of 
courage” (1978, p. 38).  After analyzing all of my quantitative and qualitative data, I’m only sure 
of one thing.  Members of the transnational community love their children just as much as all of 
the other members of the greater Springfield community.  A responsive educational system starts 
with love as its foundation (Observer comment). 
 The next base layer in a responsive, transformation educational system is the 
identification of the core values that are common within the entire community.  My survey data 
clearly identified responsibility, respect, and family cohesion as the most significant values 
within the transnational community.  A prospective next step would be to complete a 
comprehensive, district-wide values survey.  My professional prediction is that responsibility, 
respect, and family cohesion would most likely be identified again among the common core 
values.  Awareness of the distinctions within the cultures of the community must be merged with 
the commonalities as a part of the mission and vision of the school district.  This includes 
ongoing professional development that utilizes dynamic, ethnographic data about the entire 
community. 
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The Role of the Family in Education 
  “The outcomes of schooling are heavily influenced by non-school factors, especially 
family background, literacy background, and culture of achievement” (Walford & Massey, 1998, 
p. 68).  The family is the first and most influential provider of education.  Therefore, family 
partnerships are essential to maximize all aspects of growth for each student.  The Highlander 
Folk School provides a general sense of inspiration for a community resource approach 
motivated to bring about social change.  Its founder, Myles Horton believed that short-term goals 
were worthy pursuits; however an organization needs to look far down the road for “The Long 
Haul” (Horton, 1998).  The long-range goals need to have something in them for everybody.  “It 
can’t be a goal that helps some people, but hurts others” (p. 228). 
 In the short term, the Springfield community should address overt acts of segregation, 
racism, sexism, and classism promptly and directly.  Municipal and school district policies 
should be reviewed and analyzed with an acknowledgement of the substantial transnational 
community within their borders.  Those policies and practices must then be applied consistently. 
 Subtle acts of microaggression are the true resistive force against integration and 
transformation (Solórzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000).  Local examples of these include actions such 
as the teacher who routinely had Latino boys sit in the corner of the classroom because “they 
seem to be less distracted there” or evening events for which school staff members assumed the 
transnational families were disinterested because of their absence (Field notes, Springfield 
Middle School).  Resources should be dedicated to increasing awareness of the changing face of 
the community.  In the long haul, only community-wide education can overcome the ignorance 
that feeds microaggression.   
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 A successful community resource program would include opportunities for preschool and 
school aged children as well as the full continuum of adulthood.  Creating opportunities for life 
long learners includes emphasizing the process of reading to prenatal and preschool children in 
either or both languages.  Literacy should be promoted continuously prior to and during the 
public school experience.  My interviews clearly indicate an absence of non-religious reading 
habits for children and adults within the transnational community.  Reinforcing the regular habit 
of reading is one of the common values that can benefit all members of a community. 
 A major goal for the adults of the transnational community should be to improve literacy 
rates in both English and Spanish.  Adults learn differently from children and Paulo Freire 
demonstrated a successful model for teaching literacy to adults in Brazil (1992).  It utilized the 
life experiences that adults have accumulated as the framework on which the words can find 
context and become valuable.  All adult members of the transnational community have 
accumulated a tremendous stockpile of survival skills.  These can be harnessed to facilitate the 
development of vocabulary and practical communication.  As Horton said “You only learn from 
the experiences that you learn from” (1990, p. 120). 
 A Highlander influenced model would not encourage the reinforcement of artificial 
boundaries already in place within the community (Observer comment).  Even though it makes 
sense to locate a service near the people who need it the most, it would be unwise to exclude 
someone from participating in a program because they live across the tracks.  The services would 
also need to align with the work and family schedules vital to the potential participants.  The 
model would build upon the common core values of the community and create intercultural and 
intergenerational spaces.  In effect, new fields on which habitus can be transformed in a 
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synergistic fashion.  This process would be dynamic and respond to demographic shifts within 
the community in real time. 
   William Sampson’s research was a significant model utilized to develop my interview 
protocol.  Ultimately, I intended to assess the presence of protective factors within the 
transnational community.  These factors emerge in the home and in my opinion are culturally 
sensitive and are the antithesis of a cultural deficit model.  All adults serve as role models for 
youth whether they choose to or not (Observer comment).  A community school should provide a 
stage for the modeling of protective factors as appropriate by upper classman, volunteers, family 
members, staff and leaders.  The school district in particular would incorporate desired protective 
factors into its vision statement. 
The protective factors identified in Sampson’s work are (2004, p. 9): 
1. Ability to delay gratification. 
2. Parents/guardians acting as educational consumers. 
3. Clear expectations for the behavior of family members. 
4. Limits on screen time. 
5. Involvement in leisure and recreational activities. 
6. Adults who are life long learners. 
Instructional Practices 
 Nelson Mandela proclaimed, “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use 
to change the world” (2012, p. 101).  Although the family and the community are partners in 
education, the agent with the greatest capacity to accelerate learning is the school and its 
professional educators.  These professionals should also base their instructional practices on a 
foundation of common core values and community-wide partnerships.  These are communicated 
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through site goals, reinforced through professional development, and formally evaluated by 
administration.    
Each school’s site goals should communicate a shared value for learning about more than 
one language and culture.  In both Springfield and Obscuridad, this is almost exclusively tied to 
the Spanish and English languages as well as American and Mexican cultures.  That arrangement 
should not become any more static than the monocultures that preceded it.  Site goals should 
mirror demographic shifts as they happen.  Multilingualism and multiculturalism are assets to be 
valued in the postmodern world. 
 Generally speaking, each teacher and school staff member must see all students as “their” 
students.  Once that spirit is embodied in the school system, instructional specialization has a 
chance to be effective.  The staff of the school should also represent the diversity of the student 
body to provide legitimate role models.  From a technical perspective, there are several research 
based best practices that should be used in working with students from the transnational 
community.  Newcomers or students whose primary language is Spanish should initially receive 
instruction in their primary language.  English should be used for all social and general 
interaction.  Bilingual English tutors should be a staffing priority (Zwiers, 2008).   
 Most of the transnational students have fairly well developed basic interpersonal 
communicative skills (BICS) as described by Jim Cummins (Zwiers, 2008).  These are the social 
skills that should continue to be practiced in English.  Cummins has labeled the area in which 
many of those same students struggle as cognitive academic language proficiency (CALPS).  
 A scaffold and model of academic language needs to be provided by the instructional 
staff.  The scaffold is a framework of context that a student can relate to.  Teachers need to meet 
the students at their level of background information and build upon it together so that the new 
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vocabulary has a connection to prior knowledge.  Providing early content area instruction in the 
primary language is a bridge until English proficiency is obtained and the CALPS strategies can 
then be utilized.  This concept borrows from Freire’s adult education technique of utilizing life 
experiences to make sense out of new vocabulary and language patterns (2005).   
 Cummins recommendations (Zwiers, 2008) mesh well with Freire’s critique of the 
banking model of education.  In essence, it is ineffective for the teacher to be the sole possessor 
of knowledge who then deposits pieces of that knowledge into the empty vessel that is the 
student.  My direct observations indicate that the transnational students have likely received that 
massified approach to instruction in either or both poles (Field notes, Obscuridad & Springfield).  
Pupils need to be both a spectator and a participant.  Freire recommended a problem posing 
education that increases creativity, humanism, critical thinking, and dialogue while decreasing 
dependency and fatalism (Freire, 1992).  Interdisciplinary themed projects that challenge both 
sides of the brain are examples of problem posing education. 
 Schools do need data that informs them on their effectiveness; however there is no 
evidence that a punitive accountability model works over the long haul.  As this study regularly 
suggests, qualitative data is equally as valuable as quantitative data.  Unfortunately, most 
educators are not trained to scientifically collect, interpret and utilize qualitative data.  
 Assessments should focus on individual growth models and incentivize progress. 
Transformative strategies are performance-based and feature alternative and enriched 
assessments (Urrieta, 2004).  These may be customized, low stakes assessments that promote 
individual growth for each student.  The art of transformation is to meet each student where they 
are and guide them to a new skill level that is relevant to the world in which they live. 
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 Some caution is warranted as qualitative measures may be confused with activism.  Many 
educational programs are designed with an activist approach that yields reports that make people 
feel good.  Although they may not cause harm, they also may not be any more effective than 
efforts based solely on quantitative data.  Even an optimist like Freire strongly endorsed praxis 
(Observer comment).  Praxis is the implementation of action or a plan of action derived from 
theoretical understanding (Urrieta, 2004). 
 A case that supports the blended approach of qualitative and quantitative data combined 
with praxis is the TORCH program.  TORCH was formed in 2006 to address the 30% high 
school graduation rate among Latino students in Springfield.  Note that the low rate recorded 
then was similar to my data collected on the educational experiences of the previous generation.  
That rate is now consistently over 90% with many participants continuing on to post-secondary 
education (Lizaola, et al., 2010).   
Early on in the history of TORCH, many colleges feared losing their federal funding if 
they accepted undocumented students.  Through creativity and dogged determination, the 
TORCH staff and its partners found avenues to place students.  They identified a limited number 
of technical and undergraduate institutions willing to enroll undocumented high school graduates 
(Lizaola et al., 2010).  Opportunities are gradually increasing and TORCH has expanded to assist 
middle school students and represent any first generation college student. 
 Access to technology has been mentioned several times previously as the catalyst for the 
most rapid transformations taking place within the transnational community.  This may also be 
true for educational practices.  Like education itself, technology has the power to emancipate or 
marginalize.   
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 In August of 2013, the secondary schools in Springfield made tablet computers available 
on a one to one basis for every student.  Much like the general student population, some Latino 
students struggled with computer generated distractions and unhealthy amounts of screen time.  
However, the benefit of leveling the academic playing field for all students in a school 
simultaneously was one of the most profound events that I have witnessed in my educational 
career (Observer comment).  Students who emerged from the tablet distribution sessions 
displayed a positive change in their self-image.  For many families, the tablet computer that was 
brought home from school instantly became the most powerful technological tool ever to appear 
in their household (Field notes, Springfield Middle School).  The recommendation derived from 
my experiences is for schools to always apply praxis to their technology decisions and to always 
maintain a level playing field for all students. 
 My final recommended educational practice for schools with transnational constituents is 
to connect to the duality of the phenomenon.  Explore opportunities to partner with members at 
both poles of the international relationships.  Members of the transnational community draw 
from the framework of their school experiences in either or both settings.  Current students often 
transfer between the poles and many now have the opportunity to visit either site.  Practices that 
are successful at one site have the potential to be successful in both with minor adaptations.  
Acknowledging and communicating with educators and students in both sites raises the self-
esteem of students who previously saw only challenges created by their transnational status.  An 
exchange of language, art, and other academic contexts matches the spirit of Freire’s critical 
thinking model of education (1993). 
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Photo 9.1:  A folkloric dance group performs at Springfield Middle School. 
 Over three years of visits to the middle level school in Obscuridad, I have laid the 
groundwork for a symbolic partnership with Springfield Middle School.  In 2013, a partnership 
was formally approved as a site improvement goal.  Prior to 2013, the Mexican partner was 
limited by Internet access that was available in its administrative offices only.  It now has one 
computer lab equipped with older personal computers.  In July of 2014, attempts to 
videoconference directly between students at Obscuridad and Springfield were hindered by the 
limited bandwidth available to the school.  Despite those challenges, videoconferences with 
students and staff from the secondary school and one of the primary schools in Obscuridad were 
conducted utilizing the more powerful Internet connections at private cyber cafés.  The 2014 
school year promises to expand upon the partnership with several key teachers in both countries 
providing leadership (Field notes Obscuridad & Springfield). 
Further Research 
 As stated in chapter one, there was very little literature available related to rural 
transnational communities.  There is an ongoing need for additional research in both 
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transnational sites with a U.S. bedroom community and those with large-scale employers.  Both 
urban and rural school districts are still unfamiliar with the distinction between immigration and 
transnational migration. 
 My recommendations for follow up research to this case study would include continuing 
longitudinal data collection to observe the changes in the transnational community over time.  
This case study only traces back to 1991, with the majority of the ethnographic data acquired 
from 1997-2014.  This is a relatively new migrant community that will evolve significantly as 
the U.S. born generation makes decisions on where to live and how to raise their children. 
 My interview prompts held up over the process and I was satisfied with them.  The data 
collection process would become more efficient if I was able to eliminate the need for a 
translator in all settings.  Improved Spanish communication skills would also enable more direct 
quotations from the sources where applicable. 
 By taking advantage of concurrent data collection and analysis, I was able to construct 
my communications survey after the interview protocol was already completed.  This proved to 
be helpful; however I would definitely change the framework of the questions regarding 
remittance to improve the reliability of the data collected.  There is a tremendous opportunity for 
researchers in the field of economics to study remittance in rural transnational communities.  My 
observations indicate that geographically isolated rural communities are the equivalent of an 
island with regards to the ability to reduce some variables in a study.  A direct and virtually 
exclusive economic pipeline between two rural communities is one of the best living laboratories 
to investigate such a topic.   
 Finally, the scale of a future study could be expanded.  In a qualitative study using 
grounded theory it was wise to limit the scale.  Expanding the project would have most likely put 
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completion at risk.  Now that a baseline study has been completed, a future study could be 
designed to increase the sample size for data collection. 
Conclusion  
 Our postmodern world is flat (Friedman, 2005).  Although the curvature of the earth still 
creates the same horizon that explorers have always encountered, modern tools allow us to 
interact throughout the world in real time.  Among the most significant contributors to increased 
globalization are the ubiquitous expansion of fiber optic cable, communications satellites, and 
cellular network coverage.  Transnationalism is a phenomenon that has emerged out of a flatter 
world with fewer impediments to an existence in two countries simultaneously.  Transnational 
communities have evolved in a postmodern world that is a second hand experience shaped and 
filtered by pop culture and mass media (Zou & Trueba, 2002).  Within this milieu, there are still 
real people living each day that is granted them.  
 “The sole task of the researcher is to provide an accurate understanding of the phenomena 
studied”  (Walford & Massey, 1998, p. 27).  My goal for this dissertation was merely to collect 
enough data to provide a unique story worth sharing, a story that respectfully represented the 
people that it described.  In conclusion, I believe that I have contributed a case study that meets a 
need within the body of scholarly research on rural transnational communities.  I also sincerely 
hope that this ethnographic data can serve as a bridge to improve the quality of education and life 
in general for all members of the Springfield community.  
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Appendix D:  Translator Confidentiality Agreement 
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Appendix E:  Interview Protocol 
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Appendix F:  Communication Media Survey and Data Table 
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